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Editors' Notes 

Despite the increased participation of women within the traditionally 
male-dominated "avam~garde," and the various advances of feminism, 
gender politics continues to be a contested site within aesthetic prac~ 
rice and its articulationfrranslarion/rcccption in a sti ll largely phallo
centric system. 

The following pages contain a selection of writers and anisu actively 
grappling with the complexities of gender as it pertains to daily life 
and social practice. Various tendencies seem to color these works: the 
continued infl uence of feminist theoreticians on current aesthetic, 
formal, and political practice; a recognition and inclusion of daily 
(domestic) life in both content and form; the desire for a simultaneous 
celebration and eradication of the traditions of one's gender; a decon
struction of male-female binarisms, towards a crit ique of gender itself 
as a rigid and socially dictated location which limits and dc:lineares its 
citizens; and the recognition that any move beyond the confines of 
gender~based identity and sex~based roles cannot manifest itself by 
mc=re proclamation or ac=s thetic liberty, but must navigate the dcc:ply 
c=mbedded material and historical relations of patriarchy. We hope the 
following work will help invigorate and extend these conversations. 

tripwire 4: Work 

Material vs. intellc=cruallabor. Class, production, productivity, 
economy. Practice=, handwork, wordwork, work ethic, workplace, 
co-workc=r. What is the= significance= of one's work in relation to 
writing? Or the significance= of one's writing as work? Labor, 
capital, US(: value, industry. How does one participate within and 
against local and global c=conomicslcultures? Work force, work~ 
book, workshop. In a small-press economy, what are the standards 
for "just compensation,n for exploitation? Knowledge= industries. 
Cultural workers. Appropriation . "Model post-industrial employ~ 

ees?n Exploitation, task, effort. Mission, service=, vocation, 
carcc:r(ism). End~producr, by~product, opus, oeuvre. 



Diane Ward 

Engender Bended 

Write a parallel text one that follows a day 
And "writes" a poem using events, as a source for structure of a poem. 
Would be a pulled apart Midwinter's Day-would be a Midwinu:r's 
Day b~d on the visual-where is rhc gender in here, though~ 

Today-

The female being whatever is reached outward 
Nor not being discussed 
Not not finding a place to be discussed 
All of that negative presence in gender history 

Gender is nor allowing a sc: lf·dctcrmincd con text 
Con= with 

Con " opposed 
Text "' text's definition outside a second sex 

Experience being in tense 

I don't wake up but have all night 
I don't wake up bur resist bending my unconsciousness 
I don't write about ilic desire to cominuc rhc night as it is laid 

over the d.ay 

A Voluptuous Busted Gender 
About anybody's boundaries 
Not about victim's hood 

I grew from a single-headed household 
Which fact was preceded by violence 
To be [left] alone as a sign of survival 

There is this disassociative thing 
Where I'm in the room but not there 

Where rhe signposts circumscribing existence are held 
by really crazy people 

Where I read them 



Disassociative thing 
But nat gender thing 

My last ~m was "about" guarding the hospital bed 
Following language down 
90% of all people who accompany the children to clinic :m: women 
it is about being in tense 

My memories arc hdd in a visual language 
And cannot be said 
Is this what makes up human 
My memories :;r,re hdd up 
Naming being secondary 
Engendering humanity 

No gender: 
The truth is closer to "more" than "less". 
Closer to :;r, multi th:;r,n to a them and us. 

I'm 42 years old now. My definitions are dem.aterializ.ing all around 

That there was space to write the way I wanted to write. An audience 
that was enthusiastic enough to panicip.ate in the unknown along 
with me. A large and generous support system. And many many 
genders. 

N01 wanting labels stuck and having no gender-based need to destroy 
the fiather, no real reason to feel constricted by gender. 

I have a deep affection for "my" gender and also have given birth ro 2 
sons with "their" gender. In poetry they're really not that much 
differen t from me. 

A high-profile Feminine Voice 
Analyzed in academia 
A lot of value now 
Tender 
A lot to be said about ir 

And if I chose to foreground my reproductive experience 
I wrote "Milky Wcsr" and "Three" and maybe 

.alinle of Everything 
El~ 

for the last ten years 
Work/life 
And I'm seriously engaged with both 
Simultaneously 
Having more arms than genders 

Exponemial genders now 
More room for more people 
More circul.ation 

I'm about to wri te some maps 
Le.ading back 



Stefani Barber 

leaving a feminist organization: 
a personal/poetics 

"C$CUcha, escucha, estamos en Ia lucha" rcsonatc.s in a srrecr filled with 
people playing drums and drinking water. we walk up a hill and wave 
at children hanging out of the windows. give flyers ro their parents 
down below. come by somcrimc. where would they arrive, looking for 
the plates of steaming food offered. who would hand it to them. this 
was our work. because nothing's roo good for the working class. an 
embodiment of the forces of one paradigm (socialist, feminist, ours) in 
struggle with its arch-nemesis (capitalist, sel(ist, theirs): a liwd TYilliry. 

in addressing the role of black lesbians: •rhe possibilities for you arc 

heady and endless." 

what attracted me, or made me want to dedicate my life m the revo
lution. the liberty I sought, this world "new horn, free:" visualiz.cd as 
scientifically attainable. the community offered the near promise of a 
type of stability and trust not possible outside of that configuration. 
certain things were definite: always a roof over my head, always some
thing to say. you close your eyes and imagine a phalanx of sorts 
behind you. yet what happens when a voice becomes automatically 
spoken. before the body can elicit rhe breath to speak. look here's 
another thing I have a position on. here is where I draw rhe line. this 
all-knowingne:ss drag worn as a member of a socialist and feminist 
organization gets hefty. iu seeming inclusivi ry of~all the oppresSC:d: 
all who suffer" began to sound shallow (as a black queer female, m 
some books ~triply oppressed," this is obviously not easy to say) after 
I realized I could predict the answers to many questions jusr by run· 
ning down an accepted list of choices. it became, or always was, a 
location of a constant naming. that is, I wasn't sensing a movemmt in 
terms of going forward-or in undemanding what inconsisrcncies or 
incongruities rhc:sc: groupings (which were not determined by the 
organization, yet were strangely defended by it) embodied. 

I come up avinst a resistanc:e to ready-made answers. meaning the 
need to confront what this resistance means to me: (real or imagined) 
accUS3tions of "selling our," conflicts between imellc:ctual vs. activist 
approaches, and what is all rhis talk about the body. it is a conscious 

return to questioning and invcsrigation outside of the context of con· 
ven iem ideology-a complication of my thinking in a real way. I 
mean I don't want easy answers but I still want answers. who has the 
beuer explanation for how I react to getting cruised or why I get 
cruised. it seemed easy to say at one point. since age 13 out in the 
streets for different things, age 17 became "woman-identified" and 
age 22 "radical." in a way I guess it was a predictable: trajectory. but 
when I tried to pry open one or another idea there was nothing but 
more Aarncss and language to simplify rhe struggle (• against sex..ism, 
homophobia, racism, er al) and I wanted something to sink my teeth 
into. above alii desired a frttdom to complicate things c:ven my own 

identity. 

(it started the night after the night in the library. a microphone in my 
hand hoping for a story to share. chased it with a marvrira] 

performing identity, scripting, negotiation
the postmodem seduction 

turning to poetry-a stabilizing force. I became concerned with ques· 
tions of representation because it seemed there was a place where 
questions could be free ly asked and freely answered. not only con
cerning how a group presents itself, but how I as a member of that 
group present myself to them and others. acknowledging that ~ot all 
is binary and polar, I experienced a duality between who I was 111 my 
activist life, and who I was when not performing activist. 

a duplieitow life/ the thing about my body is not so well 
hidden. a performance of survival. on the chest of drawers, postcards, 

incense and our mother of the srrcets signify a shrine. (brathe keep 
breathing) words like djscourse and positioning and subjectivity arc 
inc:vitable outcomes. even in the context of the: collective. a scripted 
life. falling down on rhe job. those who will put rhe piec:e.s together 

and know my mind. carrying, as it does, tl.u t«ds of its own dntruction. 

fn:e time/ sarurday came & went. 
not in any way that you could measure. 

girl a: I blocked her view. girl b: owes me a dance & no more: .free 
coffee. ripped pantyhOK seconds out of the box. no attraction. 



a sunny day, and wanting m position myselfberwccn the: queer and 
black contingents I wind up in no condngc:nt at all. invitadons 
declined. this fc:c:ls different than previous arrangements in which I 
utter expected and approved reasonings with the: uninitiated as we: 
wind through the streets. my movements today float between the 
groupings. there: arc: no goals to mc:c:t. no chc:dc-in afterwards. I think, 
this would not have been possible if. and how would this day have 

been if. 

to eat we find a grassy spot away from the people as.sc:mbled and stay 
there: for some while. is my contribution any lc:ss. no banner in front 
of me:, I h2vc: also lost the bullhorn. but I am presc:m now, I usc: the 
same: critical ear for listening and I have rc:movc:d the filters. it's not 
easy not behind the banner, rhc:rc: is not alw2ys something m say 2nd 
you don't know where: 21l your allegi;~.nccs should lie. rhc: reasons why 
I 2m not behind the banner and the reasons why I find mysdf in the 

streets ag2in. 

struggle: m;J.ttc:rs. reading more I see rh;J.t the terms of struggle arc: not 
always the: same. what is being resis ted is not always rhc same. the 
bnguagc: opens, fucks with my he:;~d, and I struggle to eng:agc: with it. 
so it's nor c:irherlor, or c:vc:n both/and within a bo:L as a poet I engage 
on paper and cc:mc:m. attentive to how things arc said, written, 
spoken. I think of Dc:leuu:'s critique: as destruction as joy, Spiv;J.k's 
permission ro n;J.rn.tc:, and sit thert: for a while. returning to the sire 
of struggle:, I hunger for a feast of multiplicities. 

going forward 

I. "thc:rt:'s no gl;1.mour in being a n.dical" 
2. "choosing the pa.th of least resistance:• 
3. " ... not rt:ach (your] ful l human potential" 

one might say thcrc: is no gl;1.mour in being a poet. and one: has said 
th;J.t. "master of fine ans? what arc you going m do with that?" etc. 
sitting my oppressed ;1. nd marginalized and exoticizcd. female body in 
the classroom or in from of a computer, and the d2ily struggle of 
find ing a langu;J.gc: for th;J.t experience which reson;J.tCS and not just 
dem;J.rcatcs is an act rhar puts me in the path of resistance: ;1.gai nst 
wh;J.t I could/should ;1.nd in the: process finding where: (my] potential 
lies and wh2t it's made of: this is an examined life. 

Jocelyn Srudenberg 

As a 1 As if 

Mlnstc:ad of veering bc:twc:c:n dc:consrruction of and transcendence. we: 
could uy another train of speculation: rh:u 'women' is indc:c:d an unsta· 
ble category, that this instabiliry has a historical foundation , and that 
feminism is the site: of the systematic fighting-out of that instability
which ncc:d not worry us. ,. -Denise Riley 

~ No subject is its own point of departure:; and the: fantasy that it is one: 
can only disavow its constitutive rc:\;J.tions by recasting them as the 
domain of a countervailing onc:rnaliry.~ - Judith Burlc:r 

Gender is 2 nightmare. To inhabit, to enact one gender, to embody 
one gender all day and all night, everyday and every night is a night-

To speak as a woman, to speak as an anything, to speak-but one 
nc:c:ds though provisionally a place from which to speak, but again to 
speak as a woman, as a lesbian, as a New Yorker, as a Jew, as an indi
vidual, fo r fuck's sake: that's already roo many and too limited, thert:'s 
already too many of me ... vying fo r their turf. 

But to speak as a woman, the: need to design2te and authoriz.c: what I 
am to say bur what limits and constraints? on the: speaker and listen
er? What a nighrmart: again!~ 

N. ~ys speak with authority and power. OK. sometimes? all the time 
and Why do I want those goods, their goods? do I want to ~ th2t in 
order to have those? no and most surc:ly not ... o r only sometimes .. . ? 

Do I wanr a valued and legitimate place form which to speak, act, 
respond? though provisional, though stuttering though sutured? Yes, 
our lives depend on it. 



becoming avoiding 
being named 
as a sexed this 
tireless business for 
a wavering collectiviry 

or virtually swarming with sex? 
soaked and pcrmeat~ 
no moment not resting or waking or walking 
in which a gender is utterly unvoiced? 

women en mass divided 
"before the thrones of power" 
so us againsr them? 
for sexual solidariry 
assault I counter assault 
a rough kind of sex against sex 
a duel of monal combat 

or to be seen as a woman 
caught off guard lost in reverie 
attraction-cum-contempt 
"SMILE" or a hissing or a swttr tinics 

or do we need some baseline of experience 
(say motherhood, menstruation, puriry) 
to determine some unifying conviction 
to ground a rallying cam 

then there is the body, obstinate identification, that concept of body. 
bur any body's body is only periodically lived or treated as a sexed 
body. again caught off guard as a woman with some sweet tirrics. 

how can female bodies be celebrated as constant? this intoxication 
forgers the: temporality, the mutabiliry and suppleness of any gender's 
existence. (ir's a bully's gaze that fixes, frcczcs, insists on difference, 
forbids movement.) 

10 

the pc::rsistent draw to this the body 
why ground the sexual 
more decipherable? less evanescent 

but this the body, rhe location of the sexual is mutable, is in hiswry. 
the body imprinred by history, exposed, composed, bur constantly 
fall ing away, decomposi ng. 

why would I want, or think that I were able, to live completely inside 
one gender all day and all night? the charm of the sexual of an always 
sexed sexual distinction designation docs nor draw me. there's more to 
all of us than this lets in, lets on. I can't begin to recognize myself in 
that world. it's nor a matter of there being different types or combos, 
not to generalize from one position, not equal, not different, not 
equal bur different, but full of the ambiguities of us. 

an enactment expanding ceaseless oscillations 

what if we lowered the dramatic stakes, not a reconciliation between 
warring states or sexes, but a relocation inro another arena. to go past 
the counter identificuion. undo the given identities. nor a longing to 
obliterate wholesale as if there ever was some mass uniry around gen
der .... what would that look li ke, feel like, taste like? and what 
would that speak like? 

a pragmatic suggestion; maintain a politics as if the category exist~ 
while suggesting that it doesn't since it's the world, or better, power, 
that insists, say behaves, as if women c::x.isted unambiguously. 

a caution; there's an intimacy between subject and undergoing subje<:· 
tion. but an oppositional subject can see this nap not get caught or 
frozen. 

so speak women while: ;~;ware of the essential instabilities and don't 
fret over it. it's what makes us us. while it's impossible (a nightmare 
for me) to thoroughly be a woman, it's also impossible: to never be 

II 



from Cusp 

ON THE CUSP OF FINITUDE AND ITS AFTERBIRTH 

limit. the present. dull ache. 

tell the citiu:.n she must regenerate. be regenerative. 

else she can never sec: her own innermost. 
else she can never be: twice born twice bloodied born bloodied 
else she can never hear the words of her own making unmaking 
else she can never taste smell feel touch sec her own 

ere she can sec 
the right to be in the dark 

can you hear for instance the mirror- its rardc- nor yet firmly 
fastened to the wall 

12 

A PUWNG OF LOTS 

make rice arithmetic aspirin Pierre: South Dakot3 my erstwhile 
manservant. Esther's via neg.uiva 

the happenStance of us. or a drain on the clerical system. fUSC5 blown. 
buoy out to sea. Burbank California at sunset a jet srrc:am. bending 
light rubes into henpecked paragraphs. dried up bygones. her earni ngs. 
her earrings. The Grand Canal of Amsterdam. 

cedillas. stones in our palms. ojo cl piojo. mechanisms nose them~ 

selves into place. place names. exactly alike anew. an avenue's width. 
fidgety motor skills leverage to buy a new one. cxacdy alike. at least 
an outfielder's try. 

her ink. her john hancock hats off to her manservam. his nightfall 
more aspirin a mower like footfall. her knee twitching ar night 
replicates lungs. 

13 



IRONCLAST WITHOUT BRAKES 

broken b10111ches 
waterfront footF.d ls mo~ & mo~ 
lost in the fny 
urban renewal urban ei'2Surc: i march in effect 
being in effect 
human subject ... rc:aliry. . identity 

roads of rhc world 
dictating a violcm principle which keeps on following us back in. our 
&shion intoxicati ng propcrlies over all of us. things which arc perish
able navigate through us daily the land parceled out smaller and 
smaller and smaller inro vast spaces. knowledge thereof collapsed and 
frayed at the c::dgcs. we will have none. rather or better lingers on an 
abscnrcc prctcn~. kind reader as kind dog reenters and rurns the 
radio on fet ches a knife to bcner buncr the bread. brc:ad's both sides. 
we butter our feet for good measure make foot prints. 

spiraling place following back into itself? a sabotage or insurrection 

exhausted resources turns back into a murmur of itsc.lf of ourselves. 

14 

COLLAPSE INTO MONEY SYMBOL SUBJECT 

women feminine: or variations thereof 

indiscreet: speaking not from our mouths but from our gc:nira.ls. 

invaginated writing~ 

pro and contra yes but the: exchange: itself? no dead ends but the left· 

out hidden the: de·c:mphasizc:d denied articulation set in motion. our 
mono our knees hurt. 

and when a man says " I am a woman" he: is sure of himself. 

the: erasing of d ifferences to increase: exchange: value. a gendcrlc:ss mall 

with sales on old sporting goods and old food. 

in which sense: in what sense: how to say i o r we and in what tone: of 
voice:. her plot is not her own or i mean and lhe repetition is 

unbearable. 

15 



THIS SIDE UP AGAIN 

and of rhem and her palm and with light with color 
we always she did will always. 
always here she will always 
always a thing here an ample question 

the erstwhile manservant having come to what indifference. to what 
profound conviction of having lost the right track. his own track. her 
trajectory. plane trees. he offers non-paricls and an erm ined 
escutcheon. they inflate send and get. 

kept alive by primary sources jelly donuts. a circus clown aristocrat 
inadvertently conceals his idenriry to cause the death of the beautiful 
aerialist whom she loves. more careless gossip and confusion. an 
heiress discovers an apron made of newsprint worn by the herculean 
chef in the logging camps. 

16 

SUCH AS SHE, SAY SHE, DID SAY I WAS 

if joining may if joining might 
fluctuating- combination and refusal 
erratic and volatile instability the sine qua non of it 
its blood line its lookout tree house 

all gender promenade eman:ning whether from and whoever 
not none or neither not unlivcd not indifference not the 'real' 
dexter sinister. manscrvants joining forces. very scented. 

don't be afraid of ir. it won't bite. just step up to it - don't touch -
and speak right into it. (there's a good girl.) 

17 



Tasha Robbins 





Linda Russo 

Gender Quiz 

nolt; partntiNtical txampks an immdtd only to t'Xtmplijj. Adhn-tncits shift. 

Gender is maintained as a category to discuss poetry (by women) on 
the grounds that: 

a. biology is destiny: because contemporary women (which in this 
case= female) poets inhabit female bodies, and so inhabit the spheres 
in which these bodies circulate, their poetic strategies arc compared to 
those other women poets who inhabit(ed) the same. This yields up 
differences. Whereas precursors were restricted to their 'sphere,' con~ 
temporaries arc interested in (instances of) boundary crossing. 
(Bradstreet v. Susan Howe.) 

b. biology as history: same as (a) bur the comparison extends histori
cally so as to yield up samenesses: a genealogy of feminist--or 
female-poetic 'strategies.' Danger of developing haphaurdly into 
csscntializing argumems for 'women's language.' Might lapse into 
arguments for mimesis. (Rich's white spaces and gaps = silences or 
mastectomies.) 

c. woman as other: female poets, because they arc not male, have his
torically been excluded from male homo-social discourses, on the 
basis of (a) and (b). Relies on the Oedipal master narrative for differ
entiation. Women poets either insramiate this ideology or challenge it 
by refusing or ironizing her 'place' in the phallic economy. (H.D.) 

d. social-constructivist: because gender is discursive and socially con~ 
structed, women poets construct their subjectivity in such a way as to 
challenge the son of lineages constructed by (a) (b) and (c). In this 
way, the woman poet refuses to be 'other' by instead claiming the 
'multiple,' ' indeterminate,' or non-phallic, non-objectifying, as her 
mode of subj«:tiviry. (Stein.) 

c. liberal-humanist: because men and women arc equal, imcllectually 
at least, under certain circumstances (myopic specificity), each have 
equal access to language, modes of dissemination, and reward systems. 
As long as she develops her voice, she can write about whatever she 

22 

wants to (as long as desire doesn't degrade into naming 'pans'). Gender 
is maintained as a category presumably bccause in a democratic society 
men and women arc equal. Without it, poetry is otherwise often 
indistinguishable in terms of its deployment of various poetic strate~ 
gics. {The exemplary blurs into the numerous.) 

f. radical~optimist: Women arc vastly oumumbered in poetic produc~ 
tion, and have little control of the modes of dissemination and 
reward systems, bur this situation has changed radically since WWII. 
Many have come around and realized that women can write poetry, 
and can run presses and edit magazines. There arc some cool women 
poets who serve as 'mother' figures (Mayer, Notley, Waldrop, ere.) to 
encourage the often-daunting task of contributing to a discourse 
which offers no specific discouragement. 

g. pessimist (or optimist, depending on whether the glass is half full 
or half empty): Gender isn't going away any time soon. 

h. radical-realist: Because there is no such thing as a universal voice. 
And we have to remind ourselves of the particularities of poets 
(regardless of the particularities of rhe subjecrivities they construct, or 
whether they choose to d«:onstruct subjectivity) in relation to the 
particularities of the poems they write. Gender is one such particular· 
iry. It is separable from other particularities only as a critical category, 
and as such it is used exclusively (to exclude), even detrimentally so in 

i. I, I, I. I is a convention. Is there such a thing as voice: I tries to 
make particular texts read as though there were some one:w:one 
correlation between signifiers and signifieds. This isn't as dry as it 
sounds. It's possible that I doesn't intend to delude itself or its readers. 
I is a pedagogical wol. I know some I's personally. I used to be uni~ 
versal, but now l 's ungendered. 

23 



David Buuck 

Against Masculinist Privilege 

Patriarchy cannot continue to function as such without the compliciry 
of iu pr:actitioners. Masculinist discourses and modes of privilege may 
Sttm to be somehow "beyond" the mere panicipation of"du: individ
ual" -as consrrucu, systems, tr.ad.icions-ytt th~ broader theoretical 
terrains arc occupied, lived, enacted and resisted by individuals, 
including bmh th~ who benefit by them and those who do not. 
That "women's writing" (or "feminist practice") would necessarily act 
against such complicity should seem evident. That "men's writing" 
(masculinist practice) might not, and indeed may very wdl benefit 
from the inherent privileges of patriarchy, constitutes a different 
aesthetic and political problematic. When viewed within the larger 
expanse of aesthetic practice-which would include the ways in 
which writing circulates in a broader economy of production and 
~ccption-sites of masculinist privilege present themselves as positions 
that must be continually interrogated and opposed, by all eulmral 
practitioners. 

Followi ng :1.~ :1. few ~cent "exempla.ry moments," by which one 
might begin to investig:ue more fully the w.ays in which masculinist 
modes of privilege continue to undersco~ the ways in which "women's 
:'~~~~" 1 (or, more br02odly, "marginalized aesthetic practice") is often 

In :1. De<:ember, 1998, posting to the SUNY-Buff.tlo Electronic 
Poetry Cemer Poetics List, Dale Smith presents a favorable review of 
the firsr issue of Th~ Hat, :1. small-press poetry journal edited by 
Jord:l.fl Davis and Chris Edg:u. Most notable in Smith's post is his 
(apparent) surprise that a journal edited by rwo men has published :m 
issue consisting entirely of women. He writes: 

I Surely one would wish to dinance oneself from any asemialin n01ion5 of 
"~men'$ writing.· or "male writing," or "X writing. • Funhcr, a disdne~ion 
mtght perhaps be made between the gender (or idcmicy) of the writer and the 
"gendercdnC$$" (or~dass~·neu," c:.~ciali7.;~don, etc.) of the writing iucl( Might 
one then be able 10 tmagme useful (though necessarily loose) categori~ of"mu· 
culinist" or "fcminin" practice, which could perhaps be produced by a writer of 
either gender? These categories must be undentood as absolute only in their flu· 
idicy, and no ancmpt will be made here to define any pankular aesthetic or poet· 
k as specifically "masculinist" or "feminist, • nor should there be any simple bina
rism bc:rwccn what i1 here proposed only as working. shifting. "useful fictions." 
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"Two male editors publishing a first issue with only women is quite 
notable and the results arc not what I expected.[ ... } ! understand build
ing an issue of women's writing is no easy task. To find a grouping of 
work that corresponds or echoes internally is difficult enough. Restricting 
that to a part:icular, traditionally undcr· rcpresented gender, is moreso. ~ 

h is :1. curious argument. It sttms that a poetry journal (or wthology) 
featuring only women writers is "nmable" only because the editors in 
this case arc male. This would seem to imply that a womcn·cdired 
selection of women's writing would not be no~ble, read instead per
haps as some kind of "political" move (rather than aesthetic). Here 
male editorship is assumed to be somehow beyond or above this kind 
of politic, perhaps even "objective," such that publishing "only 
women" would in and of itself be nO(ablc (because one assumes that 
such "objectiveness" would surely Favor a muculi nist poetics?). Again, 
Smith's assumption is that the selection under di11cussion here came 
about by "restricting that to a particular ... gender." Why? Because 
only due to such a resrriction could one explai n the absence of male 
writers in a male-edi ted journal? 

Implied in Smi£h's argument is that a journal or :mthology of women's 
writing is somehow more validated by its having male editorsh ip. 
Surely, it seems to be suggested, if female editors produced w all
women's journa.l or :mthology, it would come about based on some 
process other than merely "aesthetic: likewise, one assumes, for 
other kinds of"identity-bascd" edi10ria.l interventions. 

In a later post on this topic, speaking to issues of representation, 
Sm ith claims that "sheer numbers strengthen the political movements, 
but at the loss of quali~tivc production." Besides the implied 
separation and privileging of"qualitative production" Qudgcd how? 
by whom?) over the "political" (understood how? for whom?), the 
condescension in this attitude is troubling. The assumption that a 
feminist politics (to take but one COtttestcd site) is somehow to be 
furthered only at the (likely) expense of aesthetic practice is to 
rcinvokc some unspoken privileging of what could only be under
stood as :1. masculinisr aesthetics. As the sti ll · dominant aesthetic and 
interpretive regime, such an aes£hctics has the virtue of inhabiting the 
"center" that a.l l "others" (a.ssumcd robe "other" aesthetically by virrue 
of coming from "other" identi ty-positions) might aspire to. Thus 
being a wom:m writer in :1. male-cdjted journa.l is more "notable" than 
to be in :1. woman-edited journal. 
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2 In Marjorie Perlofrs "After Language Poetry: Innovation and iu 
Theorttical Discontents" (from the Electronic Poetry Ccnrer's Perloff 
homepage), one finds a curiously masculinisr project at work within 
an Olherwisc interesting investigation of the contemporary relation· 
ships between "theory" and poetic "innovation." As this writer W1lS 

nor present at the controvei'Jial reading of this (apparently then· 
excerpted) paper at the recent l)age Mothers conference, one can only 
speculate as to the (perhaps intentional) challenge such a tone surely 
introduced into such a context. After reminding her audience that the 
"theory" produced within and around the "language movement• hu 
largely been written by men, she goes on to rake women writers to 
task for "a good bit of'sofr' theorizing." Noting rhat, in her opinion, 
"this has especially been true of women poeu," she goes on to admit 
that she is "beginning to wish poets would once again take ro com· 
posing poetry rather rhan producing so much 'theoretical' prose. " 

That such a wish should seem at odds with Perloff's otherwise 
celebratory history of (male) language poets pushing poetry into and 
against the realm of"theory" is but rhe first of many troubling under~ 
currents here. That her privileging of (primarily male-produced) 
theoretical texts over the actual poetic practice of contemporaneous 
writei'J within the language movement would seem to relegate most 
women writers to a secondary status, is another concern. 

While Pcrloff does well to produce examples of what she views as 
"'soft' theorizi ng," it is unclear as to why the examples chosen :arc 
only those written by women. Surely "bad" theorization ijusr :as "bad" 
writing) is not gender-specific? Her unfortunate choice of the word 
•soft" notwithstanding, one wonders on what basis critical or theoret
ical writ ing should be judged, especially within the context of an 
"innov:ativc" :aesthetics th:at, if it :accomplished nothing else, cenainly 
did much to problc:marize the bound:aries between "poetic" :and "criti
cal" writing, :and in m:any ways dclcgitimiz.ed the inherent privile~ing 
of the laner, which Perloff seems at pains to maint:ain as :a separate 
(and privileged) discourse. 

Indeed , such :an underst:anding of theoretical writing, even within 
"poetic" traditions, seems to suggest a two-fold rcinscriprion of 
masculinist privilege. On the one hand, "theory" (of the presumably 
"hard" variety), it is implied, is best left to either the (male) poet
theorists (here only half-ironically called the "Founding Fathers"), 
or, better yet, once poets ~:agai n t:ake to composing poetry rather than 
producing so much 'theoretical' prose," to the Cri tic-Theorist. On the 
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other hand, privileging such writing within the histories (:and canon~ 
izing) of aesthetic movements (PerlofT calls such writing "foundational 
theory," as if the theory was necessary biforethe "work" itself), 
necessarily m:arginalizcs (u :aesthetic practice, :as theoretical practice, 
as historical practice) innovative writing produced by women. 

One might wonder why critical discourse written in a fairly conven· 
tiona! style (usually rh:at of discursive, '"theoretical" prose) should be 
thought of as more imporranr (or innovative) than that of "actual" 
poetic practice. Perloffherself would presumably :agree that often such 
discursive theoretical prose is more easily rccuperablc within literary~ 
critical discourse, :and as such gains currency among critics :attempting 
to enter into dialogue wirh innovative aesthet ic pr:actices. Pcrloffhas 
also proven herself to be tirdessly :adept :at augmenting such theoreti
cal-historical discourses with dose, carefully considered re:adings of 
poctries roo often subsumed under a set of over-simplified critical 
mbrics. Nonetheless, in the end she seems to want to fall back on the 
(masculinisr) privilege afForded the C ritic-Theorist, who :alone is in 
the best position to render critical-historical judgements. As much as 
PerlofFhas done to ch:ampion poctries often m:arginalized within aca
demic and canonical discourses, to continue to do so using those very 
discourses does not necessarily ch:allenge the masculinist cliches of 
" innovation" ("maki ng it new," dean breaks and paradigm shifts, ere.) 
that she now wishes to w:atchguard :ag:ainst new claim:ants to the term 
(in this case, contemporary women poets). It seems "innovation" 
might just become wm~thing dJe (S2Sp!) if one wen: to allow for other 
contextual readings of aesthetic practice and history. For Perloff, now 
"it is less a question of novelty as such than of coming to terms with 
specificity and dif!tTmu. " Wasn't ir always? 

3 In Poetics Journal #9, Lesl ie Scalapino and Ron Silliman present 
:m exchange of letters initi:atcd by Scalapino's response to :an editori:al 
introduction by Silliman in the July-Scp. 1988 Socialist Rn~itw. 
Silliman, then editor of the Socialist Rn~i~wcollcctivc, h:ad selected 
a.nd presented writing by eight B:ay Aic:a poets; Scal:apino highlights 
the following excerpt from Silliman's introduction: 

"Progressive poets who identify :as members of groups that have been the 
subject of history-many white m:ale hcteroscxu:als, for example-arc :apt 
to challenge all that is supposedly 'n:atural ' about the formation of their 
own subjectivity. Th:at their writing today is :apt to call into question, if 
nor actually explode, such conventions as n:arrative, persona, :and even 
reference can h:ardly be surprising. At the other end of this spectrum arc 
poets who do not identify :as members of groups that h:ave been the sub-
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jec1 ofhis10ry, for they instead have been its objects. The narr:uive of 
hiswry has led no1 !0 their sdf-actualiution, bu1 to their exclwion and 
domination. These wrirers and readers-women, people of color, sc:xual 
minorities, 1he entire spectrum of the 'marginal'-have a manifes1 polili
c:al need w have their stories 1old. Thai 1heir writing should often appear 
much more conventional, with 1he nor.tble difference as 10 whom is 1he 
subjec1 of these conventions, illuminates 1he rd:.ttionship between form 
and audience. • 

Scalapino rightly takes Silliman w 1ask fo r 1he implication that 
"elites" arc more likdy 10 produce "innovative" aesthetics, and 
reminds us rhat "1he word conwmiona/by definition is value-laden in 
reference to any art or scholarly/thought form, implying inferiority." 
(5 1)2 If, as Silliman suggests, more "conventional" writing comes 
from rhe marginalized's "manifest political nttd 10 have their stories 
told," then what "political need" is at play wi1hin rhe aesthetics of 
those wirh social privilege? Is it o n behalf of or against rhar very 
privilege thai seems to provide the basis for "innovation"? If"against," 
how so? By what kinds of (privileged) "innova1io n"? Scalapino wri tes: 

"You an: defining innovation as the repository of whiu: men who are 
supposedly free of connection. Even if they could be free of connection, 
why should they be~ E.g., why would thai be viewed as innovative?" (53) 

The exchange thai fo llows is a productive and useful one, and 
Silliman does much to ducidate his positions and expand the discus
sion. (And it prob:~bly nttdn't be said thai Silliman has been a 
consistently engaged critic, closdy :~nuned to rhese very issues of 
representation, identity, "marginaliuuion," ere., wirhin progressive lit
eratures both past and present.) However, Silliman seems to contradict 
himself in places. In his first response to Scalapino, he writes: "If we 
reject (as I do) any universalized point of view, those other poetics 
that superficially appear more conventional are no less radical." (55) 
If this seems fair-Silliman does wdl in his Socialist &vi~ essay to 

2 1r is aho imerestingto note, in thecontar of1hises.say, rhar Scalapino originally 
intended her n:ply to Silliman to be published in the Socialist R~vinu, but wu 
refused ~on the basis 1ha1 my language wu 100 poetic ;md did not qualify ;u 

poli1ieal di5Course. Thai is to uy, I must speak a language n:cogniud as discourse 
before i1 can be regarded :u public and germane: [52)'lbat i1 remai05 an editorial 
right ro privilege cenain (in this cue, ironically, mon: ~convemional ") discounes, 
even given the exemplary edi1orial modd of 1he Socialist Rnlirw collective, cer
tainly complicales our reading of Silliman's original essay in the Rroitw, and his 
more ~poetic" !etten in P«tia jounwl This concern reoccurs for Scalapino in 
Front M11ttrr, Dtali Soub, wherein she chronicles her aucmpu to ge1 her writing 
published in local ncwspapen. (cf. her E.PC LiNbrralt imerview) 
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make the point that a multiplicity of political :~nd aesthetic strategies 
arc necessary fo r broad-based opposition;~. ! coalitions-it remains 
unclear why Silliman would at rhe same time seem to ch;~.mpion 
certain ;~oesrherics over others. lf"those orher poetics" are no less 
"radical," then on what basis could one privilege a notion of"innova
tion" rhat Silliman seems to link most closely to the ami-conventional 
practice of rhe language pocts?l Indeed, in the Socialist Rntiro~essay, 
he at one point comments that Aaron Shurin h:as "gradua.lly evolved 
from the gay liber.nionist essentialism of his e:uly book ... " (67) What 
in this context would it mean to "evolve," if there were not an 
implied hierarchy of"innovation" and aesthetic practice? In light of 
his claims that "white male heterosexuals" are, because of their social 
privi lege, more "apt" to critique narrative, persona, reference, etc., 
alongside the implied evolutionary progress of such critiques over rhe 
more "conventional" approaches of "those orher poetics," it seems 
disingenuous for Silliman to claim in his l:ast letter that "none of us is 
p rivileged, yet each of us is positioned. " (68) Don't various and 
unequal positions constitute the very notion of p rivilege (depending 
on where one is positioned in social and aesthetic hierarchies)? 

Scalapino also questions the presumption that the anti-conventional 
practices Silliman seems to champion 2re strictly the dom2in of those 
in more privileged social positions: 

"Those in social power and those withoul it migh1 be equally capable or 
questioning their subjecliviry. Bur those who are without soci:~.l power 
are less inclined to sec reality as orderly; for example, less inclined to sec 
the social construction as unified." (52) 

This point is explored more fUlly in Phillip Brian Harper's Framing 
the Margins: The Social J._qg;c o[Postmotkm Cultu" (Oxford UP, 
1994), his study of "marginality" wi1hin the historical conslruction of 
theories of~postmodernism ." Harper reminds us th:l.t fu r from being 
recent concerns, issues such :1.5 "fragmented subjectivityn and the 
dccenteredncss o f idemiry have long been experiential componen ts of 
"marginalized" subjects and communities. Indeed, it is only when, in 
rhe wake of poststrucruralism, that the deconstruction of master nar
ratives and the unified subject have "taken hold" within the dominant 

3 While in his sdcc1ion for the Soria/ist Rtvitw Silliman presents a diverse 
group--l..Ua Bernstein, Ikvcrly Dahlen,Ju3n Fdif)C Hefl':l.f':l., ~ron Shurin, 
Carol Dorf. Nathaniel Mackey, Leslie Scalapino, and Bob PC"rclman- in 3 differ
ent oomat, his anthology In tiN Anu-rican Tr«, he offen instead a pn:dominant
ly white line-up, wirh men outnumlxring women by about 2 to I. 
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modes of critical discourse (and within the experience of"cven" white 
male heterosexuals), that such concepts arc now theorized (if not flat 
our universalized) as the "postmodern" contemporary. ln his introduc· 
tion, Harper writes: 

"To the extent that [socially marginalized and politically disenfranchised[ 
populations have experienced psychic dc:centeredness long prior to iu 
generalization throughout the culture during the late twentieth century, 
one might say that the postmodern era's prc:occupation with fragmented 
subjc:ctivi£y represents the 'rc:centering' of the culture's focus on issues 
that have always concerned marginalized constituencies." (3-4) 

In this context, and in the context of"~ndered• writing, one might 
look to the work of, say, Dickinson, Gilman, or Mary Maclane for 
rd:uivcly available examples of the very "innovation" that Silliman 
and others sec.m to imagine to be the province of contemporary white 
male heterosexuals. (Or think of how many critics continue to try to 
read Stein as some kind of "proto·postmodernist, • as if Stein need5 to 

be somehow "explained" or "fitted" into historiographic narratives of 
modernism·>postmodtrnism, rather than seeing Srcin as but one. of 
many "reasons" to deconstruct these: theories and narratives of post· 
modernism.) Surely it is a continued characteristic of masculinist 
privilege to colonize any concept of non·"conventiona.l" "innovation," 
and then to imply that it is something that •those other poetics• 
might '"evolve" towards. 

We must not pick on Silliman too much hcre, for surely he has 
demonstrated, again and again, his clear commitment 10 both diverse 
aesthetic praxis as well as to a radical progressive politics, and 10 the 
constant interrogation of the ways in which such concepts ("aesthetic 
praxis," "progressive politics") might manifest themselves in different 
hinorical contexts. Nonetheless, and perhaps b«aus~ it is Silliman 
(and not, for instance, Dale Smith), the exchange between Solapino 
and Silliman offers an opporrunity to explore how ma.sculinist 
privilege remains a deeply embedded problematic for any attempt to 

further a political and aesthetic praxis that-ikaUy--would work 
against (and not simuiW~eously benefit from) any such privilege. 

4 Given these: examples, and given rhe continued problematic of 
~gender" as concept, construct, idcmiry, etc., what might be done? 
How might we reimaginc a politics, an aesthetics, a praxis, of"gender" 
that works against models of ma.sculinist privilege? Ccminly, increased 
participation by women writers (and writers of color, working-class 
writers, etc.) within the various literary "traditions" and networks has, 
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and will no doubt continue to, reshaped the otherwise ma.sculinist 
"center."• By "increased panicipation," one would have to include 
practices beyond the production of"writing," practices that extend 
into critical writing, editing, publishing, distribution, and community 
organizing. Yet as Margy Sloan and others have pointed out, it is in 
these "other" practices (heretofore often thought of as "extra-literary," 
but perhaps more usefully understood as the relations of [aesthetic[ 
production) that men remain largely dominant. (This is of course also 
very much an issue of class, as well as one of reproductive economies, 
wherein child-rearing continues to be seen as an additional responsi~ 
bility of would-be "page morhers.") As such, the circulation and 
exchange of aesthetic practice and discourse continue mainly to be 
realms of ma.sculinist privilege. Thus the assumed editorial authority 
(by vinue of gender) of The Hat, according to Dale Smith. Thus 
Pcrloff's historical privileging of male theory as "foundational" in the 
"language" writing community. Thus the continued narrativiza.tion of 
aesthetic movements and lineages as demarcated by generational (and 
oedipal) conflicts. Thus the fact that any so-callt d "revisionist" li terary 
criticism, attempting to "rescue" women writers from their erasure in 
canonical histories, is often presumed to be performing a service on 
behalf of"women" (or feminism), rather than art or literature. 

Surely, the continued inclusion of women writers within the "relations 
of production" docs much ro help redefine the "centcr(s)" and 
challenge ma.sculinisr modes of discourse and exchange. But perhaps 
one might rethink the priority of"rcdefining" {or expanding) "the 
center," or indeed, the exalted terrain of"centraliry" itself. 

Presumably one wishes to "open up" the cemer{s), thrash the bound
aries, erase the margins, etc., but occasionally with such discourses of 
marginality there cxisa the presumption of the desirability of such a 
center. If such a center is that of the primarily "mainstream" and/or 
dominant culrur:al economy, and "access" to that center {via redefin i
tion or accommodation or assimilation) is "achieved," what exactly 
has been gained? On one hand, a more inclusive and diverse "center" 
would presumably be better fit to do the further work of exploding 

4 And here it should be noted that any no!ion of ~cenrer~ should be fluid and 
comarual: despite the continued figur:ttion of a ~mainsueam• ceoter to which 
"avant·garde" or "experimental• litcr.aty practice is somehow marginal, there ccr· 
tainly exist scvc:ral "ccnteTJ~ wi1hin those ~margins" that in many w:~ys rcconsti· 
1u1c the discourses of mmulinisl privilege in the context ofli1e~ produclion. 
exchange, and mmmunity. Imagining oneself marginal1o one site of privilege 
does not excuse repliating such modes of privilege within another si1e, howa'e!" 
"marginalized• such a site may appear. 
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what the center has traditionally stood for. However, if the process is 
one of (re)coloniza.tion of the margins by the center (agai n, via 
assimilation, appropriation, tokenism, cr:c.), such a process might risk 
cominuing the hegemony of"mainstrea.m" ideology, as practiced now 
by a "diversity" of subjects (think here of Clinton's "rainbow" Cabi net 
of n~liberal upper-class lawyers). This ca.n be a.n unfortun:nc: by· 
product of a liberal modd coming from the: center ("look how many 
writers of X [class, color, gender, etc.) Y & Z have published!") that 
presumes bringing the: margins "in" (or "giving voice," "breaking the 
silence," whatever the cliche:) is the: ext em of the work "to be done." 
One would not wish to suggest that such a strategy is necessarily 
ineffectual in some way opening and expanding the "center." However, 
if such a process in some way demands trade-offs on the part of"the 
marginalized" (in o rder ro "join," various "sacrifices"-of"identity," 
"authenticity," tradition, autonomy, ideology, cr:c.-may (consciously 
or unconsciously] occur), then such an "exchange" seems a one-way 
street. Often it is the domain of privilege to recognize (a.nd support) 
that in the "margins" that most resembles the dominant modes of 
literary production already at work within a particular "center." 

Spealcing of her early days in academia, bell hooks writes (in Y~arnint: 
Rau, ~ntkr, and Cultul'lll Politia): 

"[W]hat I have noticed is that those scholars, most especially those who 
name themselves r2dical critical thinkers, feminist thinkers, now fully 
participate in the consrruclion of a discourse about the 'Other.' I was 
made 'Other' there in rh01t space with them. In that space in the margins 
... They did not meet me there in that space. T hey met me at the center. 
They greeted me as colonizers. I am waiting to learn from them the path 
of their resistance, of how it came robe that they were able to surrender 
the power m act as colonizers." 

Is it possible to occupy "a" "center" and not be complicit? Is this essay 
guilty of the charge) Is it not just as incumbent upon those in the so
called ccntcr(s) to participate in the work of redefining a.nd blowing· 
up the very centers that in many ways provide one with cenain 
privileges? 

5 And here a necessary in1errup1ion 10 note !hat 1he language of this very argu· 
men! would no doubt have to be considered as well within the parame1ers of 
•masculinisl discourse." Arc readers more indinal m be ~awayal•-or "put 
oiT"-by the.sc lines of argumcnr:uion, these 1ropcs of"criticism"? Docs a ccruin 
s!yleofcri!ical andlorimdlcctuali S~discoursc"profcct" itself as "persuasive" 
and/or JcJf.vaJidating merely by "vinue" ofi1s "forcdUI"Iangu.agc, iu (p$Cudo-) 
"pcnenating" analysis? Is this a woman writing. a man, a muld-gcndercd, multi· 
cultural "collccti'l't!"? Docs it matrcr! Should it! 
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Keeping in mind the: distinction between "gender" (as, let's say, a.n 
"identity-position") and gender-ism (in the case of mascuHnism, a 
f>rivileged position as well as the enactment of that privilege), mightn't 
there be ways to actively participate against one's own (gender/class/ 
ro~cc/"ccnter·cd") privilege? Not merely lending an often-patron izing 
hand down ro help your sisters up the ladder (as if they need [y]our 
help!), but to help destroy the ladder itself, even if it means those on 
the top may have further to "faJI?"6 Now, one is not suggesting hold
ing up as an example: the middle-class man who moves to the city to 
become: a slacker poet writing about strong women and tough times. 
Nor is one suggesting some kind of male gender-bending. or ethno
poctic drum circles, or reverse-deracination or symbolic declasse 
identification as the cure-all for ma.sculiniSl (a.nd racial, class) privilege. 
No whiggers, SNAGs, or class ironists (conspicuous consumption 
under cover of scare quotes, as if Capital is wounded by the "scorn" of 
irony). Nor would one suggest the feminist revolution now be led by 
men (goddess forbid!). But it is not enough for men to root for the 
emancipation of women and somehow imagine their own privilege 
should not at the same time come into question. Celebrating Mina 
Loy and Harrycrtc Mullen is not enough. Publishing women in 
(y)our mapzines is not enough. And writing "(wo)ma.nifesroes" such 
u this essay i5 not enough, either. Certainly there arc no easy answers, 
and I will not, from this position, be offering up any programmatic 
models for all to follow. However, it does seem dear that a.ny progres
sive: aesthetic practice must be: al igned against all anti-progressive 
form.s of privilege, and as such, one must continue to search for various 
str.uegics by which al l progressive artists might participate (in different 
ways, from different posirions, in different contexts), directly against 
p:.tt ri2rchal modes of power. 

Would such models (whatever they may be) make us all "women"~ 
No more than they would make me a black working-class lesbian. 
Uut if one fa.lls into the trap of vulgarized notions of identity-where
by only those with "authentic" identity claims (street crcd) can speak 
(ur work) on one's "own group's" behalf, then follow the inevitable 
arguments over identity-purity (who's more working class? who's 
blacker? ai n'r I a woman~ sure, you're queer, bur you're rich, etc ... ), as 
well as the (legitimate) com plaints of many "marginalized" activists/ 
artists who feel restricted to only being able to speak "as" or "on 

(,And if the rc:lllkr will forgive the ovcratcnsion of the metaphor, perhaps in 
1h1' Instance the •ta&dcr" could be imagined as capitai·L •titenlure~? 
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behalf of" one's (perceived) idenriry grouping(s), having always to be 
the one (and how often it is just one) in/at the confcrence/discussionl 
class/journal who ruses the issue of gender, class, race, etc., :--hereas 
the "center"·ed subject has the privilege ro talk about anythmg, from 
an implied position of universality (whatever anri·universalist throat· 
dearing might accompany such gestures). 

Is essentialism thus inherently ami-progressive? There have been 
many historical moments, of course, when more "essentialist" notions 
of gender, class, etc., were in some way "useful" (for unity, clariry, 
etc.) for oppositional suuggle. Likewise, there are moments where 
essentialist discourses used by "power" to demarcate the "other" arc 
recast by the marginalized group in rcsim.ncc (the pink triangle, the 
art of Cheri Samba or Kara Walker, ere.). Many of these discourses, 
however, arc often deeply complican~d and sometimes problematic 
(not surprising, since differences and complexities rend to be: flattened 
out in service of the provisionally dominam discourse, be: it national· 
ism, class revolution, etc.). Women of color wirhin the Black Pamher 
Parry or the 70s fem inist movemem, queers of colo~ or w~r~ng-dass 
origin, lumpcn proletariat and peasant colonial subJectS wuhm the 
bourgeois African nationalist movemenu of the 60s-a·ll· part.of a 
long list of problematics within any discourst: of oppomtonaltry .b.scd 
primarily on identiry. Often certain opposidonal construct5 oudt.ve . 
their provisional, momentary "usefulness" and bc:co.me c~n~rvau':"e tn 

character, leading to subsequent (and crucial) confltcts wtthm soctal 
movements themselves. And of course, idenriry-based constructs of 
group-identiry and/or (supposed) oppositionaliry have had anti· 
progressive moments as well--one need only look at the current 
situation in the former Yugoslavia. 

The point here is thar such constructs and discourscs of gro~p-i~entiry 
arc historical, and as such flucruate through history, appear tn dtfTerent 
fo rms at different momentS and locales, and one would hope that a 
conceptual mU£abiliry of such discourses could be seen as a more 
progressive and viable path for opposit\onaliry, both in political struggle 
as well as aesthetic praxis. As such, it \'ould not be incommcnsunue 
to hold that femin ist snuggle remain a critical locale of oppositional 
practice (for both women and men), while~~ the same time .. rigorou;ly 
interrogating csscmializing claims surrounding gender and w~mens 
writing." Likewise, one's biography need not be rhe sole o~ pr1mary 
burden of proof for one's politics, though one would ccrtamly not 
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WIJh to suggest that any public statement or specch·act or text be 
wmchow ripped from the contextualizations of irs authorship, 
idem iry-moorings, formal articulation, historical comext, relations of 
production, economies of cultural and symbolic exchange, ere. Thus 
one might ask of an aesthetics not is it "political," but when, where, 
and in what conte:xr does a politics enact itself. Not what a text 
"means, " but how it m:akes mcaning(s), and towards what. And
J>erhaps-nor "how is (or isn't) X privileged," (where X could be a 
person or a practice) but what is X's relation to privilege, what is X 
doing about it~ 

And if the CIS(: must be made that such practices could be more than 
"Just" "politically correct" (these days, often the first word in reaction), 
then mighrn't one suggest that a progressive aesthetics is ncttssarily 
(!)(Cause it could not otherwise be considered progressive) towards a 
'IQCial realiry where privi lege itself is de-privileged, and th:at this is in 
1he "interest" of all-i.e., not agai nst any conservative notion of self
interest, nor, one hopes, merely an extension of enlightened sclf
intc:rcst, but rather towards a collective sphere ~nd self-interest, 
which would thus be: in "all's" interest. Could liberation of the de
privileged mean a liberation of the privileged as wcm 

Patriarchy is not merdy an unfortunate by-product of history, which 
the contemporary must proceed as if"in spite of;" it is continually 
renatcd, and as such rei nscribcd with each cultural gesture that docs 
not (explicitly or implicitly) challenge it. Those who benefit from 
privilege, and who afford the lw:ury of not feel ing the need to address 
it, :tre complicir in the perpetuation of ami-progressive forms of 
privilege. The question remains, to paraphrase the diche, is one part 
or the problem or part of a solution? 
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Brian Lennon 

POWER o BOOK o GENDER o MACHINE o ESSAY 

We argue through a critical node that relays unchallenged tropes. 
Gender, essay, machine, 

Reply-To: "The proprietary use of a book_., (Power) BookJ. 
The poem is our encounter with the procedure used to seize messages. 

Jos • • • A9 .. A2 · 

Gender.' 
The paternalism of their inventors. 

Th~ automuion of their own cultur::al activity available for recombi-

Anglophone "' "' s • A • writers of 

a poetics of resistant engagement will be an electronic simulation 
while the past, rho gh, I smmbled, as 

distin uished from command, and art such as a code 

' Donna J. Haraway's socialist-feminist "cyborgn is a political-aestheric 
persona comprised of constantly shifting. "partial, contradictory, perma· 
nendy unclosed constructions of personal -.nd collective selves, n a hybrid 
of mind and body, animal and human, organism and machine, public 
and private:, rn~rurc: and culture:, man and woman. Haraway writes against 
a tr.tdition of Marxian humanism that offers, in her view, only boundary· 
maintaining divisions (basc/supcrs~rucrurc:, publidprivatc:, m:uerial/ideal) 
and secular Edens of natural innocence; her own call for a post-decon
struction rheuer of"panial. real connection," or material practice:, reveals 
a commitment to continual inquiry via desire divorced from any final or 
torali:r.ing resolution: "Some differences are playful; some are poles of 
world hisrorical systems of domination. 'Epistemology' is about knowing 
the difference:." A conrempor.try socialist feminism, Haraway suggesu, 
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(!'ower) BookJSoHo/wallacc::_, 

community -u---ngl- Mac-inc: Qu-ck -ab a we
p-rio- -n th- -o-n's -h-f-i n· hori-on -n-- -ve 
-e:s:-- t-· -he of---i-1 W--e-e Li-t inf--matio- ba--

a-d I have a tOtal stranger a week, would be seen as 
possible to make my book machine, 
or else, era 

Clltensions of canada 3 • 5 • • 0 2 A 2 sar Reglero 

UA MA gom Urgent Aaion • • • A 6 = .. writers with 

Prospectus: Resources elsewhere, rhe case of the. 

vitality of OPEN THINKING, theories of going to do will be 
more trivial remarks. 

From the task in from of the diversity of the new writing in front of 
the most part of us. 
Prospectus: Fri , 5 

Screening maner who think we haven't couned nonsense 

(Power) Book/- M:~.chinc: 

(Power) Book/Academy/- but i simply "no 

w1ll utilize the: resources of"high-rech facilitated social rd:nionsR toward 
the eliminatK>n offillture in racial, so:ual and class identities, without 
knmg sight of the: w:;tys in which the: same technologies embody patriar
th~l-capitalist "inform:atics of domination" and repression. 

As an aesthetic and political persona, the: cyborg resistS the repressive 
mucturc:s in built in electronic technologies of military-industrial origin, 
and :u the same time refuses "an anti·science metaphysics, a dcmonology 
of technology." The body, and "cmbodimcm," aist politically not as an 
UIIRinal "state: of nature" divorced from and threatenc:d by technology, 
but •n partial fusion with it: " Intense pleasure in skill, machine skill, 
U'"~toCS to be :a sin, but an aspect of embodiment. The machine is not an 
II 111 be anim:nc:d, worshiped, and dominatc:d. The machine is us, our 
JliOU!\KS, an :aspect of our embodiment." In aesthetic-political terms, 
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Subject: • 7 • 5 • • 0 mico ResraurantDatc: Rc: My discoveries arc 
frustratingly lucky. This is this reality of the 
task of poetics discourse: an avant-gar c-allowing me ulatiom of 
response to suggestion, computer. 

Activity as productive of material practice, 
collaboration, courted nonsense, 
experimental humanism. 

>GENDER. 
(Power) Book/ - Machine: 

>GENDER. 
Thc_uses_functi ns_. The late twcnricth century. 

>GDENR. (Power) Book/- Machine: Screening a conncllation of us 
wh usc of creative activity-
a community po ulatcd by a bodily pracl u 

such an cn~gcmcm will reject Marxian-humanist and avant-gardist 
notions of ~revolution" for somethi ng closer to Gcnrudc Stein's sense of 
a "continuous present. " An "organic" or "holistic" politics c-xhibiu 
excessive dependence on the "reproductive metaphors" of Edenic 
innocence or pre-Babel unity. Regeneruion, not reproduction, Haraway 
suggests, is the cyborg moment-and it is enacted through the technology 
of writing: 

~!~:i:t id;.~~~~~{g t::l:~~~::~~~~~;;j:frr• l~~=~u:!dili:~:~e~~e 
againn perfect tommunica!lon, against the one cOOe that translates all meouung 
pafccdy ... That is why cybo~ politic:J insist on noise: and advooue pollUtion, 
rejoicing in the illegitimate fusrons of animal and machine:t 
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, (;ENDER GENDER GENDER GENDER GENDER. 
l"'hc attempt to break nonsense, performance, the pattern our of 

aocial groups available for the continuous prescnr 
in other discourses. 
Not generic unhappiness. 

- in :my such limitations will " • 0 • writer, 

be allth Ave, 9 = "' nal" 
Unhappy People 

conservat ism or Material" is, by the American • • .. 
l11c com/-
(Powcr) Book/ 

-----in a year ago. 

4 · ADn 

flu: older vcr - Machine: 

--in unintelligible shrieks and Dirigible 

Ave, to do think with all who is in some new Jau. 

t Self-organization from noise, a concept central to information theory, 
1\ •t the heart of Haraway's "regeneration• and of F~lix Guauari's formu
Lmon of"machinic heterogenesis." In place of hierarchical and patriarchal 
rtproductive legitimation, the socialist-feminist cyborg or hybrid-what 
N. Katherine Hayles terms the ~ posthuman" -substitutes regenerative 

:~~::~~;: :h~~~~~~~h~~~~:~ting the militarism and capitalism of 

l'he drive for tomrol that was a founding impulse: for cybernetics ... is evident 

: :~:~~~~~:1d:,~l~~:~ ~::u:~cJ~:~Tr;gi!;~:~~~~~~~ ~::::r~ ~~~:~~h:11~::mc
:~:~~!f!;;~t ~~7;i'i;~n~::S~1n:~~~~a~1bc'::~ic b,~t;:1t~7~z~! :~~f:ure 
tU lrbcr.uory projccu 1hat Kek 10 bring 1raditional dichotomies and hicrarchiCf 
mw qucstion." 
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"37 Apr 2610; Wed, 22 40:0 1:83-4839" 
5053 Mcssage-ld: 4788 20:30:64------- • or model 

Sp<ili. 
Speaks, looks different weekdays 

command to change your fall 6299 Received 
Speaks. "8 Apr 91 LI NK" 

Dear Readers: 
To: "Wise" 
Sun! 
By none 
Sem: Bulk 
Version: Sun, 9 JUL 

A machine politics is also a machine poetia. ·Hackingn is one of its 
prime forms: to write is also to write illegitimate code, to "write over" 
the instrumental (technocratic) functions of a user interface, disrupting 
the controlled delivery of information. A resistant subjectivity of tempo
ral, sp;Hi.al, physiological and cultural specificity is thereby reinserted into 
the context-erasing simulation, assuming the status of a "para·site." 

- H:ll"'lway, Do?na J. "A C_&org Manifesto: Scicn~c, Technology, and Socialin-
~:;;;::u:;ti~:c o[~a/~';;:n~i~ ~k~~~~~~~:~nt9;{~f9-::f. Wo~n: 

-Ha~=h~~h~ncVc~: ::!~a~~~~~ ~~~rn~~~i\t~!cniry of 
Minnesota Press, 1993. 17}-190. 
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Leona Christie 

Artist Statement I 1999 

In my current body of drawings and works on paper, I am exploring 
the famasy·riddled space between girlhood and aduhhood, where 
Fo~iryrales comingle with adolescent desire and grown-up anxiety. 

My drawing is sweetly stylized and idealized, not unlike the swollen 
J>romises of puberty. I conceive of each piece as a still in an animated 
OJ>era, populated by miniature protagonists, struggling and floating 
through a industrial/science fiction universe of obscure machinery 
:1nd genetically mutated forms. Many of the imagdi refer to earlier 
mcarnadons of the scientific enterprise, such as enlightenment emer
u.inment devices, and other contraptions of scopophilia. Everything 
in this imaginary sening is fueled by a rampant, yet modest, psycho
sexuality. 

·n,e working method I use is improvisational, a self-revelation of 
private illusions, magnified and made visible. I do much of my draw~ 
ing with sharp instruments sueh as ballpoint pens and etching nccd.les, 
generating the sensation of pin-pricking my way through the:. mem
branous skin of reality inro a parallel world. 

l·ollowing pages: 

I. Imbroglio 
2. Mood Compass 
3. Through the Ether #4 
4. Seduction's Burden 
5. Through the Ether #7 
6. Aphasia 

All images 8 1/2" 11 5", bal lpoint pen and gouache. 
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Claude Cahun 

Vague and Precise 

Lc Croisic-Fo~round, dear and precise, a dinghy. You know, a 
dinghy with a sail, you couldn't call it a sailboat it was so small . Ir was 
dressed all in blue, a bright false blue: and in places old yellow-pink 
paint spots showed through. The ruddy sail washed pink, rr.ansparent 
in the light, and so liglu, a glowing halo. 

The landscape is indistinct, foggy. The dinghy ~paratcs disrincdy 
from rhc fine sandy bank alongside it, long, precise, hot and gilded 
with light. One barely makes out in the distance the pink glimmer of 
sun appearing through rhc fog in orchid shapes. 

Bm as dear as the dinghy, sharp and sweet to my awakened 
senses, is the odor of invisible seaweed. 
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Vague and Precise 

Neo-Greck-Foreground, clear and precise, a child. You know, a 
child, with a shadow on his lip, one could not call him a youth he is 
so small. Thin and lithe, dressed. in bright false blue, translucent so 
his juning hip shows through, rosy yellow. So fine, his ruddy hair 
with pink lights, a glowing halo. 

The room is indisdnct, full of smoke. The child stands out dis· 
tincdy, prol[imate to the equivocal statuette, fine: and gilded with 
light. One hardy makes out the curious pink light from a crystal 
orch id. 

But as dear as the: child, as swc:ct to my awakened senses, is the 
childhood scent of C h!tc:au-Yquem with a drop of ether. 

C laude Cahun, Vit-wsand Visiom, 1919 
trans. Norma Cole 

Claude Cahun Born LucieSchwob in Names on Oaobcr8, 1894, she moved 
10 Paris and from 1917 adop1cd the name Claud~ Cahun. Her book~ include 
Aw.a non awnMS, with photolll()magc:s by Cahun and her lifelong panner 
Suzanne Malherbc (Moore); and Ln pAris sont 11uvtrn. During WWII Cahun wu 
arres ted by the Gestapo for her raUtance xtivitics and interned, barely e.lCaping 
execution. After the w.u she lived quietly on the ble of Jersey until her death. 
"Vague and Pra:i5C~ is from a 5erics of pairal or "rwinned~ tats. 
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Elizabeth Robinson 

Conversation with Embodied Phantoms : 
An Approach to a Feminine Poetic 

Prtgnmuy sums to be ~rimmi as tht r41iical ordtal 
tJ/ tht spliuing of~ subjut: mioubling up of Uu body, 

uparation and roaistma oftht ulf and an other, 
ofnaturt and conscioumns, of physiology and spuch. 

-Julia Kristcva 

I believe: that the trope for feminine writing is interruption and loss 
of control , :m embodied, yet deccnrcrc:d subjectivity. I don't consider 
myself an esscnrialist, bm I do fi nd a consideration of the biological 
illuminating. In fact, I plan ro discuss a fc:minine poetic here in terms 
ofbioerhicalliter.uurc I've: bcc:n reading fo r the past few years. The 

presumption that I start with is that females and males, irrcfutably, 
have different social and biological experiences. The cultural and the 
biological an~ mutually inAuc:ncing. The male experience has been so 
taken as the norm that it is vinually invisible, and yet an exploration 
of feminine experience has much to offer ethics and, in this instance, 
poetics. 

In the past few decades, a new approach to medicine and biocthics 
has emerged. It is based on the radical assumption that appropriate 
medical care extends beyond instrumental rrc:a.tmem of symproms. 
Medical workers should, instead, lake time ro examine the conrc:xt 
from which the patient is comi ng and linen to the pat ient's self-narra
tive. Arthur Kleinman, author of TIN !UMSS Narrativn (1988), cites 

his apcriencc working with a grotesquely burned child. Her therapy 
was tortuow and it was Kleinman's wk of which he himself said " I 
could barely tolerate the daily ho rror" (p. xi) to try and dinr:a.ct the 
girl. Finally, in distress and impotence, Kleinman asks her a sincere 
question, "How do you tolerate this~" The girl stopped screaming and 
struggling in sheer surprise and gave him a simple and direct answer. 
In effect , her healing began here. And she began to recreate a story 
for herself. 
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Kleinman goes on ro describe the necessity of bearing witness to and 
co- interpreting what he calls ' illness problems" (which stem as much 
from social as biological 'realities'): these include grief over bodily 
loss, :m altered body image, and concomitant alteration in self-esteem 
and the sense of life coherence (cf. pp. 3-5). Kleinman concludes that 
"Continuities a.s wc.ll as tr:a.nsform.ations, then, lead to the apprecia

tion of the meanings of illness" (p. 8). 

In At tiN WiU ofth~ Body (1991), Arthur Frank describes his personal 

experience as a relatively young and fit man who sud~cnly an~ inc:x
plicably suffers fi rst a heart attack and then cancer. 1-hs rcvcl:m on IS 

that illness is a "dangerous opportunity": " lllness takes away parts of 

your life, but in doing so it gives you the opportunity to ch~sc the 
life you will lead, as opposed to living out the one you h:we s1mply 
accumulated over the yc~" (p. 1). Frank bridles<U facile prescriptions 
as to how he should respond to his illness and claims that he wrote 

out his experience because talking back " is how we find our own 
experiences in a story someone else has written" (p. 4). In the end, 
Frank stares that he has come to think of himself as living in the 
"remission society" in which members "noria details more, because 
illness teaches the value as well as the danger of the everyday" (pp. 138· 
9). While at fi rst it can seem like: misfonune, his loss of "i nnocent 

expectation can be seen as a gain from illness" (p. 39). 

J find the work of Klei nman and Frank very valuable. Insofar as their 

insights arc applied, many people will benefit. But I can't help balking 
at aspects of thei r approach. In their view, change is the result of 
pathology. The more radical the change, the more radical th~ pathol· 
ogy. Alteration, loss, discontinuity arc not a normal pan ofb~e as they 
know it. And let's faa it, especially after adolescence, embod1ed ma.le 

cxpericna is generally pretty stable. 

A woman cannot go through life without experiencing a series of, 
often profound, bodily transformations. Adolescent girls begin 
menstruating, develop breasts; women who have ch ildren find our 
just how boggling pregnancy, labor, and lactation can be. It's both 
wonderful and the most deeply alarming thing I've ever gone through. 
Even those who do not have children arc often placed in a position of 
consciously marking bodily rime: childbearing years do nor last indef· 

initcly and life-altering decisions must be made concerning whether 
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or nor to h.ave .a child. Menopause:, too, brings bodily change:. He~, 
for the s.ake of convenience, I spc:ak (.admittedly reductivdy) of only 
the conc~te manifc:st.ations of biological c:xpericncc:. h goes without 
saying th.ar the socialr.~mificarions of all this .arc much more complex. 

Suffice: it m conclude rh.at on the basis of masculine embodied experi
ence, Wesrcrn tradition has taught men and women both to employ a 
mind-body dualism which marks .a sharp distinction between imma
nence and uansccndcnce. In Tht Ab.wnt Body (1990), Drew Leder 
(while striving fo r a nondu.alisric phenomenology) describes the trans
parency that arises bctwcc:n subjccr and object when it/they .arc fluidly 
engaged in a project. Leder citc:s the CX2IIlple of the athlc:r:e so concc:n
rratcd on his game mar he utterly forgers his body (say, a footbal l 
player about to kick a goal). The body becomes ".absem" in rhis situa
tion and only in the advent of inju ry docs the subject remember th.at 
he (.and I usc: this pronoun advisc:dly) is grounded in bodily existence. 
Once again, the arricuhued presence of rhe body is pathologizcd. 

Iris Marion Young suggests an alternative understandi ng. She uses 
pregnancy as illustrative of .a "!positively valued! body subjectivity 
that is dccemercd, myself in the mode of not being myself" (p. 162). 
Young argues that awareness of the body docs not have to cur one off 
from the enactment of her projects: "we also .at rimes c:xpericncc our 
bodily being in an aesthc:r:ic mode ... a fullness rather rhan a lack" 
(p. 165). She demonstrates pregnancy as an experience in which the 
"rransp.arcnr uni ty of self dissolves and body attends positively to itself 
ar the same time rh.at it enacts irs projects" (p. 161). 

Biocrhics and poetry arc nm so F.u removed from one another. I rake 
as c:xemplary the transcription of a talk, "St.anling Maneuvers," by 
Barbar.l Guest (given at Naropa, sum mer 1998, and published in me 
Pottry Proj«t Ntw~ktttr, 1998). Guest's very talk embodies a rhythm 
ofinrcrruption, of de- .and reconstruction. Guest m.ds a poem she 
has written, but breaks it up, interspersing comments that a~ both 
about the poem and about the process of writing poetry. Hc:r 
remarks--on balance, erasure (even destructiveness) and the invisible, 
on loss of control-arc intriguing. 

Guest writes that "you come to a poinr in a sensibili ty when you arc 
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approaching a poem, that is the preparation, and there is a stasis, 
which contains balance and then non-movement. You arc: prepared 
ro move but you'~ still balancing yourself" (p. 8). What is unspoken, 
bur evident in this comment is that the ncc:d for balance implies a 
kind of disequilibrium. Sim ilarly, Young asserts that "pregnancy has a 
temporality of movement, growth, and change. The: pregnant subject: 
is nor si mply a splitting in which the: two halves lie open and still , but 
a dialectic. The pregnant woman experiences herself as a source and 
partici pant in a creative process" (1990, p. 167). 

I relate that .approach, rh.at unbalance, to what Guest l.ater describes 
as ' hauntedness': "And there is a sense of conversation and you don't 
know if this conversation . . is between yourself and some appari tion 
... I was conscious all the time of a sense of haunted ness" (p. 10). 
That is, the counterweight in this balancing act is ephemeral. There 
arc: unoccupied sites, half~dones, gaps or interruptions, that don't just 
exist in a poem but help to constitute it. Those incompletions do 
compel and even haunt the writer. The meaning of presence is itself 
blurred: "it is different, in another place, belonging to another, another 
that is nevenhelcss my body" (Young, p. 163) or, as Guest writes, 
"And all the while movement coalescing I with thought" (10). 

Notably, Guest also emphasizes the concrete body of the poem. She 
says that the composition has a real physical pull "wh ich is physical 
because: it has to announce irsc:lf and it announces its frailty, its phys i~ 

cal presence, and that's why its rug is ph.anrom~like" (p. 8). She adds 
later, "words arc: physicali ty" (p. 10). Indeed, poetry has an intrinsic 
relation to physicality; ir knows and embraces the to-turc: of word 
sound and line break; ir is composed of the unevenness which we 
know as rhythm . 

I'd like to play with the possibility that poetry as a gcnrc: (and I use 
the term "gcnrc:" here loosely, merely as .a marker betwCCn poetry and 
prose) can value and enhance the dcccntered, embodied subjectivity 
which is so often a part of feminine experience. No other genre so 
understands itself in terms of irs palpability, its melding of'body' and 
'mi nd' in a common project. Poetry is a site in wh ich complete trans~ 
parcncy of the text is not desirable: 

. .. The echo 
the words grant us on page and off, 
sound of rhc last few words, 
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rhcy will be abolishW this nc:w movement that embraces an echo 
only discovered, here, where, the poem 
susra.ins marginality. The 
timing of this substitution, one idea for another 
as we supplant ideas. Count down. 
Knuckle of the hand 
illustra.tcs itself, ra.mes the scmcncc covered with a 
fist held loftily ... (poem, excerpted, pp. 8-10) 

By way of illustration, consider again Drew Leder's "absent body." 
There rhc body becomes invisible in its very efficacy. The succe:ssful 
agent forgets his body and, when rca.lly successful, persuades his co

agents to do so as well. It assumes an embodied stability over tim~. 
The texture of traditional prose is not necessarily (though I realize: 
such an asscnion must be fraught with qualifications) relevant. It is 

only necessarily a conveyance for the transcending idea. 

If we can accept the possibility of poetry as a genre which upholds 

and embraces the quirks and irregularities of experience: (and here I 
am, as I said, employing a model which cc:lcbrau:s [even physiological] 

change and instability as valuable and illuminating) , we arc led inro 
an ambiguous sire. Once: more to biocthics: the phenomenological 
ethic which I am pursuing is one in which sdfhood is grounded in 
bodily experience:. The body can therefore never be reduced merely to 
object; it is always subject as wdl. This son of subjectivity results in a 
continuing indctcrmin:acy bcrwcc.n embodied subjects. We begin to 
understand that bodies who undergo change ncc:d nor be sttn in 
terms of deviance or abnormali ty. Rather, it is ethically incumbent 
upon w to loosen our definition of hca.lth and the convenience of the 
social structures and processes which so hem it in. Iris Young says of a 
pregnant woman what I would say of a writer, that though "she does 
not plan and direct it, nc:ithcr does it merdy wash over her; rather, 
she is this process, this change. 11me stretches our, moments and days 

take on a depth because she experiences more changes ... " (p. 167). 

Likewise with poetry. Poems, roo, embrace the full doubleness of 
object-subjeCt. They have bodies which arc visible, which do engage 
with change, which cannot be 'corrected' or delimited by sr:mdardizcd 
prescriptions. Poetic bodies, like human ones, thwart our efforts at 
control and continuity. And this is good. It is perhaps most good 
lxcausc it clarifies, as Guest says, that the poet is nor quite in charge, 

only haunted. 
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Arguably, some form of narrative {which is nor w say prose!) under· 

girds most, maybe all, of our writing. The trick is to struggle with 
that narrative/shape when whole chunks-sentences, paragraphs, 
chapters-arc irremediably lost or simply, utterly fluid. It 's perhaps 
time to understand that narrative is not about continuity or recovery. 
Reconstruction, re.ncwa.l- thcsc flourish in narrative with blissful 
indiscriminacy at the same time that narrative appears, from a femi
nine perspcaive, pretty comfortable with gap, contradiction, and dis
junction. Can we incorporate this possibility into our poetics? I 
repeat what Anhur Frank said, "At a later rime, this loss of innocenr 

expectation can be sttn as a gain [ ... ] but at first it feels like a loss" 
(p.39). It can be such a relief to acknowledge loss of control or mastery. 
At best, our narratives can function as fucilirativc disorientation. Let 
me pur this in tcmion with some commenrs by Barbara Guest: 

And the ide3 of erasure is also a positive one. It is not negative. 
It leans to the idea of all the possible choices that there were 
and arc in the poem and some of those that the poet did not 
make, but it's an idea of leavi ng everyone slightly hesitant, in 
the air, behind which arc the phantoms and the possibilities of 
phantoms, so that the poet is never as di rect in the idea that is 
being obtained( ... ] the poem docs develop and docs 
maneuver itself and its ideas into and past erasure. (p. 10). 

I take hope by witnessing my dad. Lt:t him corporcaliu: the analogy 
I'm groping toward. He is diabetic and a couple of years ago had to 
have his lower right leg amputated due to an intractable infection. 
The nerves in both his feet and lower legs had long since lost sc:nsa
tion due ro nerve damage. Tapping his prosthesis one day, he looked 
ar me with a wry smile and said, "With this phantom pain, I'm get
ting the most sensation I've had in this foot in years. " 

Sourus: 
Fnnk, Anhur. At tiN WiU of tiN Botly, Boston: Houghton Miffiin Company, 1991. 
Guest, Barbara. ~Startling Maneuvers- in T'" PtNtry Projrct Nctuslntcr, Dec/Jan 

1998/9, hsuc#l72, pp. 8-10. 
Kleinman, Anhur. T'" /Unm Namuiurs. U.S.: B:uicBoolu, 1988. 
Ltdcr, Drew. TIN Absmt &dy. Chicago: University of Chietgo Press, 1990. 
Young. Iris Marion. Throwint lilu a Girl and Othn- Essap in Feminist PhikiJOphy 

anJSocUt/Thnny, Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1990. 
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Sarah Anne Cox 

Tripwire Essay 

-R~cmber a discussion with Kathleen Fraser abour the publisher 
waming to change the ride of her new collection of essays ro include 
the word women in it. She didn't want to be gheno--iz.ed/put into the 
women's section of the bookstore. As if the publisher's thought that 
~tics essays written by a woman would only relate or be of interest 
to women. Which is the stupid old problem if you arc a poet you arc 
2 man and if not you arc a woman poet. 

-Cybdc which is really pronounced ki bel ett if we arc going to 
unlatiniz.e her or it the word. which is unfortunatc-Kibcle--bccausc 
dog food :.~nd I have stopped at th:n before not being able to go on. 
Bur now that it is said we can perhaps move forward knowing that we 
will all be struggling with dog food bur nevertheless. Forward as she 
said so many times in the boutique about clothing for the next season 
"and going forward there will be many more Nhim," wirh asymmet· 
ria l necklines and Xtra tight. And so there we all got on board and 
wore the new black and kept moving the ever changing fashion 
world. Where the innovations arc startling. 

-Remember what I really liked about Diane Ward's Human Ct>iling 
was rhc way the domestic, the arc being taken in daily life, the of the 
home or household or f..tmily life. The way it is integrated in her 
writing so mar it is nor all about rhe day of me home bur is among 
other things the day of the home. And not forgotten but not the only 
thing. 

- There is a one year old who is at the gate of my office who wanu 
to be seen and played with (who is Paris). He will keep his vigil 
regardless of whether he gets to be in a poem or not. He is nor 
interrupting bcatusc: he is always there. 

- And he is a reason to be concerned with the domestic, but not the 
only one. We arc all busy making homes all the time of different sorts 
and it is what makes us appealing. I mean that some people make 
home with their dogs and some people make home with their lover 
and some with single parcm families and some with five friends-ir's 
all home. It seems to me that women have: a tendency ro understand 
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:md recognize the making of home more easily then men. But ir isn't 
w mething I would argue because everyone is different. 

- An inclusion not as an interruption but an occurrence of the same 
1lk. A place where all things can belong together. A place where being 
a mother and being a poet aren't mutually exclusive identities. Parr of 
what I want to tell Paris is also what I want to tell anyone. WHICH 
IS NOT TO SAY that I want to talk about Paris all the time. I think 
it is important to distinguish this idea from an o lder feminist idea of 
"taboo" writing topics and spotlighting the heretofore never talked 
about "domestic" world. Because it was useful then but it's been 
explored-like a black canvas. And I want to distinguish it as well 
from the idea of some kind of mind split up berwcen considering 
other people's needs and considering one's own work. So that 
whatever occurs in the day that is somehow mundane or domestic is 
an interruption. And those interruptions come to be included in the 
poem. They arc punctuations rhat add a different register to the 
1>ocm but they arc still what interrupts, what breaks the Aow, what 
obstructs an otherwise pure thought. (I am using pure thought pretty 
loose and fast; I mean it as the opposite of an interrupted thought.) 
But what is an uninterrupted thought? What about dog kibble? Is 
that somehow different from Paris babbling about somethi ng that 
sounded suspiciously like Kibcle? Should the research I've done on 
Kibele be more important to than the aforementioned? 

- I don't see how these things can be interruptions. As I said what I 
wanr to tell Paris, for example, is what I wanr to rell anybody. I want 
to tell him about identity, about history, about spirituality and he 
adds another dimension to those issues that I want to explore. He is 
pan of the whole event of making. And what should be prcscnccd 
above what? Should there be a hierarchy of thought? On the other 
hand, I'm nor advocaring a big frce·for--all either where every little 
connection from this to that should be cherished. Some thoughts 
really arc dumb and we should all edit ourselves. 

-So I am interested in making a home. I am not comfortable in rhe 
home that is already made. One where everything has a place for 
instance history docs not belong in the bedroom and child care docs 
not belong with the fancy plates and dishes. Needless to say-why 
not? This act of homemaking docs not simply occur, it is a method 
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of operating. It is the way in which a person can imagine themselves 
in the world. And it is in making those spaces rhar we can figure what 
is possible in the world. Which is why a women's seaion in the book
store is so problematic. On the one hand it makes for itself a space 
where things arc: figured differently but in so doing it defines for itsdf 
some rules, somethi ng fo rmal about the way women write. Which 
shortly leads to 'proper' women's writing. Which leads to :&1\ end w 
any space a woman might have tried to make for herself. 

-As it turns our maybe we know the most about or mostly about 
Cybde because of the Roman cults who imponed her from Anarolia 
(in the same way they imponed Mythras and Isis and Jesus). So 
maybe: we can kttp her larinized name and dispense with the dog 
food after al l. But can a Roman cult do justice, can it give any accu
rate representation of the Anatolian goddess~ Maybe we can never 
know rhar because you can't separate the Roman image. And maybe: 
you wouldn't want to because maybe an accurate representation of 
Cybdc/Kybele has to include all of her incarnations through time. 
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Norma Cole 

from the vulgar tongue 

her words the lining 

w:nermark binds 
:is it so 

type is it the type 

chestnut tree of argument. strongholds 
pitting impositions (he became 
:~ ngry at the ink on his finger 
he could not toler:.ne this 

ink on his finger) 
connecting strands using 

any word to make the argument 
thicker approaching 
the river the troops at the: ready 
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Erin Tribble 

Practicing Pain: 
Mutilation and Articulation in 

Danielle Collobert ' s It Then 

PSJChDanlllytic thtDry a111i S«ial ntpaimu 
suggm that th~ kap from thr body to writing is 

rspuially difficult for womm. 
-Ann Rosalind Jones 

To ~in with a body-it. Not he-"a whole diffc~nt storl 1-but, 
as translator Norma Cole notes, "a written instantiation of 'k nn~tn,' 
the irreducible it."l And so--to begin with a body that is neither 
male nor female, but ncutral/ncurcrcd-unablc to conceive [ofl itsdf 
in language: ofs~alting ltnowr nothing--shut up inside thr word[34]. 

The struggle to turn flesh into word, 10 link /tlu body} from gmum to 
worth [33], lies ar the heart ofCollobcn's poetic narrative, fore· 
grounding the relationship between subjectivity and language and the 
particular consequences this has for female artists. Though the sex of 
the body in It Thm is indctcrmin:uc, the body's struggle to articulate 
itself seems to enact the: "problem of language (that) conceals the: 
tragedy of women's lack of tradition and its silenced history~ 3; lilte 
tkad the bun'ed lexl (47]. Unable to find the: words to tn4ke it{H/fl 
rrally visibk (18], the: body palpably suffers from iu own negation, irs 
own non·existmct so itse/f[ 144]. Nearly every artempr to speak results 
not in words bur in groans, gasps, and cries, or in unidentifiable 
o:cretion.r-neither spit-nor vomit (28]. What (en]gc:ndc:rs this body 
is its own inability 1o inscribeagaimt tk lack (19]: 

By •woman ~I mean that which (11111101 be 
rrpresmted, what is not said, what remains abtJ111: 

a1ui ~nd nommclatures and itkologies. 
-Julia Krisreva 

Imprisoned within linguistic constralnu that relegate it to a preverbal, 
inaniculatc: state:, the: body subjc:cu itself to its own mutilation (I 06) 
and dismembmnms(l20], anempti ng to provoke the worti-by body 
movements {65]. In the: end, the: wounds themselves become word.r
signs that make the: material body a literary body-its fosh at last 
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inlaid in spuch ]124]. 

In Body Worlt: Obj«ts of Desirr in Motkrn N11rratiw, Peter Brooks 
points out that the: "rc:prc:scntation of the: body in signs endeavors to 
make the: body present, but always within the context of its absence:, 
since: the usc: of the: linguistic sign implies the: absence: of the: thing for 
which it stands" (8]. In the: last section of It Then, as the body nears 
the: end ofiu wormd work (S6), it begins to {suffer/ from ill own loss, 
aware: that its project of"transcription" will result in the ultimatl!-
moment ofabsenu (115]: 

delld the body at the momtnt of the trllnsmutlltion (114] 

Writing becomes a suicidal act. 

The project of sdf·reprc:scntation seems panicularly fraught for 
women artists, who have: to negotiate a. linguistic terrain that "fues" 
(i.e., neuters) them in otherness, turns them into lifeless bcing{J} with· 
out subj«t {100]. As Luce lrigaray notes: 

The masculin~ can partly look at iuelf tpcculau 
abtJut iut/f reprcsmt iut/j and describe imif for 

what it is, whilst tlu feminine can try to sptalt itself 
through a new languagt, but cannot describe itstl[ 

.from outside or in formal terms, except by 
identify;,rg with the masculine, thus by 14sing itu/f-1 

This precarious relationship to language is at the: hc:a.rt ofCollobc:n's 
It Then. The: body, understanding the fatal (and fatalistic) implications 
of its writing act, perceiving ,othing but dead ends {22], hesitates to 

enter language:, even as it seeks a discourse: that will make it ptrceptibk 
to other bodin (54]. 

In her essay "The ' Blank Page' and Fc:ma..l~ Creativity," Susan Gubar, 
in a discussion of Sylvia Plath's "Lady Lazarus," sa.ys that "Plath can 
only escape: the: dread that she ha.s been crea.rc:d as an objc:ct by self
inflicted violence." This observation sheds light on the particular 
mode of aniculation that appears in It Then. Mutilation and dismem
berment become: a discursi~ strategy, a way of brc:a.king up, or defer
ring, a deadly t;ramtn~Jticalflxity [112}. By continuously fragmenting 
and wounding (i.e:., opening) irsdf, the: body is able: to create and 
preserve: a semantic and syntactic indeterminacy that (paradoxically) 
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keeps it alive-prevent it from becoming f"lrifi~d [ 106] u object. 

whmMpDniJH/funuaJs 
orrW with rffon 

hMrls iiH/f-wilh rjfon-amtinuous wrrnrhmt of 
11 boJ~urls iw/f-[68-69] 

This "'self--destructive" mode of aniculation foregrounds the dialectic 
between language and subjecriviry-i.e., how language acts on us and 
how we act on it. Through its syntactic mutilations, the body 
destroys, disrupts, and reshapes phaUoccmric language, even as it suf· 
fcrs language's wounding effects. The disturbing implication is that 
the body- merged with the word--can att:~ck the deadly n:ifications 
of l.anguagc: only by attacking its own flesh. 

it's iu focr (33] 

Womm dtJ not manag~ to articulau thtir madntss: 
thry su./J" it dirtctly in thrir body. 

-Luc:c: lrig.aray5 

Exiled from l.anguagc:, muted by "cultural scripts" that objc:ctify them 
as text, body, anif:act, crc:arion, "many women experience their own 
bodies as the: only available: medium for their :m."6 The: conflarion of 
fl esh and word in Collobc:rt's It TINn amplifies the: sense of the: body's 
entrapment in language, and points to the social conditions that have: 
dcflc:ctcd "'female cn:ariviry from the production of .an to the rc:-cn:· 
arion of the body." The body, w!Hn dn'wn sikm [94], bc:comes the: 
pa.inful site of resistance. 

I Notma Col<, -rt.. Subj<a il h: Tran.Uu"' tnnidk C..tlab<n'• It 1Jtm, 'M•Mf S.rJm: '17trrt 

DtrUn -fl•,..,.,..,. W"""'.., w-"'· .:d. M•ry Morpm Sloon U<t..,. Cioy. Ta~omiltl Ho....,, l\198} 

JCiod.. 8r<:ioUnc. ao.:d in ''ThcS..b;m il h: Tc.arnbtins Oonidlc Collobcn'• 1: n-• 
~ Ch.:d in Whiu><yCh.dwi••'• 'An Infinite I'Lay af Empey Monon: Wom<n, SutreaUwn, and Sdf'. 
Rcptacnoati<>n," M,,..,J_,..,<d. Whiu><yChodwid(Ca.mbti<IFTh<MITPtaa, l\198) 

5 Oo.:d in S....n Cubu'o -rM 'BW.. Page' and fm,.k Ctc:uiviry,' n.t Nrw F,...;~,, c,.,........, E_,. 
.., W-.... u, ..... ,. ... Ml n..., . .:d. E.Wnc S"-alo<t (N.,.. Yotlc Panlhcon Boob, 198)) 

6ibod. 
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Linda Cummings 

from "Slipping" 

Anist's Statement 

My photographs .address the impact of gender on the: public im.agina· 
tion. This portfolio includes photographs from scvc:ra.l sires-sports 
stadiums ofNc:w York C iry; co.al mines and stc:c:l mills of central 
Pennsylvania; and various Christian churches. Within thc:sc various 
settings I juxtapose highly gcndcn:d iconographies ro produce new 
interpretations, question stcrcorypes, and explore: how the: fem.ale 
presence .and/or .absence shapes cultura.l c:xpc:ctations and social 
fantasies. 

The photographs taken in New York C ity st.ad iums com ment upon 
the gendc:ring of sport .activities. On the: st.age of public life:, cc:lcbri· 
tics and sports personalities arc: ph.anroms of desire. My photographs 
picture a game in which rules can be r!'wrinen and players reinvented. 
Referencing the twentieth century tradition of building consumer 
m.arkc:ts through the production of sports celebrities .and memorabilia 
(i.e., trading cards, posters, caps, garments, etc.) thc:sc: photographs 
image the production of fi ctional female sports heroines. Like: d reams, 
the: slips an: filled by imaginary heroines, responding to the: desire of 
an im.aginary audience. 

Standing now at the: end of the: £Wc:ntic:th century, steel mills and coal 
mines represent, for me, rc.minders of modernist ideals and mc:chani· 
cal technologies that n:inforcc:d strictly gcndc:red divisions oflabor. 
Against this b.ackdrop of collapsing tc:chnologies I toss women's slips 
into the: air as a kind ofhysrc:rical gesture heralding the: cxh.austion of 
the masculine fan taSy of dc:liverancc: through industrial production 
and its parallel feminine filntasy of deliverance through sexual repro-
duction. 

Following pages: 

I. Black Cloud 
2. Vision 
3. The: Ruminator 
4. Verse 
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Elizabeth Treadwell 

Rotary Public: 
Combustible Genres & the Heroic She 

"Nearly all of the prophets, nearly all of rhosc who :~rc at work connruct· 
ing hells, or heavens, upon this loose foundation, arc men. And their cry
ing up, or down, of the woman of today, as contrasted to the 'HOman of 
the past, is easily undcrs10od when we consider how difficult it is, even 
for rhc least prejudiced, to think the feminine put, to c:sapc the images 
that throng the mind from the ccmuries of masculine expression on the 
eternal rhc:mc ... h docs not gready mancr 10 women that men ding to 
this idea. The truth about the past can be trusted to look after irsdf. 
There is, however, no illusion more wasreful than the illusion of begin
ning all over again; nothing more misleading than the idea of being 
divorced from rhc: past. It is, nevcrthdcss, quite probable rhat feminine: 
insim:ncc on exhuming hatchets is not altogether a single-heaned desire 
to avoid waste & error." -Dorothy Richardson, 

~women & the Future," Vanity !-"air, April 1924 

wyet no one can extinguish 'oneself, in the sense of being weighted by 
traditions, to see the real, which is only the presem." -l...cslie Scalapino, 

Objms inlht T~ifying Tmu/Umgingftom Talting Piau, Roof, 1993 

Is it not equally difficult to think (write) Ute feminine present? 

Samr.ned yet indifferent, heavy with mamle---cf door prize, category, 
romp, eden-the Female Author Gloria Hero procuds. 

lied to the mountaintop. 

The entire population of this small town (city) (actually large city) 
was asked if it c:.t.red to leave, craved a change. To the surprise of all 

(none), nearly 1/2 of the respondents said yes. What was left was 1/3 
of the west side of town, empty·· desolate & lovely husks of shelter, 

&signs askew. 

~gi rl , that lion is you-is opening, is dosing your mouth." 

-Liz Waldner, Homing Droiw, 0 Books, 1998 
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~Clues in my round flrestaner are all around. Be kind ro animals. The 
wasp pinned between the panes of occlusion, nervous veins of plastic 
mimicking biological process, the fi.ctory of the leaf, o:ternal, undeviating 
and final. Be kind to animals. No wash away. No vision of a clean home. 
At 30, exeunt the childhoods. A new childhood, lived through al l past 
and future lives. I have the stones !love, malachite and leopard agate." 

-Noe:mie Maxwell. Thrum, Meow Press, 1998 

Waldner and Maxwell, grrl-heroes, are EXPLODING (imploding) 
GENRES in these two books. Why docs the Female Author do that, 
have to do that, deal with that, practice thar---,soldiering, soldering 
language inside of its construct? What is the Female Author con
structing, dismantling, why? Who are the Female Authors who do so, 
and how are they different from the Male Authors who do, from the 
Female Authors who don't, and why, and where does it cross-brud o r 
refer? 

Is Gloria Hero (un) recogni1.able? 

Reading Waldner and Maxwell was si milar w reading Kathy Acker in 
the visceral excitement the experience included, in the dandy candy 
of eyesore, in the harsh truth of lovely, in the vice-versa, ausal and 

casual landscape of the Author's visionary embrace and soldierly jour
neywomaning. 

I felt like a rt:bdlious teenage holster reading this passage from 
Waldner: 

"I melted drugs in spoons and shot them into my veins by the railroad 
tracks when the train came by with a roar. The captain of the football 
ream called me a commie yankee nigger-lover in front of everybody when 
he and his friends wouldn't let me swim in the pool, so you see how I 
felt sick when my father who did not know any of this and did not know 
me bought me a make·up mirror and a pink satin box of valentine 
chocolates? Sick, a feeling whose exact opposite and thus true kin was 
that green feeling after rain, driving around out in the country smoking a 
joint when I would become congruem with myself and my self became 
nothin~ an,d the green poured over and into and through me and made 
me. Mme. 

Now this passage is not set in any kind of Holden Caulfield narrative, 
no it is perhaps the mosr prose-like, prose-sustained (-sustain ing) 
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imagery/ideology in the whole volume .... It calls to the rebellious 
(suffering) girl in me, and I see the amhor solving herself. The narra
tor. Solving-if just momentarily, breathlessly, in the act of reading/ 
writing/ dismantling/ constructing-solving through selfs "exact 
opposite" and self's "congrucn(ce)" and self's "nothing" and it is 
es~mial to see this self, this brave, wild self, as a female self, as of 
femininity; the referent to men not to be jealous of because they are 
freer or more whole, no dears, these captains of the football team arc 
jailers and jailed, and to be escaped from and feared, dismissed in 
favor of a green congruence .... the exact opposite of Astroturf?? This 
green is not a motherly figure, this is the selrs imerior, the self's non
existence, the world/self conjoined. A vision, I'll say. 

Question: why is the feminine rypified as relational? Why do I fed 
like I'm favo ring a male nope to favor the (lone) self here? 

These books are not categorical. They contain prose-poems, I sup
pose, though they are both also philosophies, humors, defiances, 
trips. Notations, ship's logs, actions, books of days. 

I do not want to dis-serve history and rerrot, bur I do want ro 
acknowledge the joy these actions (writings) bring (serve) also. Does 
rhe joy of rebellion link up to rhe joy of nQ[-bei ng-"male", not being 
(really) included in the big far H E of MANKIND? (I wrote mankink 
by mistake.) And why nor take our joy, when possible, with the 
insults in which we daily break bread? 

And rhus we want to be this & are this & are rhus & yet pain too. 

(Relational again:-& where to henceforth the female self-in lan
guage, lit, the dicrionary? This is [still, yes, sorry] a problem.) 

Well it's got to have something to do with the banaliry of evil, 
frankly, and the wisecracks of womanhood, dears. Let's take a look at 
the (our?) notion of hero. 
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Part: Gloria Hero 

"I know also that there arc no 'most' women and nor to be one, through 
disinclination or disability even, is not to be a personal failure: the failure 
lies in the expectations of others." - Janet Frame, 

Tht Em.!OJftom Mi"or City, George Brazillcr, 1985 

Captains of Industry, Ladies Auxil., I want to look us all at Daphne, 
then Persephone, because I am tired of Odysseus with his voyage in 
his name. 

In Greek mythology, Daphne escapes from Apollo by turning into a 
laurel tree. (How she manages this feat I don't know though it docs 
sort of parallel Waldner's "green congruence" safety hatch/self hatch.) 
I have also heard her referred to as the Bloody One. 

Janet Frame, in her very first (1960) novel, Owls Do Cry. gave her 
fictionalized self the name Daphne. (I would not call Frame a Female 
Author who doesn't explode, because her novel-language is magically 
thick in the Woolfian-Qr Woolf-y- tradition-& her plots/ 
characters/concerns dicey and complicated; however she does keep 
her novels as novels, and her book of poems as a book of poems.) 
Because I worship the page upon which she writes or is printed, I 
wrote a story-poem called "Daphne Main: a 20th c. drama" Now, 
there are at least 3 Daphne characters in this story and none of them 
really get much action till the end (though there is prior action which 
docs not include so much them as the narrator) and then they are 
each a version of a 20th c. female type or individual- and why? and 
why, did I do this? It was fun, like playing war-as a child- is fun 
maybe, but fun nonetheless. It was an homage using some of what I 
know of Frame's life story; it was a take on both the marketing of 
wom.en (sex) and the incarcerating of them in mental institutions; it 
was both crud & compassionate toward woman-rypologiesl-rypcs, &c. 

Frame was the subject of the Jane Campion movie An Angtl at My 
Table (early 1990s), which was adapted from her amobiography of 
the same ride; the actress in the film had a look then replicated to a 
shiny yet still "wacky" degree in Vogut magazine; Frame herself was 
once locked up for, I don't know, being roo stressed out, and was 
about w have unwilling surgery on the brain when her first book 
came out and saved her. This sounds like hagiography now; this 
happened less than half a century ago. Decades, kids. 
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(Caveat: I know nothing of Waldner & Maxwell's life stories.) 

The filmy coin of a "crazy" woman: annoying, hysteric, fix:ablc (sec: 
Th"t Facer oJEW). Incomprehensible. The filmy coin of a "crazy" 
man: brilliant, not in need of fixing bm of needing lo fix (sec: Ont 
Fkw Owr tht Cuckoo's Ntst). Uuerly comprehensible, the Most 
Comprehensible! (The hero.) 

The wilderness in which Freud made up his hysterias. The firm 
machinations of same. 

Because maybe these writings-these exploded/imploded genres-arc 
the very same functionally as insanity (vision). Do we have: to stay in 
the: same: action forever? Do we have to limit (change:) the: 500pe of 
our vision in order to "make: sc:nsc:?'' To "be safelrcspecrc:d/not a slur/ 
insane/nupid(thoughdess)?" 

Part: Patriarchy's Fisu-full , Patriarchy's Neighbor 

And here: on our Hero's journey, of what materiality is it made, stood 
upon, altc:rc:d, etc- (Dearest Anarchy, your sc:t is femme.) 

"Clinician-theorists share the idea thai women need to be mothers and 
that children need intensive and exclusive female mothering in order for 
both to be mcmally "healthy." The absolurcncss of this conviction is only 
equaled by the conviction that mothers arc gener.tlly "unhappy" and 
inefficicm, and arc also the causc: of neurosis, psychosis, and criminality 
in their children." 

- Phyllis Chesler, Womtn & Madntss, Avon Books, 1973 

"When she was finally crazy because she was about to have an aborrion, 
she conceived of the most insane idea that any woman could think of ... 
She decided that since she was setting out on the greatest adventure any 
person can rake, thar of the Holy Grail, she oughr ro have a name (iden
tity). She had to name herself .... She needed a new life. She had to be 
named." 

-Kathy Acker, Don Quixou, Grove Press, 1986 

lied to the mountaintop. 

(The heavy mantles brimming like: Santa's toybag, Pandora's brief nut
case, Diana's dowry, include not just self doubt but self hatred and 
the: hatred of one's own and "exact opposite:" type:.) (Trying to resolve 
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irresolvable conflicts] (unperturbed like a gladi;;r.tor, a m:lSOn, a witch) 

lied to the mountaintop. 

(Code: in (specific} culture: the menarche ceremony involves 
[variable).) (;~~.:, bees; x2, pamphlets) 

(Code: [scientific) evidence shows [heightened brain function) during 
menstruation.) 

An accessible fortune:. 

(omit.) 
(recitation.) 

Constantly reminded that you arc occlusion--obedient• masquerade, 
obedient:offend-a girl, no savior, no author, that " I" is male:. Yes, 
this still happens, this action we're stuck in, or stuck getting out of
repetitive stress fracture? Yet it isn't only along gender lines, obviously. 
Yet it is along gender lines, obviously. These troubles have: been par
tially dealt with (more th;;r,n once!). To whom will these: mod Per
scphones turn? Why themselves only, the word-things surrounding-

For arc: we not stuck in history and is history not rc«nt, and while a 
poet like Lisa )arnot might bridge/blur the line between confessional 
and language poe~ries, and a poet like Juliana Spahr the: line: between 
political and language poetrics, these girls-Li1. Waldner, Noemic 
Maxwell, Kathy Acker ... thcse Gloria Heroes-arc confrontational. 
They do not blur. They confront. Poking ;;r,nd prodding, they arc 
messy, aplosive; these: arc: not academic writers. In fact, they stand in 
a no-land of their own creation, at the intersection of each and which 
and where you might pl;;r.cc: them next door to where they place them
sc:lves is really not their concern. They do not bridge the mantlc:.s, but 
rathercrcamthc:m. 

Writing as a filter rather than a cache. (Homem;;r.de cenrer of abun
d;;r,nce.) A no-place of combustion rather than a reliquary (however 
oddly arranged). 

(Tan Lin seems to me to be a Male: Author who does this creaming 
~><>.) 
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Pan: This Constant Initiation or, Persephone's Handheld Camera 

"we came upon mobs and mobs of them. we felt replaceable. surely. we 
hdd hands dghter and tried to just listen to the music. what was being 
said. someone had hung a string of flags across the long chain of fields 
from rwo high trees. my neck ached. i hoped someone was tU.ing this 
down. time replaces itself. place replaces itself. light replaces iuclf. 
and :ps even we replace ourselves and each oilier for each other. still 
holding hands." - Jocelyn Saidenberg, 

Mortal City, Parentheses Writing Series, 1998 

This is the story of Persephone. 

(Tell story). 

~The end of remoteness," sings Waldner's page. And here we find, 
don't we, Maxwell and Waldner, traversing the Pcrsephonian territories 
of heaven and hell and rhe people one meets there and rhe places 
(phrases) between; the play of these authors is constant, barely allowing 
the reader a pl;~.cc to stop; the reflection they engender is an accumu· 
lation of instances rather than an answer. (Never a gmrr.) These two 
writers em tkal with Richardson's loose foundation, and temper 
heroic plots/poems from its very innards. These two books approach 
Scalapino's rol-time sight; I read them thinking the p4rticuiAriJ 
feminine (&American too) present in all its glorious paniciples. Rule 
book torn asunder. ("girl, that lion is you-") Nothing, here, is left 
out to make it fit. 
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Rob Halpern 

Of Truthful "I"s 

In a letter to John Crawford from the summer of 1966, George 
Oppen writes: 

~t~~~:~:~ k::~:~.1:e~f ~;l{t~n ~~~~:~~tZ; ;:o::h 
to produce the pure beauty of 

The moon is down, and the Pleiades 
And I am alone [Sappho] 

or that realer [sic] distance-a New England distance perhaps, and 
surely a feminine distance; meaning here something like 'domestic': 
which gives it such impact 

... and then 

I could not see to see. [Emily Dickinson] 

Bur except Emily Dickinson: ;~,nyone, really? 
But if it is ro be solved, it will be .solved maybe by distance:, by some 
sense of the: distances and the realities around the 'I'- and actually, 
Jo's abstractions arc very good, don't you agree? 

Truth was the trouble Uo Pachenoj 

is really fine, no? l 

'Domestic'? It is a rather imprecise way to describe a particu1ar kind 
of distance-a "feminine distancc"-and Oppen modifies the inaccu
racy of his meaning with "'something like.• Certainly Oppen wants to 
use THIS word, 'domestic,' and he employs it conscientiously. But 
'domestic' may con note more than Oppen intends, an excess of 
meaning he strategically brackets and contains in single quotes which 
allows him both to use and distance himself from those very connota· 
tions. As it appears to bear some definitive rdation to ~femi nine"
which without quotes strangely appears as is, immed iate, li teral and 
undemanding of contai nment or distancing, as if "feminine" were a 
site of a less complicated identification- ,.,domestic'" is cause for 
.some concern or, at the very least, a question. How arc we to read 
"'domestic"' herd What has it to do with what the "I" can see? And 
what has it to do with 'Truth'? 

I TIN &i«uJ Lmn-s o[Gtort' Oppm, al.. OuPieui,, Duke University Pre$$, 
1990. p.l37. Hereafter referred to a.s SL. 
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In both the: lc:ttc:r and the "note to himsclr that immediately precede 
the: above excerpt, Oppen refers to Hcidcgger and in particular to one: 
essay he'd been passionately reading entitled, not insignificantly, 
• Identity and Diffcrcncc."2 • 1 w:u reading with great ~citc:mcnt and 
great effort" [SL, 135!. lr would be difficult to exaggerate: the: pro
found effc:a of this text, of this rrHding which, for Oppen, no sooner 
~comes a writing. In the ·note:," he registers this impression: 

That night I $;It up late, very carefully reading the essay, and after many 
houfl fdt I had understood it-It was very difficult for me to grasp the 
extreme Idealist assumption on which it was based. When I had grasped it, 
I turned it over and over in my mind fo r a long rime, unable to accept the 
assumption, but oonvinca::l that :1. pan of the st:ltement wa5 of crucial 
importance to me, of such importance u to aher the subjocrivc condition of 
my life, the conditions of my thinking. from that point in time [SL. 135]. 

There: is an echo here of the essay's opening remark: Heidcggcr writcs, 
"When thinking attempts to pursue something that hu claimed its 
attention, it m2y happen rhar on the way it undergoes a change." 
Oppen's mind, his living and thi nking, undergoes an aher:uion. Some 
things will never ~ the same: ·the subjc:aive condition of my life, the 
conditions of my thinking." To arrive at a reading of this t~t requires 
an effort and Oppen struggles so that his reading might obtain. But 
in doing so, everything-one might say his world-is altered. For 
O ppen, read ing promises a possibility: to ccp~rimc~ it all othuly or 
othnwiu. As an activity-a poinis: a making or doing-reading can 
not be d iscretely distinguished from writing. And this is cause for 
consternation :lS it produces a troubling confusion between 
Hcidcgger's thought and the poet 's own, a blurring that appears to 

2 In this cmy, Heideggc:r explains how -man• has carried a ccmain kind of 
manipulation 10 the edge of disaster within the framework that is • the technolog
ical world• as it appc:ars in the •atomic age. • This manipulation in which the 
world bccomn entirely automated and calculable is conditioned by a kind of 
identity thinking unmindful of a constitutive difference within identity iud[ 
Such thinking ensura the: identity of the object as something manipulabk by the 
subject ·man·. kcordingly, .. llWl. mistakes technology as the product of his 
own planning instead of undenranding it as tho: framework within which •man" 
appears to himself as yet another calcul:ililc, e:xploit:ililc and automated object. 
The prevail ing framework, that or technology, conditions the representation or 
things while remaining itself unrepresc:nrable. T cchnology minakenly appc:an as 
a mastered object within the frame. Hddc:ggcr docs not daim that technology is 
•bad• but rather that our way of relating to it is informed by this profound con* 
fiuion, a confusion that might vcty well siruatc•man• on the: cusp of terror. The 
theme raonau:s immediately, of course, with one of the aigcncie5 informing 
Oppcn'r work: tho: potential annihilation of humanity. (ltkttlity <tml Dijfirt11«. 
trans. Joan Srambaugh, Harper and Rnw Publishing, New York: 1969.J 
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threaten his "m ind's own placc."J Oppen's reading opens onto his 
writing, just :lS experience: opens onto some form of testament, and 
there it meers irs test in thought. Bur whose thought is whosc?4 
Immediately upon arr iving at a readi ng, O ppen completes what he 
considers to be h is most important poem, "the most important I had 
written," he writes in his note, •at least important rome~ [SL, 136]. 
And yc:t he suffers considerable anxiery, questioning what he can in 
fact claim as his own: 

... immediucly upon getting up in the morning, and before I had had 
coffee:. I realized I had plagiarized a cli mu of the poem. I read the poem 
and made slight changes in the phrases that were mine--removing a line 
among other th ings-but feeli ng disheanened. I thought perhaps 1 could 
look up the: original phrase and usc it in quotation marks-tho 1 
d idn' t want to, since it wu the climax of the poem. I glanced thru the 
essay without finding the passage:. I then read the passage over and over; 
I made: coffc:c and read the essay a number of times again-without 
finding that passage! I have not bc:cn able 10 find it, tho the essay is only 
19 pages long. I have not read anyth ing else in the past wcck ... lr seems 
necessarily true thar I did not read those sentences (SL, 136]. 

O ppen's registration of th is moment is perhaps :lS striking as that of 
the: original .. alteration." This is not an anxiety of inAuence but rather 
the profound fC2f that o ne's representat ion of one's thought might not 
be one's own . And so m uch :lS one's world-"the world"S that is :lS 

art ifactual u any "I" who might sec or know it- is coextensive with 

3 -The Mind's Own Place," ti!leofOppen's cmy that appeared in Kukhur, V.3, 
1110. 1963: "It is a pan of the: function of poetry to serve as a te5t of truth. • 
<I And why is it imponant to maintain such distinctions? In a world whCHc law 
articulates-or links-"imdlectual" and "pmpeny" in a tingle expro::s.sion, might 
Oppcn's encounter rather inform an improper disarticulation? 
5 ~The world" in quotes and the world out of th<'m arc incommensurable. I'd 
like to propose this cri!ical distinction: MThe world• is a world, on~i world--one 
of many possible--coextensive with a language of which it is an artifact; • the 
world" is allied. like a propcny. to whatever identity is at home in it. But the 
world CJ.:«e<h "the world" on every front. It escapes total capture and remains 
ultimately beyond tou.l management. calculation, planning. Unlike "the: world," 
the world canll(){ be flamed by knowledge nor contained by language; hence, it 
cannot P"'.ry be said to ~is~. Nnoc:nhdess, one must write as if, ncgativdy 
capable, wtthm the contradtctlon of uncc:naimy and bclid: Inc world" offcn a 
position from which to reach tOW:lrd tho: world, to refer to it, and there is no end 
to reaching across that troubled space bcfWcen, that space: where languag<: cannot 
gr~und any worldly placc with stability. "And that is the hcanlessness of words,
Wfllts Oppcn. As Mark Lino:nthal said ro me in conversation, •poetry is the 
enemy of language." That is, it is the poo:m·s charge fO defy the: limirs of that 
hcartlc:ssness, but in .so doing the poem must not trun fH much the: words it uses 
to reach the world that repels them. 
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ont:'s languagt: and thought, Oppen might be said to be momt:ntari ly 
not·t:nrirely-at-homt:. It is as if h e were performing the very sense of 
"Identity and Difference." Or perhaps Freud's essay o n "The 
Uncanny." The momem certainly Sttms unhrimlicJii: suddenly the 
familiar place one finds oneself (this is my home in thought, my 
"world," who I am) is rendered unfamiliar (bur in fact it is not my 
own, this is not me). This might of course be read the other way 
whereby the unfamiliar (this thought, this world, is strange and new) 
is rendered f.uniliar {and yet somehow I know this place, indeed, /~ 
bun h~" all alon~.7 A peculiar anxiety ensues before the scene 
becomes again the sire of one's dwelling, alrercd though it may be by 
the disoriemation that results when one's home or domus, one's rooted 
se.nse of sdf, is destabilized by the intimation of an indwelling other
ness, a kind offormative displacement. Oppen's anxiety ofbdng nor
entirely-at-home in his "world" might very well be a fear of being 
suddenly open, exposed and vulnerable to the world. "As I started 
hunt ing thru the essay the third or fourth time, I didn't know if I was 
in the real world or not" [S L, 137]. The question, of course, is which 
world is whichS. 

This is not the first rime Oppcn experiences a somewhat uncanny 
correspondence with Heidcggcr. Another text ro which Oppcn refers 
in the letter that precedes the "note to himsdf" is Heidegger's July 
1929 Inaugural Lecture at Freiburg University, "What is Meta
physics?" in which the philosopher considers the mood of boredom as 
one mood in which one's being-thvmns (that rather cryptic and 
opaque something c:alled Da"in) reveals itself. In 1929 Oppen was 
writing the poems that would become Discrrte Sffln. Here, too, bore
dom appears and opens o nto some son of revealing: 

Hcidegger's statement that in the: mood of boredom the existence of 
wh;tt-is is disclosed, is my Maude Blcssingbournc:, in Discrttt Sen'e~, who 
in 'boredom' looks out the window and SttS 'the world, weather
sweptlwith which one shares th e: century' [SL, p.133[ 

6 I am thinking of the 1mfm,./i(h Jpacc between worlds as 'domestic' spxc, the 
space of poetry. 
7 In "The Uncanny: Freud writa, "For this unhcim/i(h is in reality nothing fo r
eign but something familiar and established in the mind.~ To which Op~n 
might respond (as if in conversation), "You find yourself trying to fit words to 
the: model of what is alre-ady in the mind~ [SL, 88[, and ~ the feeling is that the: 
poem already exisn~ ["The- Philosophy of the Astonished,• Sulfor27, Fall, 1990]. 
8 At the site of this question- the cwp of home on the- horiwn of Hiuory 
where one's history is never one's own- the- cd~ of ~the real world• gives way 
just as "the: limitJ of my language• become- permeable, opening onto what is not 
properly mine, wh;u rcpc:h my every claim to propeny. 
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A 'domestic' scene, perhaps, or a scene of'truth'~ " Maude" who 
"'approached the window as if to sec what was really going on'" 
occupies an inaugural position within Oppcn's work, a site of 
identification, a si tuated medi:nion . Identity here might be thought 
of as a position assumed in languag~. an always potentially liminal 
place somewhere on the horiron or limit bc:rween worlds. What 
might this have to do with "the subjective conditions of my life, the 
conditions of my thinking"~ In the first poem of Oppen's first book, 
there is no first person singular; there is rather "Maude", a character 
out of fiction, who will approach "as if to see." 

The knowledge not of sorrow, you were 
saying, but of boredom 

l.s-aside from reading speaking 
smoking-

Of what, Maude Blcssingbourne it was, 
wished to know when, having risen 

"approached the window as if to see 
what was really going on"; 

And saw rain fall ing, in the distance 
more slowly, 

The road clear from her pas t the: window
g),_ 

Of the world, weather-swept, with which 
onesharestheccmury. 

"She" is an embedded reference, a name assumed to enable a singular 
relation. There is no confusion here, no anxiety as to what belo ngs to 
whom. The quote marks are quite sure, sturdy. The line is lifted 
straight out of Henry James and placed within another domestic 
scene o f knowledge ("The knowledge not of sorrow, you were I say
ing. but ofborcdom"9) that is nol a primal scene libidinally charged 
to domestiane and frame one's "world" bur rather a scene of knowing 
the world, a scene o f encountering the frame. In 1966, Heidcgger 
offers Oppcn, amongst other things, an occasion, an invitation to 
return to this first poem, to re-encoumer it from the distance of 
almost fony years. Even from such distance, this heteronymic relation 

9 "Yet boredom is not unwelcome. It might be a venion of' th c: unbcanble' 
Heidcggctian 'boredom.' the space of potentiality to which O ppcn, re-ading and 
re- reading 'W'hat is Mctaphysiat was so attracted. This iJ the unoccupied wne 
or field into which m:.~y enter the activity of intui!ion, the 'intuition of exis
tence .. .inruition ofthing~: ... {ab.solutdyl independent of [one[.sclf.' [SL, 88]". 
(Norma Cole, "The Poctia of Venigo: 1998 Oppen Memorial Lecture, forth
coming in Dmwr QuartMft "It is that intuition first of all," Oppcn's lette-r con
tinues, "which is assuredly 'a thought' and which dOCJ not occur in words. In 
faa ... one can't really find the words. It JimplyJprings. into the mind ... -· 
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maimaim. Spatial dispari£)' and tempor.tl dissonance hold sway: iden
tity is not contemporaneous with iuelf. Oppen relates m the scene of 
this poem and "the knowledge ... ofboredom" not as himself but 
rather through his "Maude". In doing so he implicates the self, and its 

projection into the world, as a factitious acquirer of knowledge. He is 
not the subjea of this knowledge; what is more, if such knowledge 
exisu to be had-and perhaps the poem poses this if as a question
it will be mediated by "her." ~My Maude Blessingbourne; writes 
Oppen, as if "she" were a contnud site. And we might imagine her 
occupying a singular plaec: of departure in that project of reconstitu
tion ca.lled memory. "Maude": a prosth~tic origin10 to which Oppen 
returns ro tell himself his story. Rading his present reading of 
Heidegger back into his first poem to reconsdtute it from a distance, 

Oppen at onec: avows the boredom as his own o riginary mood while 
dispossessing himself of it through his possession o f Maude in whose 
charge the experience remains at once min~ and not-mine'l. H ow 
might this ambivalent possession of identi ty enable Oppen to experi

ence the world improp"ly? 

10 In Aporim, Jacques Ocrrida reads the Greek word for "problem· as "that which 
one pmc:s or throws in from of oneself, either as the projection of a project, of a 
task 10 accompli5h, or as the protection created by a $Ubstitute, a pronhcsU that 
wr put fonh in order to reprc.scm, replace, d.dter, or diuimulate oundva, or tO 

as 10 hide something unavowable like a Jhidd ... "[St;lflford UP: 1993. 12-13.1 
11 The discordance coma to a heightened pitch when Oppen re-writes thili origin 
in "Of Being Numerous.· Section 37 bcgiJU: ' ... 11ppfOtlCIHJ UN win.Jow111 ifu 
sn ... ' II ~ btJrttl.m whKh Jisd~,d I E""lthint- II I .htlu/J h.tw writun, 1111t 
tiN r11i11 I Of 11 nintumth «nlury Jay, ;.., tiN -us / In tiN 11ir, tk JMSt II Htrt stiJl 
The quol':.l.tkm U cut and framed in dlip$CS 10 that the verb • to stt• might take 
another object: thut does "the boredom" displxc "'what was really going on'• as if 
the rwo objecu wrre in fact commeJUurable, as if they referred to or dUcloscd the 
Ame tJ,j"f· This diuonanCC il; c:s:pn:uivc of the rift Or break between the COntifiU
OU$ and £he discondnuous; between that which pcnists (perhaps that which 
endura Oppcn's twenty-five-year hiatw) and that which ili subject to change; 
bctwccn the dust that seula-material prooflending oonsUtem Jhapc to what is 
"here still•- and the temporally shifting weather. Maude's vision thus suffcn the 
most radical corrc:ctivc: her po5i tion as Oppcn'5 mediator is eliminated as if by 
that elimination Oppcn could experience the "disclosed I Evcrything· immediate
ly. Certainly, "Maude• obstructs real vision, knowledge, and experience; bm 5he 
alw opens the la11cr onto pcmibiliry. Occupying an embodied pruition, Maude 
cannot ponibly know what will be "here 5till", for it is precisely she who will not 
be. But is the "I" of "I 5hould have" any more privileged than "Maude" U 10 see 
and to know? Section 37 suggests the :unputation of a pronhcsis: the loss of the 
lossthatisidcntity'sground.Oppcn'srewrite,thcn,occasionsalossofidemiryin 
the vcry procc.55 of recupcl':.l.ting and preserving an "I·. And what remaiJU to be 
avowed is that which ili "Here still" is only that which is no longer here. 
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Consider "as if". These words govern the modality of Maude's 
approach. Occurring almost with precision at the poem's cemer, they 

might be considered the fulcrum or hinge of the piece. "As if": it is 
the point where affect:ive moodl2 meeu grammatica.l mode. Maude 

Blessingbourne: at home (domus, or house) in the world and yet not 
c:xacdy. Like Oppen's experience reading and w riting Heidegger, there 
is something unhnmlich about his encounter with Maude. The 
"world" in which Oppcn situates her is at onec: hers and not hers, just 

as one's dwelling in language and perhaps even one's boredom is never 
exactly one's own, never unambivalcndy possessed. Similarly, one's 
identity is a relation with o neself where with connotes the critica.l, the 
relational, difference. Perhaps it is something of a truism: one main
tains an identity with oneself by virtue of not being not-entirely-at
home with oneself. An inflected language, a language of distributiw 
subj~ctiviria, would register this d ifference grammadca.lly and syntac
tica.lly through the usc of cascO. There is a subtle rift in Maude's 
world; it is divided. Maude herself is perhaps emblematic of this divi
sion. She is a cusp bc:rwcen worlds, a limit or cd(;c berween hom e and 
not-home. Maude, then, occasions certain disparities, dissonances. 

And while she may be not-enti rely-at-home, even in he r uworld," sh e 
is nevertheless si tuated in relation to the world that exceeds these 

quotes, the world that exceeds this window or frame, the world that is 
opening " in the distance I m ore slowly". He r "world," enclosed , as sh e 
is, perhaps, in the 19th ec:ntury-and in which the pronoun func
tions possessively in relation to property--cannot coincide with "the 
world, weather-swept, with which I one shares the century." Her 
~ing-t'"" in her "world," in whatever world, is moda.Jt4; and the 
modality is informed by "as ir. Oppen's intention to refer to and 
mean the world thus hinges on · as ir. To trust in the success and 
authority of one's reference, however, would be to forget this hinge, to 
forget precisely that which enables one to mean. As if the vulnerabili
ty ofim entio n as ir opens onto the possibility of the impossible. 

In Diso·n~ &ria Maude approaches the window as ifro Stt what was 
really going o n; but it is the knowledge of boredom she seeks. The 
mode is subjunctive, that is, it expresses contingency, expectation, 
desire. "As ir c reates a distance, an affective space o f c:xpecrancy 

within the act of desiring to know. One can only reach toward what 

12 The mood of boredom is domestic. It neither determines the scene from 
imidt, nor is it what remains oulJiJt where it disclo5e5 "what was real ly going 
on•: it is !'ather boredom th3t disturbs the boundary. 
13 ~If one is to move to experience Funhcr one needs a $yntu, a new syntu 
A new 5yntu ili a new cad~ nee of di5Ciosurc, a new adcncc of logic, a new mlUi
c.al cadence: A new 'structure of space'--" (Oppen's spacing.) [SL: 97). 
14 Modtll "In grammar: of, relating ro, or uprcssing the mood of a vern· [AHDI 
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one wishes m know by assuming a place, a position implicated or 
made: vulnerable: by the: reach itself. That position is not swrdy; it is 
unstable:, uncertain; an edgc:L) or cuspL'. "ln the: distance I more: 
slowly", "she:" occupies a syntactic space bc:rwc:cn worlds, or synaptic
like: a conduit, or channd-whc:re one's n::lation to the: world is 
enabled by the: consma.ims of that position etched in edges. But "she:" 
also occupies other bc:rwc:ens: bc:twc:c:n the poccic voice and the: world 
to which il will bear wimess, bc:twc:cn the poem's absent ' I' and the: 
addrc:ssc:d 'you', bc:rwc:c:n Oppc:n's high modern pn::dc:ccssors and his 
own position on the: cusp of a nc:w era. H~ is so many places, and 
yet it is one:. Here:, "Maude:" is provisionally occupied by Oppc:n so 
that he: might know boredom and"'sc:c: what was rc:ally going on'"; 
so that he: might encounter the world and write: this knowledge:, this 
vision, this expc:ricncc. "As if" one: could. 

u. 
A position is always situated in relation ro other positions. In the 
subjunctive mood, ro po1ition on~ulfexpresses a conringem or hypo~ 
thc:tical action viewed reflexively and subjectively. The subjuncri~ is 
a mode of being dcpendenr, subjoined, or situated in relation ro. 
Following one: chain of possible etymological associations, to subjoin 
might mean either to attach in a subordinate position or ro add as 
pan of a treatment, to strengthen or to subscribe: ro. The possibilities 
arc: par.~doxical. An odd example ciu~d in the O.E.D.: "Dc:.libc:mion 
iJ ocprc:ssc:d Subjunctiw!J. which is a spcc:ch proper to signific: suppo
sitions• (Hobbes, Uviathan, I. 6). And Hobbes continues: "Of things 
impossible:, which we think possible:, we: may IRiib«aU. · That is, w.:: 

IS ~A poem is a navigational chan of moving edges. lbc edge, accQrding 10 
Maurice Blanehot ... i$ the writer's risk.~ (Norma Cole, -rhe Poaics ofVenigo~]. 
A $CI of edges defined by three diKrne ~rbs--10 know, to sec, and (tacitly) to 
npcric:nc.c-structures Oppcn's first poem. Each verb lUes an abstract object 
gr.unmatically related to the: others through the poem's three positi~ ~ors: I) 
·ofboredom~, 2) "of what• (mn.iiated by~» ir. becomes "what wa.~ rc:ally 
going on1, and 3) •of the world". Bm the objecu rhem~lvcs arr incommc:nm
rableandcreatc:tension;thcycannOI be: reduced toeachothcrnorpropc:rly 
equated despite the: suggestion of equivalence. The: triangulated tension does 
enclose a spxe, however, within which concrete: thing.s do appear as i[to hold 
the: place of and refer to 1he world that exceeds the limits of representation. This 
appearance: of things offers 1he: ground for a provisional reconciliation of the 
abstract objects and their re:.~pcctive verbs. What docs Maude: aaually .5Ce! She: 
$CCI ~ rain fillling" and "the road". W'hat appc:art concretely ·in the dis1ance I 
more slow!( appears determined by al l three abstrx1ions while: some me:uure of 
indctc:nninacy is preserved. But it is only by way of as if, that is, by w:~y of the 
mode: of Maude's relating that 1hcse things appear and reconciliation, however 
provisional, is proffered. 
16 Cusp: "the beginning or entrance: of a 'holUc:'" [initial definition, O.E..D], 
that is, the: limit or edge of a dwelling. a domestic po$idon. 
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may act as if Ddibc:r.~rion suggests the: mov.::m.::nt of resolution in 
relation to "rhc: who!~ sum me of Desires, Av.::rsioru, Hopes and Fears"; 
i1 c:xpress~:S determination and intention, rhat is, tlu assumption of a 
posit;on. An obso l~te definition suggests ddiv.::r.mcc or libc:ra1ion. And 
this might be: a ~ttingft« in th~ space bc:twttn the: ability and the 
inability to act. 

Ev~ry position is corurra..ined and enabled by a field of social norms, a 
matrix of political and economic invc:stm.::nts, "a grid of intdligibiliry." 
This might be: understood as a shared context within which recognition 
and misrec.ognition mutually inform knowledge, vision, and c:xpc:ric:ncc:. 
Overdetermined AND indc:tcrminar~. positions an:: 'domestic': con
rain~d and condi tioned by hisrory while op.::ning onto unforesttablc 
possibility. And like: 'domestic' and 'uurh,' the .::xcc:ss of whatnJ« 
position's connotative: potential must be: provisionally br.~ckcrcd and 
JUbjoin~din order first to denote (mark a place). Only th~n might 
that potential take form as a making and doing (poeiJis). Position 
holds one in swpc:nsc: at the: very moment o ne: deliberates; it suspends 
one: in the: gn::y zone: of ambivalence between potc:ntia.lity and actuality. 
At the: same: rime:, to po1ition on~IJ might lx understood as a 'domestic' 
smrcgy, a ddibc:rare ancmpt to resist domestication or assimilation to 
"the: world ... wirh which one: shares the: century," a world tyr.mnizc:d 
not least by the: market. Were: one entirely assimilated and contained 
by "the: world, • one: would have no position from which to approach 
"as if to Stt what was really going on ,'' for on~ would be: indifferently 
c:mbc:ddc:d in it. One could not, rh.::n, write-(as if one: could)-rhat 
"what." 

Rc:rurning to Discrrte &rin: perhaps "as ir maintains a condition of 
ambivalence:, a t.::nsion bc:rw~~n two kinds of positioning. "The: cxi.s
tc:ncc of what-U" cannot be: squared with Maude's existence. It is not 
entirely hers, nor is it his, nor mine. Maybe: this existence is only che 
efFect of that boredom, an efFcct of ch~ very mood so conduciv.:: to 
revealing and concealing it. Whc:th~r inspired o r generated by such a 
mood, there is a distance here: which brings on~ par.~doxica.lly ncar 
what one might call 'oneself.' The position called "Maude" is a con
straint, but it enables Oppc:n to Stt in this distanc.::. Aniculatc:d 
with-that is, hoolud up with, connc:a~d to, conting.::nt on-the: 
poetic voice and the poem's "you: "Maud~" is the site of a truthful 
relation with oneself and the: world, a r~:lation which nc:cd have: 
nothing whatc:v~r to do with truth irsc:lf. " I take: truthfulness to be: a 
social virtue:. I think very probably it is not. But I think ic is poetic" 
[SL 82]. Position hen:: locates on~ bc:for~ a window, frames one's view 
or, more significantly, brings the: frame into view. To position onc:sc:lf 
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separates one from what is shared precisely so that one might share. 

"Supposing nuth is a woman-what then?" Leaving Hcidcgger aside, 
Oppen's letter to John Crawford, from summer 1966, uncannily 
echoes this notorious question of Nietzsche's that appears on the first 
page of &yond Good nnd Evil All the themes of Oppen's letter-"the 
' I' in feminine poetry,~ "distance," "domestic," "truthM-rcsonate with 
Nietzsche's concern. Truth troubles the "I" in question. It isn't the 
categorical problem of"woman," however, that Oppen addresses: 
rather, he problcmatizes "the feminine 'I'. ~ In the note immediately 
preceding this letter, Oppen refers to "my Maude." It is she who, in 
an originary moment, mediates Oppen's relation to the world. And 
she continues to do so, in a spectral way, but not without discontinu
ities. "Maude" returns after nearly forty years like a specter mediating 
his relation to the past. Oppen will re-write this moment in letters, 
notes and poems while misrecogniz.ing the boredom that obliquely 
defines it. He will, in fact, misrecognizc Maude herself who, from 
Dis""U Sui~sto the post-hiatus note, is relocated from a position of 
agency (Maude, a seeker of knowledge) to one of "patiency"l7 
(Maude, the subject of a mood, "who in 'boredom' looks out the win
dow and sees"). Not exacrly his feminized 'I', "Maude" nevertheless 
situates Oppen in relation to both woman and truth while "she" 
remains irreducible to both. "She" is not a "real" presence, just as "I" 
is not. "She" nevertheless alters the conditions of his subjectivity, the 
cond itions of his thought. Prosthesis and potential: Oppen is held in 
paradoxical suspense here on the edge of the real world. 

But "the ' I' in feminine poetry"? "If it is to be solved, it will be solved 
by distance, by some sense of the distances and the realities around 
the' !'." I don't want tore-inscribe this"!" as an enigma; nor do I 
want to reproduce this "I" as myth. Still, I recognize the dangers here. 
Nietzsche too poses the problem of distance, the pathos of diunnce he 
calls it, "the craving for an ever new widening of distances within the 
soul itself:'!B The Greeks maimain a relation between pathos and 
ethos as one between the transient (or emotional) and the permanent 
(or ideal). As the dominant mode of self-production, however, ~thos 
subordinates pathos. Particular effects of pathos, feelings of identifica
tion, for example, arc dominated by an tthical subjection. Identity 
rhus aligns itself as a kind of ideal with the permanence of a subject. 

17 Patimry: ~(aftc:r agc:nc:y) The: quality or condition ofbc:ing p;nic:m or passive. 
). Scrgeam 1697: 'Which ... has the: truc:n Notion of Agency in it, without any 
mixrure of Paticncy; because the: Body moved unnot re-act upon il.'• O.E.O. 
18 Nic:IUChc:, Tbt Gil] Sdmct, trans. Walm Kaufmann, Vintage:, 1974. p. 252. 
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The effect is one of fusion. But what if distances-rifts, drifts, and 
fractures-were to constitute the very riuofidenriry; and what if 
these distances opened within identity itself? The relationship might 
rhen be reversed. and this dominant ~thos could be understood as the 
normative effect of something potentially disruptive and perennially 
abnormal. 

And what if ~the distances and the realities" that condition pathos 
were understood to be 'domestic' and economic? What exactly is the 
status of ethos within the dominant economic mode of production 
(commodity production). Hardly autonomous, it is rather thoroughly 
embedded in that mode as both effect and condition. If every position 
and irs an:iculation, its hooking up with other positions, is considered 
a site of potential transfiguration, it can only be so if we understand 
that a position is enabled and constrained. by the material conditions 
of everyday life which are also "the subjective conditions of my life, 
the conditions of my thinking." Material conditions cannot go 
unchanged if this process of articulation amounts to nothing more 
than the epiphenomenal play of effects. Economic and domestic con~ 
ditions. If ~thos can't be distinguished from the conditions that frame 
it--conditions that domesticate our possibili ties----it remains unavail
able for thought. And so long as dhos remains unthought, it remains 
along with those material conditions "farther away than any external 
world ... closer than any internal world."l9 Paradoxically, it is both the 
nearest and farthest thing from onesdf. In order to rescue this from a 
kind of profound indifference, one must approach it " in the distance 
I more slowly" "as if to see what was really going on." As if there 
were something there to be seen. One must approach within the 
pathos of disranc~. Niensche ascribes to women this abiliry ro act at a 
distancelO. T hat is, the ability to act as if. To act as if, while remain
ing skeptical of every truth that frames her, a skepticism that might 
potentially open spaces not only berw~n herself and "man" or 
between herself and the world, but within "the soul" itself. The pathos 
of dUtanct, then, would prepare new preconditions for identity, the 
ground for other kinds of agency. But arc the limits of this ability 
quite so gcndered~ In other words, might anyon~i telation to the 
world be "feminized" so thar one's position would not be constrained 
by the ~thical demands of truth? Isn't the radical potential of whatrotr 

19 GillC5 Ddcuu, MiciNI Foucauh, UnivcrsityofMinncsora prcu, 1986. p. 118. 
20 As Rosalyn Dipro$C poims out in her book Th( Bodits ofWomm: Et.hio, 
EmboditNnt and Stxual Dijforti'IC(, this hardly ofTCil a way our of the conundrums 
of 5aual diffc:rcnce and the: problems ofbc:ing 'orhcred;' nevcnhdc:u, "Nicnschc:'s 
undcntanding of the 'pathos of distance' not only apose5 1ha1 normative dis
cout$C$ assume a male Jubjecr, but also that they rely on constructing woman in a 
certain way.· [Routledge: 1994. p. 101) 
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position contingcn1 upon this ability? 

From ethos to p:nhos: what if a strict distinction no longer obtained? 
What if a new c:ategorical imperative were to inform one's position
ing? Onl' mwt position onadfas if onl'i position might intawnl' in tk 
amditiom that mabk thl' mode of production to "produa itu/f Mode 
migh1 also be thought of grammatically and the grammatical mode of 
pathos must certainly be subjunctive, involving, as it does, ~the whole 
summe of Desires ... R, contingency and expectation. Mediated dis
tances. Economic and domestic conditions alike authorize one's pos
session of a true "I" able to self-identify over time. What sacrifices are 
made, and what exclusions, to ensure the coherent social being of 
such an ~ I "? Quite unlike an imperial ethos committed to construct
ing and assimilating the other, the pathos of distanct as an other tthos 
would recognize impermanence and difference not as essences bUI as 
the stuff of always other possibilities. Identity then might become the 
subject of creative change. 

"Supposing truth is a woman-what then?" Nietzsche writes that his 
question "does involve a risk, and perhaps there is none that is greater." 
The risk? As if in response to his own question concerning ''the 'I' in 
feminine poetry," Oppen writes: "To reach outward far enough to 
produce ... " A self-production always away from selves already pro
duced and sanctioned, domesticated and framed. ' I' as a reaching out, 
intimatdy articulated with a kind of production. Perhaps the risk is 
here. A reaching that presupposes no interior, no true origin, no sta
ble place from which to reach. The "reach" might be figured as the 
suspension of an agency moored in "subjectivity" and the adoption of 
a provisional sort of"patiency." While the dominant ethos produces 
subjects, pathos enables paciems. Bur nor pathetically. I am not sug
gesting a postmodern postmortem whert: we all lay etherized upon 
the cultural table, nor am I interested a conciliatory negotiation with 
impotence and paralysis. The question I pose concerns how we might 
move toward a transfigured agency, one without a proper subject. The 
subject's demands for sdf-pr~rvation--demands for the proper, for 
property and propriety-can only rcsuh in the rt:production of the 
mode of production in which normative contcxrs arc preserved to 
ensure the subject's cohert:nt recognition as a proper self. Under other 
conditions, ' I ' might be understood as the effect of an exteriorization, 
and the consequen1 impingement of external forces, the realities 
which struggle to dominate ' l"s position. ' I' is an effect of struggle 
and its place cannot be entirely fulfilled pronominally. And a body 
will always exceed it. The interior place where ' l"s gender, for exam-
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pie, is wedded to identity thus becomes a site outside that might be 
occupied aJ if Here is the critical pa111.dox: as if the occupation of that 
site offered the ground from which to illnguagl' a world AND aJ if the 
occupation of thai site had the potential to disturb the very distinc
tions thai produced i1. ' I' comes, however unc:annily, from ourside, 
from the elscwhert: toward which it paradoxically reaches in order to 
avoid rt:turning to origins-which of course it cannot do. When 
Oppcn returns to "Maude" in section 37 of"OfBeing Numerous," 
he returns to her otherwise, just as his rt:rurn to Discrl'U &ril's after 
his reading of Hddegger involves a misrccognirion. Here, 'I' is alone 
beneath the moon or befort: a window; it bridges distances while 
reaching away to risk an unknown if not impossible relation with a 
world "In which things explain each other, I Not themsdvcs."21 

But docs "she'"22 even exist? "He'" very well may not, although the 
power of his fiction is quite real. "He" is the dominant shifter in the 
social grid. "He" is an ethos unto himself, perfectly naturaliu:d and 
unproblematic at least for "the one:" who occupies rhe position of the 
measurt: of all things. To ferniniu: him wouJd require that he some
how unbecome himself; indeed, it would require the undermining of 
his l 's collusion with narurt: and the deep. An other "she" migh1 
rather experience the dissonance between one's assigned place in the 
matrix and one's awareness of the radical differt:ncc that is the root of 
every position, the difference in identity thar might condition other 
relational possibilities, other ways of critically resisting: a transfigured 
apprehension of agency. This pathos of positioning on~lf risks the 
reach outward as it turns toward "rhe distances and the realities around 
the 'I'." And in doing so risks the very "I" that rurns. 

21Gcorge Oppc:n, ~A Narr.uivc:; in c,/kcuJ P«ms, New Directioru, 1975, 134. 
22 ~Can anyone fully inhabit a gender withoul a degree of horror!~ [Denise 
Riley, ·Am I Tlwt Mmu!~· Fmrinimt 11m/ tiH C.kft~'] 1['"\V•mfn • in Hiiii'J• 
Univeniry of Minnesota Pres$, 1988. p.6.J The horror is one of an eternal posi
tion. Ccnainly it's an image of hell. --robe hit by rhe imrusions of bodily 
being ... is just not the san1e as being caught up uncxpec1aily in 'being a woman'~ 
[Riley, p.96.J Gender is not an abstraction, nor is it a state or a substance. It is a 
lived experience, but one that lacks lemporal conlinuity. Gender is :.m o;perience 
dependent on, though irreducible 10, thoie "bodily inuusionJ· AND subjoined to 
categories of thought necessary for the reprodue1ion of the experience:. Within 
the pathos of dinana::, gender cannot be ellpcriena::d as permanent. ·Man•, how· 
ever, is not experienced this way for "he" is in full pc>uenion of tempo~ and 
spatial continuities, the lack of which might enable ~the ' I' in feminine poetry" 
differently. But how difrernuly? Al pan of 1he trarufigur.nive move away from a 
politia of the subject- that is, a politia condit ioned 10 reproduce ·the individ
ual· as the proper rubjea ofJOCial being, conditioned by the demands of coher· 
ent identity-toward a politics with an other way of undent:.mding agency that 
takes no 'givens' for common ground. 
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"The 'I' in feminine poet-ry" might thus be enablro by one's distance 
from it. ' I' would then be expressive of this perennial risk of becom
ing exteriorized, written. '1': the site to which universally expropriated 
experience might be actively re-appropriated. But not properly, not as 
one's own. Neither as property nor under the aegis of ownership. This 
is a site where experience is transcribed, written across and through 
the space between positions and thereby retrieved from the void of 
non-rcferentialiry. Here, where histories arc composed, selves arc 
inscribed and meaning is made. And here, where meaning is made, 
histories are inscribed and selves composed. Every site of composition 
is thus simultaneously the site of decompositions that are neither 
equal nor opposite. But what about "truth"? What about "woman"? 
"' Truth was the trouble' is really fine, no~" writes Oppcn commenting 
on a poem by Jo Pacheno. "Supposing truth is a woman- what then?" 
writes Niensche, suggesting the foundational fatuousness that autho
riz.es these two universal categories which might be more productively 
thought of as fictitious. In another letter, Oppcn writes, "Even my 
vocabulary is affected by that conviction: that 'the Tfuth' is not a pro
nouncement, but a thing" [SL, 89]. Nothing remains unaltered in 
this renegotiation of our status as subjecu and objens in "the world, 
weather-swept, with which I one shares the century." 

And what's at m.ke? Nothing less than the limit of objective: refer
ence, the horizon that situ<~tes us. Both truth and "the ' I' in feminine 
poetry" arc domestic things in the world. Occupying the cusp, they 
arc transfigurable. The <~pprchension of these things requires one "to 

reach outward far enough" as if to comprehend. Ln a world without 
guarantees, without a standard measure of value other than the dollar, 
and without subjective foundation , reaching outward occasions risk. 
What is u stake is the transfiguration of one's domos and dwdling, 
one's language and world. Nothing less th:rn the transfiguration of 
roou into radicals wiU do. The object-perhaps the world itself
must not be ab:rndoned in the space that opens between the overde
termined and the indeterminate. "Obsessed, bewildered II By the 
shipwreck I of the singular II We have chosen the meaning I Of being 
numerous.n Bur the choice for a plurality of objective: referents is sub
joined to the choice for meaning. It is not a choice by default, nor is 
it one of case and convenience. Expressive of multiplicity and differ
ence, such a choice must remain accountable: to the: world lest it suf
fe r the decay of me:rninglessness. 
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Bur what is at stake for women when both truth and ~rhe 'I' in femi~ 
nine poetry• become arrifacu? Once the " I" has btt.n evacuated of 
stable content, for whom docs ir become :rn available position? And 
what might it imply to struggle for rhc: righrs of that position rather 
than the righu of the identiry, the individual subject, rhat occupies 
it?ll Whatever position: atopic, unmappable, :rnd radically other; 
unthinbble within normative structures of thought and language 
while paradoxically, or antinomically, existing within those very 
structures. Is it, in other words, conceivable to shift our attention in 
current economic :rnd political struggles away from the individual ' I' 
who speaks, away hum the identifiable: and toward cvc:ry other excluded 
position the exclusion of which paradoxically enables every ' I'; away 
from certain identity :rnd toward whauwr position thu cannot be 
propu/ysaid to exist. Whauwrposicion: the site of social banishments, 
of negated identifications, the sire in relation ro which singular ' l's 
establish their continuous reigns only through a profound disavowal 
of the exclusions, the: impossible possibilities, upon which they arc 
founded. H~ is the limit of objective reference- the limit of truth 
and the world in relation to which "the 'I' in feminine poetry" might 
situate itself. Is it not one responsibility of poetry to act as if h~ can 
be reached? 

At a recent reading, when asked about the place of Oppcn in the: 
history of Objectivism and its relation to contemporary poetic trends, 
Ron Silliman commented that Oppcn took a more o r less "conserva
tive" turn after the more radical experimentation of his early years, 
quite unlike Zukofsky whose work :rnticipared the radical break with 
reference and the: turn toward language still to come. I would like to 
suggest, however, that it is precisely Oppcn's concern for 'truth,' and 
his recognition of its relation to "the ' I' of feminine poetry," precisely 
these: 'domestic' things, these: mere root THINGS, that restify ro 
Oppen's radicalness, that make his work one place toward which to 
turn for a corrective to the dead-ends and excesses of non- :rnd self-

23 This might be a snuggle for wiNIInln' singularity without idcnticy. AJ Giorgio 
Agambcn writes: "In the final insrana, the State can recogniu any da.im for 
idcntity ... wh.at Ute State cannot tolcnte in any way, however, is that the singulari· 
ties form a communicy without affirming an idemity, that humans co-belong 
withom any representable condition ofbclonging ... For the S~:atc, therefore, what 
is imponant is never the singularity :u 1uch, but only its inclusion in some identi
ty, whaUwridenticy, {but the pos.s ibiliry of the whauvtr iuclfbcing taken up 
without an idcnticy U a threat the Sate cannot come to terms with. • (TIN Ctn>~int 
CAmmunity, trans. Michael Hartir, UniV<:nicy of Minnesota, 1993.) WhakWr 
singularicy. But is this site appropriabk by anyone? What are the: impliationJ for 
"women" whm her 'I' becomes a n0111ingJite, a posirion, a srrucrurc, a utategy, a 
place for any "llWl" like me to unbccomc hirrud.P. 
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referentiality in the wake of Language Poetry. "watch I At the roots I 
Of the grass the creating I Now that tremendous I plunge. "24 A con· 
servative turn? If the struggle to reach the object-an embodied 
struggle at once visceral, aesthetic and political-if this "mixture of 
Patiencl at the scene of struggle, this refusal to flee 'domestic' 
conundrums, if all this is interpreted as conservative, then yes. I 
wonder, though, what could be more "radical" than this conservation 
in a world where the exchangeability of objects has been so perfected, 
a world where the fungibility of subjects and identities is ensured, a 
world where the word "radical• has become truly void of meaning, a 
roodess world where the radical has no place. "Tho we meant to 
entangle ourselves in the roots of the world."25 "To be radical," Marx 
writes, "is to grasp the root ofthings. But for man, the root is man 
himsdf."26 Here, the descriptive force of"radical" results &om a 
critique of religion, a critique concluding with the assertion that only 
"man is the supreme being for man". But I think even Marx's "radical" 
instigation betrays a more subtle dialectic that intimates a process of 
deracination that would subvert the achievement-"man"-with 
whom this "radical" is identified. In other words, the roots that must 
be grasped are those which themselves connect "man" to a proper ter· 
rain or political context-an entire mode of production-roots which 
enable the very act of grasping. To grasp such roots would be to 
demystify the essemial nature of any subject, and to dislodge "man 
himself" from the center of 'his' own endeavor, his own wricing. To 
be radical, then, implies a subjunctive poetics: to write from that 
other place where ' I' might be or might have been. An improper poet· 
ics, a poetics that recognizes how certain "ways of identification arc in 
accordance with the nature of properry,"27 a poetics committed to 
finding other ways, to thinking "truth" as an object in the world 
without disbelief, to reaching out far enough for the 'I' whose exdu· 
sion enables my own. A poetics without a proper place and willing to 
risk that impropriety. A poetics of the "space bctwecn"28 word and 
world where bmh have a chance of surviving. 

24 Oppcn, "The Occurrences," ColkcuJ Potrm, p. 126. 
25 Oppcn, "Route: section 13, CP, 195. It is this se<:tion that concludes with 
the lines indebted to Hcidcggcr: "'Substance iuclf which is the subja:t of a.ll our 
planning' II And by this we arc carried into the incalculable ~ 
26 Karl Marx., Tht Man:·Eng,IJ &ad,r, cd. Tucker, Norton, 1978. p.60. 
27 Kenneth Burke, A RMtoric of M11ti1H1, Unive!lity of Ca.lifornia, 1969. p. 26. 
28 • A kindly way to fed a scp;ll"ating is to have a space between. "1nis shows a 
likcncss:GcnrudcStein, TrntkrButtons. 
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Rebeca Bollinger 

Keyword Search Results 

RebC'CI. Bollinger is a San Francisco--based :.mist who works in various 
media, exploring the ways in which technology replicates and rcifics our 
imagc·saturatcd culture. Her innallations have included children's images 
downloaded from the internet and mmslarcd onto cookies, .and me digi· 
tal "icing" of cakes with images of P.amd.a Anderson and Nicole Brown 
Simpson. Her confectionery articulation of"Bctry Crocker" (hcrsdf now 
a composite image of75 "representative" housewives chosen from a 
national competition) onto cakes and pastries reconstitutes the now· 
digitized flesh of the "individual" as something to be reconsumed as 
product: you arc what you cat. Bollinger's methodology, using internet 
search engines to develop a range of text and visual dat.a around specific 
"keywords" -male, female, breast, leg, etc.-involves a technological 
manifestation of both chance operation and linguistic ovcrdctermination. 
In so doing, she demonsu:nes how our increasingly visual cul ture has all 
but replaced the dictionary with an image-bank of "types" or cx.amples, 
each in some way meant to stand in as rcprescnt.ative of the "whole. " 
However, individual images can never function as definitive--there can· 
not be just "one" Betty Crocker-and as such, pattern replaces the isolated 
image as an indicator of cultural meaning. This resonates in Bollinger's 
installations, where a range of images--each signifying both difference 
and sameness-animates a conceptual framework whereby the collective 
"memory" of the data-bank becomes manifest as commodity goods 
(cakes, cookies, etc.), "information" that can truly be consumed. Would 
"feeding" function as a consecration of one's belief in th e: image-culture? 

In her contribution to the gender issue of Tripwir~, Bollinger presents 
me results of keyword searches for "men" and "women." Again, the results, 
when viewed as a pattern, offer the viewer the seemingly undifferentiated 
"data" that digitized "information" is often presumed lO objectively dis· 
play. Noticeably, images of"mcn" are often of groups (posed in/forma· 
tion), somewhat against the typical American mythos of masculinist indi· 
viduation. Th.at "women" would conjure up images of singular women 
(often in objectifying poses or frames) might suggest rhat the tech nologi· 
cal unconscious remains a masculine realm, wherein the male gaze rcpli· 
cares irs desire through the pseudo·sdentific fields of"data." (Think of 
how women arc often reduced to the numerical Statistics of"36--28·34" 
and the like, where male statistics arc only "positive" indicators of 
"success": income, batting average, dick size.) In the end, we might ask 
ourselves to what degree we wish to rcify the technological archive as an 
alternative model of collective consciousness. Indeed, the machinations 
of power are already in place; what is it exactly that we hunger for when 
we choose to plug in? -David Buuck 
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1\nin Killian 

Bad Conscience: 
At the Page Mothers Conference 

I ~ I lAvtd ;and YWd:t, 

I t~illuiC' mcm of the following for the SUNY Buffalo "Pocda Ust" in 
• .-nh I 1}1}1),"' it suffers from a ccnain amount of slapdashiviry; for 

1h. l'•~c• of Tnpwiry I' ll try ro condense this, my report on the "Page 
t.tch~r." wnfercncc at UCSD on the weekend of March 5-7, 1999. 

I •••otr l!orn an oblique, Jamesian angle, since I certai nly wasn't 
tulw the events being a male observer, a novel ist, hardly a poet at 

aU .u.lnot much of a theorist. I ldi San Francisco with Dodie 
1'-"ll.uny very much in her wake, si nce she nor I had been invited to 
•t>coik, .&nd the natural sunlight and freshness of U. Jolla gave me that 
•~•l)oulrd feeling like an especially reptilian Norman Maine. In 
t ,. •tr~c Cukor's A Slar Is Born (1954) J;uncs Mason walks imo the 

r-'11 "rtn rc;~lizing he's become a h:ubeen when people come up to 
nt .mel .uy, didn't you usc to be Norman Maine? That's why when 

J ly ( ,,uloaud wins the Oscar she pauses a minute at the podium and 
• •t~>CIIl~(,, "I !clio everybody- this is Mrs. Norman Maine: 

At tl~t• \;1.11 Diego airport the feeling of disloation set in oncc I 
•t••llrd Taylor Brady wandering around and I said, "What a~ you 
d.H•IIC hrrc at the airport?" and it turned our he had come to pick w 
IIJ' (I hmughoUI the whole weekend this scnsarion repc:a.ted itself, 
the- f•tf•ture that comes of seeing one's friends from San Francisco in a 
•f•>lc llt'W hglu. !it«~~l/y, a light serene, pale and unclouded.) We 

k -''rlll8 at the Radisson U Jolla, a ho tel at the foot of the 
""'P"' nc.-r the Medical Ccmer so you could walk back and forth 

frtlfh ... nrtrr'n« to hoed-as if. And at 3:30 or so we boarded a 
.h~ul, ""uh Myung Mi Kim and Standard Schaefer and wound up at 
tfw lilr, tht' huse ,st r.mge library that rises from the ground like 
M,,.._ MnrKulm layers of solar pands and black mirrors, ro attend 
th. (I kt111l (well, wine and cheese type) party that opened the con
kr nu A (rw hourf later Rae Armantrout gave a welcoming speech 
dw1 h11 11111\t of the notes of congratulation, celebration, ere. Though 
th"•'tlt"''ll the wa::kend there was this conuanr note of warning that, 
tlthtll• h "'1111\ell lud Mmade it ~ in a certain way and their achievc
en.nu '"'ff the ~)I JO years a~ undeniable, succes.s is transitory, 
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might all be yanked at any mom~nt by a new cultural uphea~l. This 
rhe;m~ cam~ back in diff~rent ways many times, but none more clear· 
ly as when Armanuout told us th~ story of Hyp;uia, the Greek 
writer/librarian/publisher who founded a great library and th~n it was 
all destro~d and sh~ herself torn to pieces by Christians. 

The opening panel was called "'A Lin!~ History.~ (All of the potnels 
w~rt- conceived in very broad t~rms so that you couldn't guess what 
X or Y would actually b~ talking about.) Michael Davidson's paper 
involved some rr.msgender sh~nanigan !Tam~ in which we were invited 
to think of him as a kind of woman; this made some audience mem· 
lxrs restless if not actually confUsed. Beyond this frame Davidson 
described the conception and writing and reception ofNtoz.ake 
Shan~'s For Colon:d Girls who Haw Consitkrrd Suicitk W'INn th~ 
Rainbow is Enuf Kathleen Fraser spoke after him. The celebratory 
not~ of the conference was continued here, as in many oth~r papers 
which wert- testimonial in nature, autobiographical accounts of how· 
1-founded-rhis-thar-and-the-other-press. Simone Faual was not on 
hand to read Ercl Adnan's paper as both women found themselves 
un~xpectedly called to Paris or Beirut, but Harryette Mullen came 
through and discussed a pair of novels from the 70s that have not 
rca:iv~d much critical anention-buried treasures-books written 
by African-Am~rican women from an experimental and linguistically 
challenging stance, and Mullen focused most of her paper on one of 
them, Fran Ross' Oreo of which I had never hC3rd. Expect ro hear 
more about this later. Finally, Patricia Dienstfrcy ended the panel 
with an account of the operations of Kcl~y St. Press of Berkeley and 
announttd that Kelsey St. was roughly doubling up iu publication 
schedule and will now be printing four books a year instead of two. 
We heard so much about Fran Ross and Ntoz.ake Shange that, walk
ing after dark back towards the hotel, many were heard to wonder 
why they wel1! not the guests of honor. So powerful is the advocacy 
of Davidson and Mullen- Mullen's even more, I think, than 
Oavidson's-that we began to dtink of these writers in a differenr way 
and indeed, in the case of Ross, fo r the first ti me ever. (Mullen says 
she is at a preliminary stage of her quest for Ross, she doesn't even 
know if she's alive or ever wrote anything else beyond the distin
guished Onoo.) 

So, some people went to a restaurant II Torino nearby but I had such 
a bad headache I went back to the hotel and passed out and woke up 
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,Jnmlmgln and made Dodie watch First Blood {RAmbo, Part I) 
•hh mr. 11 g~;~ t movie. Now I'm thinking, this must have been less 

" .. ..lkhc than advance warning signs of a bad conscience. 

M 11.-•t day'• p;~ nds began at 8:30. And as I was leaving the hotel 
ftwMn 1l1f milet ov~rf1owcd so Dodie and I had a terrible fight. "Oh 
...,-,1 I il\'e me with this mess! I have to finish my paper, can't you 
... , '"''I hel p these plumber people~· "Can't you take care of som~
;N"' Jr, fONruJffor a change~" "Oh look who's talking- Mr. Home
lnll'''"'rnu:nt -Can't-Even~Turn-on-the-VCR!~ Meanwhile Spanish
wttly •J>t.lkcra: in maid's uniforms were moving around our suite look-

1 ,,IN, mops and buckers clanging and clattering. San Diego is 
. ' ''II ' •tncc everyone in from of the scenes, so to speak, is quite 

,j, but behind the scenes the people who do the work are 
tiHunly Mc~t i can . ~ I want to go to the conferencd" I had my 

1 •jlllltl \pan ish. "I can't even take a shower," Oodie moaned, "there 
" ' " •llt heie ~pi~ here who don't know what I want!~ "When you 
... , .. m;~ rried," I shouted, "to that Pucno Rican fireman you should 
h. lul,ttd hartkr." Oh, it was ugly. But it's funny how once out of 
•I~ duor you can slap this amiable nice guy look on your face and no 
4t'"• N·l fl n >rr lmnw? Ar 7:30 Mau~n Owen and I found ourselves 

., .. Hll the shuttle to the library so I introduced myself and then 
. ..-m to the side entr.mce door of the library and pulled on it as 
. h,lll bc:cn instructed previously. What chaos since apparently the 

j,.,,, h.1d ban left unlocked all night long and the alarms sounded 
u•l 1 ~nu of Brechtian, David Bowie Station-lo·Stlltion strobe lights 
.,,, nn!l n'"' woke me up bur good. Luckily we were not arrested, 

11 •ttl~h 11 wu eerie being in the deserted library. I forgot to mention 
1 . d •ilthac 1n nds were held at rhe "Geisel Room" named after the 

, . •t hrncf.&ctor to UCS D, Theodor Geisel (Or. Seuss), and the 
&.huty ,..., cdebrating him by mounting a show of many of his origi· 
1Y1 ,lt.~IIIKJ and paintings, so it was Dr. Scuss everywhere. Panelists 
'f"'•Lt 111 I! om of a large reproduction of the famous Car in the Hat 
hut lr•l , wh ue sn ipes) who never looked more bizarre if you ask me. 
I nlll•l• 11 rully good phoro of Lyn Hejinian, lean, sinuous, catlike, 
dw1' 1"-d ~c,idcntally against the Cat in the Hat litho and it is like 

···~~unl ll l n.nh.M 

t II U) 1 r('!XU;able crowd arrived for the "Poetics" panel . Myung 
t . ._,1m ''lwonc-d the event with a poetically written ralk about frag~ 

fl m,u .. ll, nmtpokcn or misheard syllables, the partiality of writing. 
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I think you, David, and you, Yedda, were there in San Francisco 
when Myung gave her talk so when I tell you that she began by 
querying why docs there always have to be a podium you will nod in 
recognition. Carla Harryman wa.s energetic with a tremendously 
thought out account of poetics which I can't describe well or para· 
phrase, we will h11ve to wait for the printed version of these papers to 
decide what ex:.tcdy wa.s being enacted. Brenda Hillman and M:.trtha 
Ronk gave :.tccounts of their own poetics, illustrated with their own 
poems; both were engaging and actually wonderful spe:.tkcrs, but I 
could see the dock ticking away; already the panels were on overtime 
by the time Lyn Hejinian got up to speak. (I wonder if this anxiety 
about time ha.s a.s its root someth ing sexual about it, what do you 
guys think?) With her own eye on the clock Hcjinian re:.td rapidly 
from a series of notes (again, it will be great to read the whole paper) 
on different Greek concepts of writing pleasure. The third panel wa.s 
about the canon, :.tnd this panel resembled a regular pand most of all 
due to the presence on it of actual literary critics and historians. Mary 
M2rg:.trer Sloan's p:.tpcr on the ~poem of dominion" was based on an 
essay she h2d written ten years before for How(nm-), which she passed 
around. She discussed its fragmenury nature, an enactment of the 
poetics she wrote of, but said that pan of its elliptical qualiry was 
based on fear, her own fear of being understood, and recounted to the 
:unusemem and horror of all seven! incidents from her own career in 
which various unn2med male poets treated her horribly. I recognized 
a few of these incidents myself. These unnamed men who said terrible 
things were wraiths at the conference, their voices acerbic, crackling 
and mean like Tht Crinch Who Stolt OJristmas. One man told Slo2n , 
who h2d emb2rked on her Moving Bordtrs project, ''You're not sm2rt 
enough to compile 2n anthology. You don '1 tvm know who Bjork is. 
You're old; why don't you just dit now?" So there was this distressing 
image of being told to die that was quire affecting. There was also the 
sense thllt Sloan had raised the st:.tkes by attesting to actual2busc or 
at any rate, a great opposition like S2uron waiting just outside the 
conference room doors. 

Cdebration and optimism ~rc made concrttc in that many panici· 
pants had brought or announced their new hooks and magazines just 
in time for this Conference:, so it wa.s like Christmas in a way for we 
got to sec many new books, etc., gathered on these long tables in one 
corner of the Geisel Room and ~ all flocked around them to see 
what was new. Among these P2m's book wa.s a huge hit, the Atdos 
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... Jr. l'.tHtriR A Novtl. In this spirit Dodie and I made a special issue 

-' '"" llnr, Mtnlgt t41Ptriod{i~al}-we had asked m2ny Bay Area 
..._, . n fkKulpublishcrs/cdiiOrs to give us one page of their current 
., f I' t~nt;~uve acarivc work--even the ones who were not attend
"'f, eh. mnferc:nce-and we g2ve copies of the a.ssembled issue out 
t .at thco <:onfcrence. To 2hout cighry people. ~Arc you doing this to 

•. pc·ople feel better?" Margy asked me when I told her about the 
ktt• \'n11nd no; I sa..id, and we went ahc:ad and did our issue (#8-4) 
k ollnft ()odic, Mary Burger, Cydney Chadwick, Norma Cole, 

rly DJhlc:n, Patricia Diensrfrcy, Kathleen FfllSCr, Susan Gevirtz, 
n C ;ud;ath, Lyn Hcjinian, Brenda Hillman, Myung Mi Kim, 

r.; • I u, l..aur:a Moriarry, Ren2 Rosenwasser, Jocelyn Saidcnbcrg, 
h . "Jbpino, Kathy Lou Schultt, M2ry Margaret Sloan, and 
U1 .l.rth I (cadwell. And you, Yedd2, roo. A long list, but to our 

not cxhaunivc--"but why didn't you have Maxine Chernoff?" 
.•. •IIIC' uid. 11tc reuon was that we had just featured Chernoff the 

t~·· 111111 hd'orc (but it wouldn't have lr.ilkd you to print her work rwo 
ft .. 11tlu in a row?) ~And wh2r about Jean Day, she's been the manag· 

• rtlttur of Rtp~mtations for ye:.trs and years and she ntvtr gttJ ;:my 
•• .,, t .. r thad'" Well, we forgot. And~ didn't even know that 

I, II •II Iookingbill and Elizabeth Robinson had already embarked 
M thrtr "Ether Dome" project ... bur why didn't we know? Out of 
tw l•••1•1 I had a bad conseiencc: about these and other omissions. I 

Hit lt~r Meryl Streep in Sophit's Choi~okay not that bad, but had 
lnolr·ul 

I l"••h off right in the middle of the "canon" panel just as M:.turttn 
1 ~~~ "'"' aOOut to launch into her personal history of ffkphont 
n• .utnr and Telephone books. Christanne Miller and Lynn Keller 

'' •t•tl('.arcd 10gcthcr and divided their presentation into two halves; 
fno1 rt'\-oumcd rapidly the history of women editing projects in 

tw ·• ••I, um, say 1915- 1930, Margaret Anderson, Jane Heap, Lola 
tl J . t\,-y 1\uyle, Sylvia Beach, Harriet Monroe etc. etc., a dozen 
......... ""' •lu)Wed how these women ushered in modernism in a 
1M -.lc tnd how this tendency gradually faded away during the 
I 1•11\ tnd the women themselves dfaccd a.s modernism promot· 

I M~~o~ll ,u • nulc, even macho, movement, with women's contribu
llntli ltn~t•Ktcn m nc2rly so. Lynn Kdler then performed the: contrast 

t l'l'lt)• •nd ~11 were struck by the: unusual similarities and dif-
"' 1,.-tV~-UII the: two c:r..LS. It made your h:.tir stand on end. About 

thk ll1•. l),.,lic fl n;~.lly showed up and through a gl2ncc 2cross the 
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room I knew I had been for some: rc::ason forgiven for not having 
stayc:d to help her dc:al with rhe sewage back up. The next panelist 
was Libbie Rifkin of the University of Alabama who gave, I thought, 
a great paper contrasting, very subtly and seriously, the editing sryles 
of Anne Waldman and Bernadene Mayer duri ng the heyday of the 
2nd NY School and how, editing Tlu World, Anne Waldman crc::ated 
this miniature: universe of poets, all of whom could "fit in her bed~ 
room," treating them all as creatures of rare fame and value, whereas 
Mayer, in 0 to 9and Unnatural Aro, continually played with collabo
rative values of non~agency, anonymity, textuality, etc. I'm not doi ng 
this paper much justice but it was exhilarating to listen to. Then the 
morning was over and we went to lunch in the nearby Student Union 
and I took more: photos. Everywhere we went people were friendly 
and acted as though I had every right to be there, and Dodie and I 
were driven around every place: we wanted to go-and then I began 
questioning my privilege in that nagging w:ay that you, David, are so 
familiar with: I started recusing myself: I'm not even a woman, why 
do I get m stay in this hotel room for free? Down the hall Pamela Lu, 
Lauren Gudath, Giovanni Singleton and Renee Gladman were all 
squuud into a room tht: samt: size as mint:. Maybe they were having 
fun , but isn't "fun• something that happens in despite? I felt guilty for 
taking up space-you've felt that way, I know you have, it's only 
human. My sel f-consciousness was imploding. I felt like a creaky old 
envelope in the sunny Food Coun, blown from umbrella to umbrella, 
bench to bench, skittering along the concrete like a piece of Cracker 
Jack. My God, Travis, Mara, Jill and so forrh all drove down from the 
Bay Area and it must be a thousand miles! All over San Diego people 
were bedding down on poets' floors and sleeping bags and old futons 
and probably outside in the d~rt and yes, because they wanted 
Dodie I got to come along too but if I had had to pay I would have 
said, "Uh, no, thanlu, that's okay." 

The fourth panel was called "Mrs. Poetry" and was devoted to the 
work of Bernadette Mayer. It must have made some of the panelists 
nervous to have Mayc:r sitting right there in front of them grinning 
like a Cheshire cat. What if she took inro her head to interrupt any of 
them while they spoke? I wouldn't have done this panel for I 00 
dollars, and what an inane title, enough to make a cat groan. Brad 
Westbrook inrroduced this panel pointing out that the Mandeville 
Collection, behind the Geisel Room where we sat, owns the Bernadette 
Mayer papers (1958· 1995), and then Stephen Cope, who had 
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.c•L:'Iunl tht p;~pcts for the Archive, rose and gave his u.lk, 
.nncllllt~<<",l :u a kind oflove song and indeed it was and then Lee 

lhuwn'• p:~pe r was similar, an alphabetical list of words and top
·•lmltt: on which she apanded from long memory, memoir, 

• ''''''· il !ld (jUOr.ttion. Most of us in rhe audience loved it. Leslie 
' I'""' followed with a disquisition on/against "lineage" which 

ttt.J. ... unc ;abrupt, mind boggling jumps among the work of Mayer, 
tt.a.luf(U l t}~no and Bob Grenier, warning us agai nst rhe cult ofper
tliNI:uy 111 poetry and how the worship of the "R.cverc::d figure" could 

M•• l 11111 minds ag:~ inst the thought of the poem. This was hard to 
lui 111 puu but salutary, I suppose. Julian:~ Spahr had the difficult 

,,j lli N nting ;1 more conventional paper on Mayc:r's Som1t:ts but I 
. ht 11 the most sadsfying of the four talks and has made me re
th• .'kJ n,~lS in a new way after hearing her and nodding and 

H urcning in my mind like Ingrid Bergman's dream in 
.. J • .,,,J. Well done everybody. h turned out that the students in 

tti ••I M01yer's long ago Poets in the Schools classes had nicknamed 
"" Mn Poetry" and she had written this nickname on one of her 
twt(IMPIIk• the Mandeville now owned. "Hey! Here comes Mrs. 
f\ ... u ~· 11uf expl :~nation I believed on the one hand and disbelieved 
•Hit ' " ' mhcr. Where was this? I wanted to know. Was this a Ntw 
) • ~ ! ,. "room or some: kind of RKO studio film of the 30s with the 

ny 1\oyd?? 

llw lm.llj>JOel was on the Future. Laura Moriarty's talk was on the 
,._ l>tltur. of the Internet, Web, etc., bur focussed on the tendencies 
ttl ••¥•U11 j\ilfde" poetry to merge together so that people are writing 
,....,. •n•l mon: like e:;ach other (provocative) and then rather chilling· 
t, •l th.u 1he future is out of our hands since the machines them· 

· m01n as 1hey arc, were planning. or perhaps not planning. 
• ·· >W tu blend 1hcir technological knowledge with our human 

tMMI• . 1 ~ I 100k 1his to mean that although we don't know it Bill 
\ 1 f"' ~ 1 h.a.,.c alr.eady determined our future but afterwards she 
..W.. n ~. II w~s 1he machines lhemsclves (shades of Oe:;an Koonn' 
I,__ •w.J wnh my F..vorile, Julie Christie). Pamela Lu spoke on 
Mh.Jf ••I the fk tkdey·bascd !tliom collective. Faced with the incrcdi
~ he-1•11t•' of web publishing the !tliom boys and girls were para-

•Uy trmplrd 10 spend incredible amounts of SSS$ on precious 
...,,./ t.,,..l...•. 1n one tendency prornp1ed its ex:~ct opposite, an irrec

lt•h61 •f'lu HI desim :md needs. Renee Gladman's paper was an 
rwt..,,. t•ll(' 111 which she challenged the makers of anthologies to 
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increase the: pc:rcc:ntage of writers of color in them. No longer would 
she put up with an anthology of 25 writers of whom 3 or 4 were peo
ple of color. (Was this the Talisman Nnu (Amnican) fuu anthology? 
The Moving Bortkn anthology? The: conferena itsdP. Well we: aJl got 
the picture.) Dodie Bellamy spoke-oh, just brilliantly, of coursc!
but she was overshadowed by the final speaker, Marjorie Perloff, who 
gave the: talk that had many people: livid afterward. (Though I missc:d 
part of it being so moved by Dodie's speech I had ro have: a cigarette:. 
outside: the house of Sews.) The hot points here were three, that 
much current work hailed as " innovative" is not-and she had this 
look in her eye as though she were hinting heavily that this was true 
of many of the writers in the room. The second point was that the: 
so-called theory or criticism written by poets is horrible. She gave 
some e;o~:amples, here naming names, such as Ann Lauterbach. 
The third hot point was her blanket pronouncement that 
L• A• N • G• U-.A=G• E magazine had been a male-dominated oli
garchy and that women had stayed out of the debate. Had stayed out 
of the "origi nary moment." AI> soon as it was over Carla Harryman 
jumped up, red in the face:, flustered, to say that although she had 
much respect for Perloff's accomplishments she (Perloff) had now 
damaged herself irretrievably in her (Harryman's) eyes by erasing the: 
theoretical work done by women in the early years of the "Language" 
movement. One thing led to another and soon all wert shouting, 
stabbing the air with hands, asking questions, firing off charges of 
"mrisionism" on all sides, totally animated free for all. That the panels 
proper should end on this heated note (Fate: decreed it so, like the 
end of Nightwood) was c:nctly fitting, but this resolution had to it 
also an undertone of despair, for dements of doubt, overdc:termina
tion, fear had crept imo the Geisel Room almost in a Trojan Horse 
way. Please understand iliat my misconstrual of these debates is not a 
purposive one, I didn't feel, even as it was happening, that I knew 
what was being enacted before my eyes. Others will have different 
takes on these events and all of them will be as accurate as mine. But 
I tried as best I could to grok it. Then it was time for dinner and we 
trooped off tO the Faculry Club which was about a quarter of a mile 
away, probably less by daylight. And after dinner there was a grand 
old-fashioned kind of reading by Maureen Owen and lkrnadette 
Mayer. 

Mark Wdss, who was at the Page Mothers conference, wrote to the 
Jloctics List that he didn't at all hear the mne I found so dominant-
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d..- .uuny dw women writers might lose the ground they've recently 
.-.I 1 unny, .iincc I felt it throughout, from Hejinian's cxhonations 

uy d~y one must wrest victory from defeat and fight all over 
n, 111 1h~ c;orutam usc of the word "erasure," which one heard 

11nJ ~~n (e.g. 1-larrym:m accusing Pcrloff of having erased the 
__., t•l tvtry woman in the room) and then in Oodie's speech to th~ 
tiMI!f •rll~«' • .he evoked the spectre of Marc Lepine, the Canadian 

II• • r .,.ho in u rly December 1989 walked into the University of 
t..m" .al .aud lolled 14 women, and wounded a dozen others, simply 

• · lcmmism had ruined his life. (Dodie spoke: in the context of 
l,1,,,h II\ gcncr.d, particuJarly a weird phone message she got at her 

. ,, .. uling her of feminism for having invited nine women to 
•I 11 \m;tll Press Traffic during the months of March and April 

I ' II 1\ut I do :.ppreciate that all of us who were at the conference 
· •~o~oo~y with different takes on it and I hope that my e;o~:ampl e will 

.J ... th<tt hey, write something about it, ir doesn't have to be com
pl •. nor even im.ercsting per se. 

tltuc- we were: in this luxurious faculry dub listening m Maureen 
I , n 1~.ad, I had never heard her before, nor even realized that 
ln •·•r uf hC'r poem s have alternate titles, nor the funky surrealism of 
twJ f•"colry, tometimcs charming, sometimes a little Brautigan-csque. 
TM ttlmw~icc:c: was a longer and mort intense poem about another 
f '1111\t', :1 Muslim NY wom2n who, not w2ncing her children to 

upm 2 r.&cist world, pushed them out of the window of their 
t lth "'''Y ilj>Utmem building, this chilling poem very much in the 

t'l4•uc vcj n d12t looked deep into a disturbed mind and located the 
Iiiii "' r there, Identification and analysis h:tnd in hand. When 
1\,tJJ••I(tl(' M;~ycr began re2ding the crowd really sat up and cheered. 

w t•·•lt rc.ad of a crime, the poem she wrote: for Scott Gibson's Blood 
•-' lr..n am hology of poems for Matthew She:pard, the: young g2y 
.... 1 who w:u bcaren to death in Laramie in Octobc:r 1998, his 
...... I h utd 10 2n old fence so that passersby thought he was a 

' mw Pnha ps fo r many of us this was our first aposure to 
Mo. t, .. , .llc embodied something of the: wRe:vered figure" th2t Leslie 

J.rllo.~l h,ul warned us about earlier, the living legend. He:r "living
,_..• ,.1,..,, nur.~ ulous as it seems after her nc:2r-fatal stroke 2 few 

• h" II, .and he:r remarkable recovery, has ro it a Gothic edge, like 
hi J , 111 ~htmer (though she's not e:xacdy o ld of course), perhaps 

.,. •UIIuh • .mcously d rawn to and repelled by someone: who has 
I •lu- ... ty and come back, or is this just me, and in any case is it 

'" to~y~ Af1c:- r 1he read ing many went on to a lesbian dance bar, 
111 "»n Diego proper, bu1 1 was kind of beat and made 
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Dodie take me b2ck to the hotel bar where we u t listening to 2 piano 
m2n sing the old time melodies of the 50s 2nd 60s 2nd ta.lked with 
Fanny Howe, Owen, and Mayer, over a whole slew ofCosmopolit2ns 
f.u into the wee hours of the morning, talking about everything that 
had happened 2t the conference, and many many other topics. Fanny 
announced she had a crush on Piero Hcliacr after reading his poems 
in the new issue of Shiny magazine, and Owen and Mayer reminisced 
about the real-life Hdiacr and how she, Howe, was lucky nor to 
have run into him in rea.llife in late 60s NY because he was a menace 
and completely mad. Dodie had me gi~ the pianist money to play 
her theme song, "My Funny Va.lentine" (her birthday is Va.lentine's 
Day), and Bernadette got me to ask him to play (but I forgot to ask 
fo r what reason) "Under the Boudwalk," and he did. 

The next morning we spent packing and then squeezed into the little 
con~nible of Standard Schaefer with U.uren Gudath and Pam Lu, 
and a.l l our luggage and then on to breakfast on the same block as the 
Faultline Theater, where Stephen Cope and Joe Ross were setting up 
for this massive poetry reading featuring many of the participants in 
the conference. Well, we've a.ll been to this kind of thing before, but 
this was an cspccia.lly interesting reading. much more lively and fun 
that it had any right to be, for the program was a long one and the 
space isn't all that big and plenty of people came to he2r and see and 
unwind, and people could only read for 5 to 7 minutes otherwise 
they would be put in jail (a prop for the current Faultline production, 
there was an actua.l jail cell on stage, with Lee Ann Brown sitting in 
it.) For one reason or another, Cope had figured out the order of the 
program should be in reverse alphabetical order, a delightful decision 
that a.lways had one guessing who would read next. It must have been 
great for those, like Scalapino and Mary Margaret Sloan, who usually 
bring up the rear at these mass events, and I think we should try it in 
San Francisco. Thus the reading began with Bobbie West, a local San 
Diego writer whom I had never met and whose book Scatt~rrd 
Damag~ from Meow Books is terrific. The next re.ader wu Diane 
Ward, whom we had missed seeing .at the conference but who proved 
available to come to this Sunday reading. It was great news to hear 
that Littoral Boolu is going to bring out a book by Ward and I told 
her, I would have walked to San Diego to hear you read fo r five min
utes, you arc the best. Or pcrh.aps the best was Juli.an.a Spahr, who 
mtd her wonderful poe.m "We," really I think (I'm thinking now) her 
masterpiece, this expansive, inclusive, hyper-realistic yet surreal poem 
.about constituency, foreignness, and enduri ng love. This reading had 
a valedictory qual ity to it, as many readers had to up and leave as 
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· ... n •• they had finished reading. for their shunlcs were there to take 
II•· 111 111 the r.~ irport , so I didn't get a ch.ance to say goodbye to many, 
, .. u.•r there one moment :and then you're gone, jwt like life. Anyhow 
I "· I 'm running out of time and I didn't even write down :a list of all 
1• .. rr.klcrs, :~II of whom did very very well, so I will try to condense 
mywlf Oodic and I were extremely proud of the good showings pur 
< ,., hy the young S:an Francisco writers, including Giov:anni Singleton, 
K .. 1hy Lou Schuln, Renee Gl:admr.~n, P:amcla Lu and T:aylor Brady; 
IMI I uorna brought down rhe house as usual; Lyn Hejinian rca.d from 
a nrw long poem (called) Happily; a duo of Jen Hofer and Summi 
.. ,.,,,,. I.Jrought off a performance piece based on Hejinian and 
llmyman's collaboration Th~ Wid~ Road (which I wouldn't have 
1lu'uKI11 could be done, but they did it); a young New York poet 

•llrll Al:astair (sp ~) Julir.~n (sp1) of whom I had not heard wu very 
I< •II• hing, or rather chic not touching; .and then it a.ll seemed to wind 
UJIHJ 01 close with Oodie's reading from Tlu Uuur ofMitlil Harku 
,.ml IUe Arnunrrout wound up last, powerful, triumphant, grinn ing 
111ld llllll\ding there, as wave after wave of applause washed over her in 
th.inlo: for her pan in organizing the conference. 

Wu h Joel Kusza.i, Joe Ross, John Granger, Stephen Cope, Rick 
Umkhardt, Bill Mohr, Hung Q. Tu, et al, al l living in San Diego and 
HI -.uursc the more cst.ablished figures Michael Davidson, Qui ncy 
lmupc. Jerome Rothenberg, David Ant in, one did get the feeling 
thcrr't a lot of writing going on in San Diego but that it's now largely 
• m;m'• world, and that this female incursion into iu dominion had 
1hr Ullft".il st:ltus of a dream. Like m2ny others, I'm very grateful to 
l lnwr and Armantrout for putting on the evem, and to Kuszai, 
C ,,,.nKer, Ross and Cope for being so hospitable to us at every turn. 
'· , there was X amount of friction, yes the debates about indusiviry, 
flllnm, r-acism and revisionism hatched .at the "Page Mothers" confer
fiHC' wt ll color our world for :a long rime to come, and yes I had some 
l•luk moments, some dark moments, in which I realized that my 
,h.um uch as it is-and happy go luckiness weren't enough, that 
1••~tlw1 11 isn·t enough, thar I'll have to chang~ my lifo in some horrid 

"Y Rilkcan way. Bur I had a terrific time and I hope they do it 
"tt"lfl I forget now why the two of you didn't come. Was it that you 
""riC' lt<.k1 I kept thinking they should have had 2 panel on illness (or 
•·•• tht' body somt'how). "Not Feeling Well." Or were you busy with 

rnc11Hn& else? Whatever; in any case I kept thinking of you both 
.~ .. .,...hole 1irnc. 

1 ..... , from-Kevin K. 1999 
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Bulletin from Kosovo: Flora Brovina 

The Writers in Prison Committee of lntcrnational PEN is disturbed 
by reports that Dr. Flora Brovina, a wdl-known writer, pediatrician 
and women's rights activist, was abducted from her home in the 
Sucnani Breg district ofPristina on April22, 1999. More r«cnt 
reports confirm that she is currently being jailed in Pozo~ac, 
Serbia, on multiple charges, including terrorism. 

According to her husband, Ajri Begu, Flora Brovina is now panly 
paralyzed down one side, a resuh of high blood pressure made worse 
by her imprisonment. There have also bttn reports of ronun:: and 
beatings. Her lawyer continues to be denied access to her in the 
Poz.or~ac prison where she was transfcm:d from Kosovo around 
June I Oth. International PEN is increasingly alarmed at the contin
ued detention of Flora Brovina, and calls for her immediate: release. 

Or. Brovina is the President oflidhja e Gruas Shqiptarc (The 
Albanian Women's League) in which role she led demonstrations 
marking Women's Day (March 8, 1998) against Serb forces' actions 
ag:ainst ethnic Albanians in Drenica. On thon day, some 20,000 
Albanian women arc said to have gathered in Pristina, all holding up 
blank sheets of paper. Dr. Brovina is quoted as saying "Wc had no 
official way to announce the protests, so we used word of mouth. It 
spread like fire-within just a few hours we could have almost every 
woman in the city out on the streetS ... We waved the white papers 
ro show rhe world that all options were still open, that nothing had 
been writta1 down yet and it was still possible to gain indcpendence." 
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\he cominucd to lead protests through 1998 and in October she was 
hc:ncn by soldiers when she refused to leave the site of a student 
llc:monstr.uion. "They bear me on the back with a baton and I still 
\lldn't leave. I wanted the police to stay occupied with us so they 
wuldn't chase the srudems." At the time of her abduction, she was 

working in Prisrina in a Center she had opened for the rehabilitation 
for displaced women and children, and was treating pregnant women 
111 homb shelters and children hiding out in the mountains. She was 
unc of the few prominent ethnic Albanians to rem:ain in Pristina. 

fu well as her activities as a women's aaivist, Or. Brovina is a well~ 
known and respected poet, having four books of her poems pub
lulled, some of which have been translated. 

lmernational PEN is deeply concerned for the well being of Dr. Flora 
llrovina. h is calling on the Serb authorities to give assurances that 
she is being neatcd humanely, and to immediately release her. 

~nd Appeals to: 

I lis Excellency Slobodan Miloscvic 
])resident of Yugoslavia 
Savcwa Skupstina 
II 000 Belgrade 
r:edcral Republic of Yugoslavia 

r:u: + 381 II 636 775 

l;or funher information please contact Sara Whyan at: 

International. PEN 
Writers in Prison Committee 
9110 Charterhousc Buildings 
London ECIM 7AT 
United Kingdom. 
email: impen@gn.apc.org 

fJm,., ' 1141tt: lnfomuztion tomn touTitfJ of PEN lnttm~~litii'Ul~ with additi4tu~l 
-ttn•l fro"' ·1ne Dall:u Morning News •rul tfw J•n. 1999 iiSIIr t~JMaric-Ciairc. 
/1-.lnltt 1t1 UJJ;, Drmm of PEN lntrmlltioNii & Di•tu~ Ayltln-S1Nn/41r t~fPEN USA. 
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San Fr-ancisco artist Amanda Hughen examines the cui
!Unl u:ndency to c:ucgoriu:, appropriate, and embellish 
1magery of the natural world. Manipulating her own 
dnwings through photocopies and chemical tnnsfer 
processes, Hughen both mimics and dabontes upon 
found illustntions and ornamentations of natural subjects. 
Layers of reference and form are juxtaposed in order to 
explore seemingly incongruous visual languages: r:ational 
structures (found rypogr:aphic, architectural, and diagr:am
matic forms), o rganic shapes (appropriated illustr:ations 
and phomgr:aphs), and her own drawings intermingle in 
her work. Through this layering of signs and representa
tional systems, Hughen examines the ways in which 
r:ational constructs arc inscribed upon the visual world. 
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Carla Harryman and Lyn Hejinian 

from The Wide Road 

A trap. Trains under horses' fttt. Dust slides ro front. The sky 
palpit:ucs to our projtttions. " I will react," we said and made a man 
spinning around an e~. The eye is the only feature of our "landsapc 
preserved from biographical writings" -a terrain that miraculously 
came (Kathy Acker would say "orgasmc:d") from the pen of Journoud 
sometime: previous to our trip to MiiW1luktt. A flat building drops ro 
the ground. We find our figure Journoud prqJaring the road. An ecl~Xtic 
gunrunner is trying to obfuscate our invention: Journoud? Acker? 
"Org:umed?" The road? The gunrunner will fail to discern the inven
tion, to weed it out from borrowed drck. Because 

we arc Cassandra Persephone Pandora A, Prop 

We slide his coarse and superficial immoraliry under our gown. I bet 
you would like to know about this gown. his terraced and rumpled on 
one 5idc, in blues grouping backward imo darker hues as it drags. In 
the purely ttstatic torment of passivity, we refuse to open our arms. 
The hand thrashes within the bucket. 

dryness and passion 
don't mix 

said the professor. h is ben to rake her our of the descn, put on a few 
pounds, and give out bullelS oflust. We raised our hand, since we real· 
izcd we'd been captured and put behind bars. •Wi ll these words suit, 
professor?" 

peach juice 
slut 
triple 

"I can only tell you that dryness is not sexy and I've never heard of 
C lement Greenberg, though a man." 

"This can't be the University of Milwaukee!" we exclaimed. 
The professor admitted that it could not . 
h was an Institute of Inquiry, though not of Masure. We lay 

about with some of the studcnu who were discuJsing brUle force. "This 
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topic always makes people obvious," said the woman who was sup
()(>rting herself with her right arm on our lap in order to lean more 
emphatically toward the splendid bur rigid man. "We nero immediate 
substitution," she added. 

"You can't improve the world with dictionaries," he said. 
"You're right-bur you can with airplane rickets," said the one who 

had been Wking about fiShing and w;,u now stirring chowder. "My own 
recipe," he said; "a .sttret very strong broth : 

The sca·sccnted steam condensed on the walls of the room and 
even ~he sheets and pillowcover felt slighcly damp, as if we had been 
swe.aung. 

" If no one yields to brute force, it can be very exciting." we pointed 
our. The interlocking we imagined increased our appetite. There were 
spoons to go around but not enough bowls, so we shared ours with the 
man who had caught the fish, sniffing the odor of his brow as he guz· 
zled rhe soup from rhc bowl on our lap. 

"It only results in stagnation, if no one yields," said the other man. 
"Who? We?" Cupping our breasu with our hands we made the 

bmili.arjcst. 

we: desire only you and you and you 
for verification 

Later, kneeling in the moonlight on the grass above the brick 
embankment that held the bend in the river, pouting and spitting we 
said to ourselves the word "cupping. " He was delighted, and shouted 
"Xho!" Then we directed him ro say .something fundamemal and pro
voking. using the letter L 

Lavinia, Lavinia, Lavinia 

Paranoia results from that old religious preoccupation with the 
smallest derail and with similarities. And traveling as we arc, we can't 
indulge in self·ponraiturc, even when we are stark naked and whop
ping. In bet, much of the time we exceed the perfect differences 
between you and w, since they are the details demarcating the biological 
depths and social heighrs, .a parr of history and a part of isolation. 
Meanwhile, we: incite ourselves to introspect and expect-is this love? 
is this theory?-wc arc not cxpens of postponement. 
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our hc.ad is round 
such is life 
have we not hatcht!d it? 

"We can't get that poem out of our head," we said. We are slavc:s 
of environment. 

He is standi ng behind and above us on the slope: and puts his arms 
around us, passing his fingers over our breasu and reaching between 
our legs. He has us, in the palm of his hand. 

From this dc=vation, or apparent dt!Vation, we have a remarkable 
look over a high gray fence into the yard where outdated statuary is 
stored at the face of an crodt!d cosmonaut and at 17 arms and forefin
gers oflr:nin. 

oh rowing weight 
still more tremendous 
for your wondrous lovd 

This is true: we arc writing on a doudlc:ss sheet of blue papt!r. 

we come dosc:r w facing 
the frightening malleability 
of gender 

Oh. Oh, so. Oh oh. Oh, no. No. This is also true: as we write three 
shirtless men carry enormous tree parts along the side of the house. 
One of them is black and wears a pale blue hal. Another is light with 
long straw-colort!d hair and an earring hanging lightly from a delicate 
car. The third is responsible, pale, and hulking. We are certain of our 
third man's role because he nays in the back with a saw. 

But this window scene of men is only pure distraction from the 
work at hand: the manufacture of serenity amidst uselc:ssnc:ss, noise, 
chaos, and demoraliz.ation. And now, awesome reader, listen to what is 
not true--a dream-and then we will tell you how we got down from 
the mountain. 

We were sitting in folding chairs, in about the center of a small
sized unembellished public 5pacc, possibly half-full of people, watching 
a movie. The movie had a familiar plot, and we were remarking on 
the disquieting yet soothing boredom o:pericncc:d in being able to 
antidp:m: the future 10 rc:.dily, when I , •. , r., :md K. entered noisily. 
"Inc room Inked lij!lu throutth the luKe moth ·eaten cunains covering 
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the AooHo-cciling windows, so we could sec the newcomers quite well: 
they appeared robe slightly larger than life, as if in a pale fog just before 
sundown, when the blending of object and shadow and the simulranrow 
contrast of illuminations and darkness yield a somber massiveness 
within the landscape. Now, the movie served as a dinant overexposed 
backdrop to the prcscnces of L., C., P., and K. As the red-haired C. 
crossed from the back of the room to the curtained windows, L. 
followed, It seemed that C. was looking fo r an exit. But, upon sensing 
L, she turned and kissed him passionately. The passionate kisses were 
repeated as they stood next to the audience like drunken guests at a 
wedding parry. We felt, also, a tinge of desire for the striking Land his 
remarkable nonchalant poses which we attributed to his many years of 
theater experience. When C. released herself from the embrace, we 
rose, feeling an almost fam ilial obligation to speak to her. We said, "C., 
we didn't know that you like sex." C. looked ar us severely, and we: knew 
th:u we were very small, almost insect-like, as she floatt!d through the 
curtains to the patio. 

The film came to an end. The curra.ins were drawn, the shabby 
bare room exposed. We felt that we must rectify ourself. so when C. 
Aoated back into the room as if it were LO~ra, we sa.id, "C., we are 
very sorry that we spoke insultingly, bur we did so admire you for being 
an Artemis. • None of this .sttmed to mean anything to her, and we left 
the theater with strident remorse and shame. 

Now, why we have postponed telling you how we got down from 
the mountain is that we had to work our way down, and this was very 
difficult. Anything we could put our mind to we would try, but few 
people will pay for the work of a mind such as ours, one that doa not 
fear the incongruity of yielding statuary. So we offert!d ourselves up as 
gardeners. Yet, few on the mountain could afford the: luxury. We some
times went hungry for wam of a propc:r fit. Still, 

it is in the placc:s where things 
don't fir 
together neatly 

that we can best insert 
our political will 

This poli tical will of which we speak belongs to the slapstick side 
of our nature which is so often embodied in the form of a man who 
himself embodic:s both wisdom and gluttony in balanced proportions. 
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And it is of him, Candy & Eggs is his name, that we eat when we get 
too hungry to concinue down the steep, sparst:ly populated, and heavily 
forested slopes. We lick and suck his sugary fat and sip from his eggy 
eyes, while he sleeps the sleep of a spellbound material witness. At last, 
we a~ sick of him and ~turn him to a sitcing position, proper to the 
religious, by repeating our recently acquired Lavin ian Cham ... 

Everybody, meaning the few people of the valley, were there to 
greet us when we completed the descent. And yet 

WCStaTVC 

as we work unnoticed 
through the one 
endless 
source of work 

We write, Dear Men, our messiness broadcasts our tendencies, our 
capacities, but it can't conceal our tendernesses. Go ahead and call us 
filthy if you will. We have eyes and a tongue, lips and a navel-we are 
a triangle in perpetual motion. We d idn't wriggle down the cl iff dutch~ 
ing at pungent warm shrubs, ride exciting slabs of hot slate down the 
slope of the high meadow, arrest our careening in the glossy mud of the 
cool creek (we lay for a spell in the stream of water, head resting on 
moss, one leg on the right bank and the other on the left {what enigmas 
await us in the wne between vegetable and mineral!)), climb the trellis 
at the back of the villa whe~ we were gripped by the thorns of the 
bougainvillea whose blossoms stuck in our hair, sneak over the roof and 
around the chimney, and swing down past the windows clinging to the 
wrought-iron floral grillwork and the edges of the tile carrouche in 
order to get to this place without getting dirty. But here we are! 

Be artfUl, if you will-please dean us. 

almost carnal clods for scrutiny 
almond science sinking 
pillars, pillars, pillars and minerals 
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)en Hofer and Summi Kaipa 

A View of The Wide Road 

"Oear Reader, have we invited you in~" 
Havc:wt:told you a tale whose analysis 

will provoke some exciring sen.s:nions~ wt: 
:uk. Have: we spread our subjectivity~ have: wt: 
engulfed it in the world? 

l'be sun doesn't rise every morning sim
ply to popub.re allegories. And when a goose 
d:~.~np from dew on the riverbank lectures 
youc:mbesurehergo:niralsaredean. 

Her point is clear, but her bean beau 
against her neck. 

In our bean we find our desires as 
camest as they were when we wt:re young
no halfmea.sure.s ... (99) 

We begin: "We walk in a vaporous 
valley with our bovine heads bent 
toward the plain where Measured Desire 
is said to dwell." (I) We are looking for 
Measured Desire. We are looking ro 
measure desire. We arc looking to 
desi re's limits, desire's lim itlessness, 
measure after measure. "We can't help 
bur live in time." (73) We do not exist 
outside measure but can confuse its 
reception, re~arranging measured 
moments in time via the notations we 
put to them. We do not want to be 
measured against, but want to move in 
measure. A measure musical, as a phrase 
that might repeat, recur, resound. As a 
moment or moments in rime, but nor 
crystal. Delightfu l, but not precious. 
Incantatory and improvisatory. "Our 
sex is an incitement, urging us to elapse." 
(23) Urging us ro elapse as rime elapses, 
and elapses again: relapses. Our sex 
incites time and incites more sex. Our 
sex balloons time to fit us. We balloon m 
fill our sex. More desire, measured and 
unmeasured, without measure. 

Prose lines and broken (or verse) 
lines measure differently. Meanings 

"Dear Reader, have we invited )'OU in?" 
... wt: want to ruck an =y into an 

Th?r~·s~!s ~~ie% :ief-:~;t n~~~h:ra~ 
have long necks so they dean their own gen
itals. And i1 is well-known that from there or 
elsewhere mother geese have created many 
~nderful (though officially di$<b.ined) sto-

Non-narruors are historically afraid of 
what mother geese may say, but thinking 
about that would jtUt make us hungry for 
potatoes grown in ~disc covered with but
ter given us by a youth responding to our pen 

A:hc:n~a~~ ~~:= ::ra cli,:t~ ~\)whose 

How bold is Thr Wia't Road The 
puritan in us (albeit a minuscule puri
tan) is shocked by what Lyn H ejinian 
and Carla Harryman have done--a dou~ 
ble- minded, one-headed monster (or 
monsreure?) that seeks and welcomes sex 
from any and all men-"The boys have 
removed our coarse: pants and arc idly, 
almost lazily rubbing us with jasmine 
vine while they also hold their still~ 
dressed crotches" (5)-while being open 
enough to allow experiences with other 
women-"Our hands slipped into her 
tight liule back pockets ... Our hands 
grabbed around each moon of ass."(64) 
The riot girl in us-happily dominating 
rhe puritanical--cheers on the monster, 
urging the protagonist, under our 
breath, "yes, yes." An urging, and 
encouraging, not unlike that in (some) 
sex. Yes, it is erotic. We are impressed 
and compelled by the eroricism of the 
text, rhe way ir invites us in as 
voyeuse/voyeur. The voyeusc in a posi
tion both outside and inside--party tO 
and participant in the patty. 

The sexualized natural world con-
jures Whitman: ~Do I contradict 
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valence more freely in a lineated situa
tion, which is not to suggest that mean
ing affixes (asphyxiates), immobile, to 
particular words or phrases in prose, but 
rather that different ways of moving are 
possible, different movements occur, 
when lines move differently. We take 
different positions. "Every poem is a 
posture we have tried.~ (4) Sameness is 
certainly not our goal, nor is difference 
privileged if it docs not make more mea
sure, more movement available: "We arc 
no more symmetrical than a brimming 
tide or the sky which is scattered over the 
terrain, and as a result we enjoyed sever
al unexpected experiences." (4) We arc 
shapely, but not an easily definable 
shape. We measure ourselves in lan
guage--through our utterances, through 
"their" utterances-and mun change 
language to fit our asymmetry. Words 
are also material: "A word carefully 
placed can erect a nipple.~ (73) 
Language shifts to accommodate us, and 
we will it to do so. "There is a languid 
eros within a language eros." (52) There 
are many desires ro measure, and many 
measures to desire. 

"We can't help but live in time, and 
yet we aren't looking for ultimate or 
even penultimate pleasures, choosing 
instead lO go on with our desires, 
following them precisely the way persons 
follow their rwo eyes." (73) Left eye-ball 
moving in discord with right, or two 
"I's,"-that is, us-constantly in motion 
with one another: decision and indeci
sion and refusal to decide (preclude), bm 
rather, inclusive action. "We can't 
measure what has happened, because: 
whatever has happened has endless 
repercussions, currents of effect and pos
sibility like Phlcgcrhon, in flames and 
engendering whatever is to come, the 
objects and events of our desire." (75) Or 
in measuring what has happened further 
happenings occur, generating further 

myself? Very well. I conr:.ain multitudes." 
Hcjinian's and Harryman's protagonist 
"we", likc Whitman, claims kinship with 
the world around "us", finding desire 
and sexual imagery in the landscape. 
Our happiness is absolutely not flat, but 
rather "lumpish," sinuous and sinewy, 
multi-dimensional and :.asymmetrically 
bumpy, bulging as a terrain (a valley or 
plain) and a body irsel( "And so atmos
phere plays a greater role. The morning 
light, forming pearly drops of mist, 
sprayed against our lips. We inhaled rhe 
heady emanations of the eucalyptus trees 
whose: ragged bark and pungent buttons 
were drawn into the brceu:." (I O) Like 
Whitman, "we~ concede contn.diction, 
welcoming it as ;a natural part of the self. 
"We" are not one thing. "To say 'we' is 
not to say 'I and my double' and thereby 
produce stasis; 'we' does not m:.tkc a wife 
:.and any given stasis is nor an increment 
of desire." (90) "We" are gigantic and 
extremely open-hearted. "We" are not 
indiscrimin:.ate (we do like it to be 
good!), but our promiscuity opens us to 
rhe possibility of taking many things
perhaps everything!-inro ourselves: 
"The Wide Road divides the landscape, 
world on one side, world on another, 
world swallows it before and behind, 
and we (like Dame in middle age) take a 
turn and arc not separated-arc not sep
arate." (I OS) Our context, our road, our 
self, is the world. Wh:.at could be more 
huge? 

As we sec our similarity wirh the 
things of the world, we simultaneously 
noriceourdiffcrenccs; 

Whcntircd,wccrossourlegsand 
laugh lustily. Bmsometimes 

we say love 
without you 

rhcrcisnoaim 

burourown 
swarrningvoice(3) 
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"'"'• further desirc. Our context, 
t hllld, our self, is the world. What 
.~.11~ more huge? The terrain prolif-

,., docs our experience on, in, :.and 
, •tH u This grappling for panorama is 

• 1111 all precise, but rather muhiplc, 
•lk ted, mobile, visionary, hallucinam

, ~nd e<luipped (;and all rhe better for 

"1 

11 tJin rhc placeswhcrcrhings 
don't fir 
togcthcrnc:.atly 

that we can best inscn 
our political will (20) 

( ) r our fitting and inserting, our grap
Jilmg, is precise bur repeatedly momen
lil ry, not static but "mobile and desirous, 
unbounded among distinct things" as, 
perhaps, is the ;acr of sex . (73-74) 
Measuring as the infinite, rather than 
finite, move: "yes we said and yes 
echoed;" one yes makes m:.any more. 
Measure occasions rc-measure, its own 
reenactment. "Desire is regulated by 
foresight, which is to say by itself, desire, 
looking ahead rowuds its object, which 
it discovers through an act of will but 
without knowing wh:.tt tO request." (74) 
Desire changing shape (;and duration: 
time) so quickly as to ask again and 
again for measure. Or jusr to ask again 
and again. 

Our measuring tools succumb to 

desire, or function equally well (and, one 
sincerely hopes, first) as tools of pleasure 
rar·hcr than tools of measure. "This is rhe 
reason to measure desire even without 
realistic implements: to secu re its preva
lence." (73) We arc nor me:.asured 
against/by our tools-forfeiting bra or 
shoe. We measure our own tools: we sew 
the co:.at to fir us. It fits the way we wish 
it. Others measure in in their :.ability to 
swell with us and recede from us. Others 

A swarming act of uncrance, saying · we 
love you" (while simultaneously s:.aying 
·we love without you") brings into exis
tence the "we" as well as the ~you"
reinforces the existence of oursel( "We" 
learn that our discrepancies, the anom
:.alous details of our daily lives, const:.tnt 
yet fluid, arc what constitute our specif
ic selves; "We love derail because: every 
detail supersedes the universal. The 
woman rcaliu:s this, roo, of course, 
which is what makes her journal pro
gressive. 'Thinking involves nor only 
the flow of thoughts but their arrest as 
well,' as Walter Benjamin says ... " (92) 
~We" ;are universalist bur nor universal. 
Our multiple self/selves arc a condition, 
at least partly, of our gendered asymmet
rical otherness. "Bur daily life is a very 
ambivalent :.agent of desire-perhaps 
that's what makes it so compelling as an 
agent of writing. The oscillation between 
interior and exterior of wh:.at seem to be 
the contents of our experiences makes 
our daily life simultaneously expressive 
of Us and of Not-us." (48) We are 
shapely, but not an easily definable 
shape. 

~we are no more symmetrical than 
;a brimming ride or sky which is scattered 
over rhe terrain, and as a result we 
enjoyed several unexpected experiences." 
(4) "We" is a we as a tide or a sky, both 
things which arc referentially singul:.ar 
but are actually plun.l, infinite, in their 
composition. A tide cannot be without 
water, without waters, while a sky, too, 
cannot be "one" object, e.g. one toy or 
one pillow, a measure of one. The "it" 
that "we" are, the monster, rhc "we", is 
not symmetrical, not two bodies fused 
into onc, bec:.ausc: symmetry (or twin· 
hood)-in the sense: of symmetry in 
Noah's ark where two ;animals mirror 
each other and become whole rogcther
erases difference. Instead, "we" is an 
acknowledged composite of rwo minds 
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being also ourselves. " In F.i.cr, much of 
the rime we exceed the perfect differ
ences between you and us, since they are 
the details demarcating the biological 
depths and social heights, a parr of his-
tory and a part of isolation. Meanwhile, 
we incite ourselves to introspect :a.nd 
expect-is th is love? is this theory?-wc 
arc not c:xpens of postponement." (18) 
Rather, we arc repeat offenders, 
c:xpectcrs and c:xpcns of the libidinal and 
the liminal, of the imcllect and the sub
ject, the thought and the embodied. 

Deliciously, things do not stand nill 
in their uses. "Our rask is paradoxical 
and thus ornamcmally sexual. On the 
one hand, there is no measuring imple
ment: neither a tadpole, or a flagpole or 
a ruler; ahhough, the ndpolc is an image 
of impregnatio n: a flagpole something to 
sit on top of, victoriously and even sala
ciously, and a ruler always good for a 
swat.~ (73) We measure our desire in 
terms of objecrs.----objects of measure arc 
also objects of desire-where a 1:2dpolc 
and a flagpole become rhe markers of 
this affair, and mark it. Time up against 
life: as tadpole becomes fish. Flagpole as 
a marker of place: we have bec.n here 
before. Ruler mighr suggest coercion, 
standards, schools: getting in line; our 
measure docs nor want a ruler-unless 
it's being put to good usc, giving w a 
good swat. 

Paradoxically, flagpole and tadpole 
measure nothing if we forget them and 
move on. (Measures, being temporary, 
need remeasurc.) And this book moves. 
Neither measure nor implement con
sents to st:~nd still (though both, no 
doubt, consent to other, more mobile, 
activities). ~ It is no fau h in travelers lO 

be: led ast ray" (7)-quite the contrary: it 
is in the stray, in the fray, that things 
happen. "There is no analogous flauen ed 
happiness ro thar of curious and recep
tive travelers," (I) and our happiness is 

(each of which in itself is of many 
minds), and our oddity suggests our 
individuality, as wdl as our communality, 
our community. ~we remembered our 
thriU upon discovering, for example, 
that two halves could be reversed, to give 
more independence to each and greater 
freedom for the exercise of wit." By 
defin ition, ~we" is indwive: we have 
clouds, moon, sun, srars, and more: 

Tbis is true: we an: writing on a 
cloudless sheet of blue paper. 

we come closer to facing 
the frightening mal leability 
of gender· (18) 

It is, perhaps, rhe ~skying~ of a thing or 
event (or a thought) that makes it imag· 
inative or imagined, that makes it gener
ative: 

Dearlyn, 

when 1he cloud$ pass <m::r 
the pl;mk lxmme:s 
a narrative 

weW;tntt050ak 
and explode ... (38) 

Plural sight makes for plurality of thing 
seen. Left eye-ball moving in discord 
widt right. or, two • J's,"-thar is, us
constantly in morion with one another. 
•A narrative" is not one thing, nor 
defined, digested, processed, and left 
behind, but a cumulative (cumul w~) 
process that leads to more of itself, that 
leads beyond itself. "What is and the 
story of what is are very different." (39) 
Much of our writing draws from our 
dai ly life. "We appeal to our dai ly life, 
which is persistently abnormal bur 
adorable (we arc slaves to it), to provide 
us with the authority of our anti· 
authority--or should we say our anti
aurhoritarive m;uernity?~ (47) 
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~tlnolutcly not flat, but rather "lumpish," 
)11\uous and sinewy, multi-dimensional 
.md asymmetrically bumpy, bulging as a 
!C' rrain (a val ley or plain) and a body 
llSCif. 

"Our mona! bona an: made up of a 
hundred min& and twelve oririCd, including 
four ears and four eyes. Thac we now 
applied to our adventures-all of which were 
prel iminary to our goal, which wu to 
measure desire. Evety pock in the ground, 
every blade erected in it, every 50ft coursing 
of an animal, every s~dow affi:IC:d 10 the 
d~ylight, 1he color of the gril between shoe 
~nd foot, the slips of tongue as we prcma· 
turcly mumbled the dements that would 
~ tim.u late futu re convcrutions, a shifi of 
balwce from lefi shoulder ro right, and the 
wide bu1 bounded stretch of our audible 
routefi lledour scnJc5 ... • (l4) 

The landscape is a "wide road which was 
filled with things to be coupled and 
compared." (I ) While traditionally 
(ornament:~lly) binary, on Ute wide road 
coupling and comparing become multi
plicitow activities, as desire: when one 
"half' of the binary is a we, the terms of 
measure themselves refuse to rest quietly 
in their definitions. 

"'Who? We:f Cupping our brcasu with 
our han& we made the familiar jest. 

we desire only you wd you wd you 
for verification• (17) 

The prevalence of desire is secured 
through repetition. Repetition which 
does not repeat the same way twice. No 
measure measures definitively. We use 
the picaresque, the poem, rhe fantasy, 
the acrualiry, th e: letter, the essay, the 
open-ended, the never-ending, the end
ing and beginning again, facts, logics, 
the philosophical, the pornosexual, the 
erotic, and anything else we can get our 
hands o n, ro measure and increase 

The extreme plurality that makes up our 
self is a non-universalizing combination 
(•coupling") of diffc:rcm elements dtat 
are recognizably other to one another (to 
ourself). Lyn, o r radtcr "Lyn" ("your 
pal") writes in one of her lerrers, 
"Meanwhile, there: is something about 
the prolongation of otherness that 
occurs during sex (or maybe it occurs 
between sex acrs)-1 think rhis may be a 
central theme of our collaboration. • (33) 
To incorporate the radically multiplc
wc:ll beyond the muh ipliciry of subjec
tivitics within the one subject that is so 
often t hcoriud these postmodc:rn 
days-into the plural self, into "we", is 
in itself a prolongation of otherness, an 
inhering of otherness which is perhaps 
true: of any self bur is sharply magnified 
o n The Wide Road. Our otherness is part 
of what makes up our physical, desiring 
selves. " I myself fed that Ute physical 
body is astoundingly alien-as if I had 
the amning possibili ty of being intimate 
with my own otherness, which is an 
2nimal." (36) We cs1:2blish 11. fascination 
with the distance bctwcc:n "self' and 
"body" early in the book; in a dream, 
where things arc "11.lways realistic," we 
cxamint the ddecc.ble o themess of even 
our own body: 

l'bis was our dream: We arc stwding, 
we see oursdvc do this, anlde-<leep on a vast 
beach of iridescent pearl sand over which an 
exquisite sheet of dlining water lies motion
ICJ5,1ikc: a vast and penetrable mirror Lilted 
vay ~ightly toward the Ka. We look down 
intothcwaterandscerdlectedthcrewhat's 
berwc:cn our legs. Reluctant to shatter the 
image: and, since we arc always realistic even 
in our dreams, reluctant to distort the petfect 
view of what is otherwi$C 50 diffic:ult 10 sec, 
we lean forward. And slowly we sink closer, 
down imo the cold water and rhc warm =d 
bc:low, either1o suck up or 10 be drawn down 
into the pink wd lkrk object of our study, 
until the water hanv around our thighs. (6) 
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measure, to incite measure and secure 
desire's prevalence. We are as wide as the 
hips that bore us. We include the sides 
and edges, that which spills onto our 
path from outside, that which cleaves 
our path from inside. We al low the verse 
to insert itself between the prose, and 
vice versa, vice verses. There is room 
enough in this epic. Measures and plea* 
sures recur. Repeat. Pleasure in repeated 
activities, repeatable pleasures. Measured 
or immeasurable pleasures. ~Because of 
the repetitions, there is measure, but 
there are no limits" (86) Measure does 
not limit, it delimits. Frames only to 
frame again. There is a sense of how 
much and when, of what and how, but 
the moment changes (we are ~in time"
moving beings and being that is moving) 
as does the how and the much. The con* 
tent and the position-as in the case of 
our measuring roots. 

We might call our (sexual, social) 
position (one of our many) .. wife." 

Pha.nr.ums according to Lacan arc nruc* 
turalbyrepetition.lfthestructun:ofrepeti* 
tion in the wife's lif~ delineates measure 
without limits, her lived o:perience is not 
rdated to the fantasy but the pngmarics of 
daily life. However, the wife, herself, may be: 
our own pha.ntasmatk projection, since she 
inscribes a limit to our U'11vels: we must 
accept hcrdistmccmddesirehersimultane
ously. Thus like incomplere males, we find 
ourself repetitively desiring what we a.n't 
have, and this irsdf &ustrates innovations in 
measur~. (86) 

Frustration excites change (in the desir* 
ing "we" as well as in the course of time). 
A fluste ring feeling to make us want to 
move. ~Frustrates" functions as a sense 
of irritation (an itch or discomfort, the 
senses needing to be addressed) and a 
verb of ignition. Innovations in measure 
are occasioned (frustrated) by (frusuat* 
ed) desire. It is the wife, our own projec* 

Our otherness is not only ourself looking 
into our own (different) body different* 
ly, but our self is literally (and litemily) 
different-we al low the verse to insert 
itself berwccn the prose, and vice versa, 
vice verscs--<Jur self made up of multi* 
pie selves with various {and variously 
useful) anatomical parts: "Our mortal 
bones are made up of a hundred mi nds 
and rwdve orifices, including four cars 
and four eyes. These we now applied to 
our adventures-all of which were 
preliminary to our goal, which was to 
measure desire. " (3) In the process of 
measurement, the proces.s of under* 
standing how we :ue built (and we arc 
~built"!), we come to reconfigure the 
figure of our very selves. We refuse to 
succumb to a simple measure based on 
physical gender. ~We" watch a man 
watching a wife in her daily tasks, the 
voracious and inchoate river of desire 
rolli ng be£Ween them: "Although 
female, truly, we are neither man nor 
woman in this scene. The desirous 
observer (think voyeuse here), as if a 
river, flows by unnoticed. And yet, this 
sensation and notion of non*cultured 
sexuality is an illusion that grams us a 
fickle freedom, which is not superior to 

anything." (75) The measure of desire is 
gigantic--cultural (though "non*cul* 
rurcd"-i.e., nor limited to cultural con* 
strucrs) as well as individual, and in this 
way our exploration of self has more to 
do with a communal political*literary 
project than an interest in individual 
subjectivity. 

TN WiJ..RINui'uliterature.lknowth'udoesn' t 
answer your question. As a woman I can't 
stand on thesideofeirherculrurcornaturc. 
Bm l a.noonstructancrosandchallengethe 
f~ culture has put on it. Yer th~ f..cc is his* 
torical, lyrical, psychological, Victorian, and 
current, chameleonic. How would I depict it? 
One body with TWO minds? (40) 
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don mucturcd by reperilion (a desired 
and desirous projection whose preva* 
lence is secured immeasurably) who 
measures our travels. Measure works as a 
kind of half* life-shifting shape but 
never deplered-berween the world and 
rile eye, the desired and the dcsirer: in 
this sense measure is sight, is desire, is 
the act bcrween us and what we act on, 
or our. Plural sight makes for plurality of 
thing seen. "Desire measures irself in the 
distance, bcrween itself and irs object, 
which advances and is always advancing 
within time" (74) Advancing towards us 
(and us advancing through it), the 
disrancc dosing up, invicing us in. 

"The pleasures of a wife-the sexual 
mysteries of a sexual history with a 
person in the role of husband-were 
something we wanted to discuss with 
this wife, whose open shirr and rosy 
brown breasts suggesred she knew some* 
thing of rhem."(85) Do .. we" wam a 
wife~ Docs the text want a wife~ Is the 
"biblical" relationship berwecn husband 
and wife analogous to that between read* 
cr and text, language and the world? We 
want to "know" each other, ourselves, to 
know "something of them." The text 
measures the reader, the reader measures 
the text-as language measures the 
world and is measured by it. We are 
measured in time, in language, and 
pinned tO its paradigm. "Rosy brown 
breasts" mark experience, another kind 
of rime. We wam to be put against rhe 
wife (to push up against her) and, in 
turn, up against the reader. ~Organ 

against organ, organiz.ation against orga* 
niz.ation," (42) and more, "if it (utopian 
consciousness) is that 'press of disorgani~ 
zation agai nst organization' it is an 
enactment of knowledge brought to bear 
on the present." (45) An enactment of 
sex (a sexy act) pressing against time, our 
measured desire in response ro history. 
But we do nor want to be measured 

The Witk Road, in irs construction of an 
eros, ~depicts it" again and again, in con* 
stant articulation for measured desire, 
against the ~little non~narrator(s), no, 
name-caller(s)" hiding behind "the grass 
blade, a monument to structure." (93* 
94) Our monstrous growth is only 
threatening to small folks who name 
names rather than tell the sexy story, 
those "incomplete men" for whom 
power over continues to be a compelling 
force. "P.S.," writes ~Carla," "Bataille 
says, 'This sickness (deviation) is 
obscurely bound to an intense seduc· 
tion.' This is probably why some men 
can't stand ro read Tht Widt Road We 
have made a deviant woman/women 
monstcr(s), with one head and rwo 
minds." (35) Our deviant body, like our 
desire, is immeasurable, cver*growing: 

Somehow our feet seem to be: getting larger 
and larger, our legs too. The lines of one 
hand have wrned into tropical ravines. 
Several other hands arc blossoming with 
gorges and canyons. Our fingcn sprout cine
plexes and hospitals, one with a bamboo 
motif shelters veterans. Our navel adorns 
Plato's cave with a neoclassical casing. And 
our vagina accommodates the most magnifi* 
cem of railway statiuns with room to spare 
for its future dem'ue. Do nor abandon it, 
please! 

We could walk half-way acrou the 
country in one srep, one foot plunged in die 
silted shoreline of the West and another 
sruck in a Mississippi swamp. What can we 
sec from the vantage point of such enormity? 
(94*95) 

"We" arc monster, agent, subject, 
object, mother, wife, male, giant, goose 
with impeccably dean genitals. On the 
wide road, we are not non*gendered, but 
extra*gendcred-too big for the britches 
formerly ptovided for us. That is, out* 
side the confining confines of traditional 
gender constructs, beyond them (as in 
exrra*ordinary, beyond rhe ordinary)-
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against the wife or reader. In our sexual which suggests having moved through 
desire, we forfeit the measurement of them-and also larger than them. In our 
ourselves or others. We arc not androgy· sexual desire, we forfeit the measurement 
nous, but multigynous, a multiplidrous of ourselves or others. We arc not 
form that will not stand still to be count· androgynous, but multigynous, a multi
edina binary system of gender, self, or plicitous form thar will not stand still to 
anything else. "Measured though the be coumed in a binary system of gender, 
world is not,, the distance has ~ov~ ~If, ~r anything else. "The whole body 
very dose up. (93) We want prOJumny 1s bu1lt of heads, and every had has its 
without hicnrchy. ~we desire with dcfi- face." (28) No coincidence the rhyme of 
nition : (79) Promiscuiry without being "multigynous" with vertiginous: our 
indiscriminate, measure without limits: wide ride is a dizzying one, but in the 
"Beause of the repetitions, there is mea- most necessary sense: spinning us out of 
sure, but there arc no limits; this roo the narrow confines of our various nar
cpito.m~ wifeliness." {86~ l_'he wife is row confines. This is not to suggest gcn· 
the hm•t of measure and hmLdess rna· derlessness in Tht Wi,U. Road ~I rcmcm· 
sure. Memory, too, flips (as mermaid's ber a woman friend once telling me that 
tail? or bodies changing position in she wrote in order to be gcndcrless. 
bed-or wherever?), switches sides, 
rums language in its prism. T he words 
(from performances of "A "-24 in 1978): 

Only 
Him 
and Me 

="" 
Thescwordsarcvcryerotic. 
However, (in memory) I heard them as 

· only Him and We: This m me 5uggem an 
equivalent bur even more capacious eroti
cism, not so much pressing organ to organ as 
organization ro organiution. And, as such, it 
ismychallengc:tohiSiory. (41-2) 

"History": construct and material actual
iry imcracting to form us. And formed 
by us, acting on us and us acting within 
it, history Cln be, has been, deeply 
unplcasurablc. 

We know that sa is sometimes an escape: 
from a~ her more indigestible knowledge ... We 
fuck Mr. Willianu and our knowledge: peaks 
with pleasure but then ~read the newspaper 
again. And find ourselves here, linless in 
silence; for the mutcucmore present than 
words on every page: and this makes it seem 
too great a privilege for pleasure seekers like 

lightforfamilylife 
one of my lagging mothcn 
makes love at the same time 
asacomfon tothewif.-.- (42) 

Perhaps if the only ways available to us 
of constructing gender arc the conven
tions of the hegemony, then gendcrk:ssness 
would be a desire. But our Mlagging 
mother" makes love ~as a comfon to the 
wifc"--on this road we arc not willing to 
negate .gender in the very desire to 
surpass u. 

Existing within gender and beyond 
gender, "we" move in a generative gap 
between the multiply sexed body and the 
multiply othercd self, where all 
"codified" notions of identity, i.e. man· 
ness, womanness, hu(wo)manness, indi
vidualiry, and communality arc exposed. 
"We" confounds easy gender distinctions 
even in the derails evinced by our active, 
writing body: "Things (our hand, our 
foot, our spine on which we turn our 
head as our curls cross it, and our 
penis--no, no, excuse us, we arc female 
and that is your penis-our pencil 
between the thumb and forefinger with 
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\Uiulpeak. (II) 

1 he kind of knowledge, "history," found 
on the pages of a newspaper (a few 
examples that spring to mind include the 
political situation in Haiti , The Gulf 
War, riots in China) provides a limiting 
mc;uurc antithetical to measured desire 
wherein "history" purports to be rruthful 
and all-knowing. Thus it fails as an 
exciting, excitable measure of desire. Sex 
is no escape from knowledge, and 
knowledge (th ink Faust here) is rarely 
prcuy. The knowledge of measured 
desi re, however, as a pressing "challenge 
to history," is knowledge of a different 
o rder. 

On the billboards of our wide road, 
in the alleyways, in the travel, sc:x is 
sex--cunt, cock, fingers, breasts, 
mouths, baiting flowers, ship captains 
with uros and hoses, you name it (it 
names you, you name it again, ctc.)
and sex is knowledge, a way to measure 
ourselves and desire in the world, w 
measure the world in our desire. "But we 
hunger for knowledge, that giant mind 
inside our heated wombs. so follow rhc 
pure terrain: (3) Though the "self" and 
the "body" arc sometimes distanced 
from one another (as, panicularly, in the 
letters on violence, sex, and violation), 
the mind's body and the body's mind are 
in this book inextricable. In the process 
of measurement, the procas of under
standing how we arc built, we come 10 

reconfigure the figure of our very selves. 
Sex is an intelligence, and what excites 
the mind (The WU/t RtHUi, for srancrs!) 
arouses the body's desires as well. 

the middle finger as fulcrum, our 
breasts, each with one further finger} 
occupy our am:ntion cndlcs.!ily: {31) 
The act of writing, blurring and confus· 
ing gender by generating an embodied 
plethora of derails (and by enacting the 
change through language) removes the 
female writer from a secured and/or 
claustrophobic notion of "fcmininiry" 
without in any way reducing our full 
bodied, sexy, mobile, wide femaleness. 
Sameness is certainly not our goal, nor is 
difference privileged if it docs not make 
more measure, more movement avail
able. 

Fixed identity, as witnessed in a 
shared space as a purposefully political or 
incidental measure of sc:lf-i.c. "Black 
American woman" -gives rise 10 the 
problems of generalities. binaries, and 
other unwelcome accouterments. "We 
felt more and more complete. You arc 
an incomplete person, we said to the 
man. We e2n ~y this without smugness, 
since it is his power that deprives him of 
completeness. And it laves us naked." 
It is the "power" of the man, and his par· 
ticipation in a system too small for "us", 
that, on this road, leaves him incomplete. 
Pan of~complcteness" encompasses vul
ncrabiliry, a naked openness that allows 
us always to be touched by others, o r our 
self as other. "We" intdlcctualius, 
desires and engages with the terrain, 
thinking of it and acting in and on it 
simultaneously as different things-less 
limited than the singulariry of the 
" incomplete man." We arc repeat 
offenders, experts of the libidinal and 1hc 
liminal, of the intellect and the subject, 

I think your lencr begins to answ.::r the 
question in a manner which fuses home5pun 
knowledge with intellectual excess. The intd· 
!ectual excess infuses the homdpun knowi
cdgc with an erotic glamour. No image of the 
body can excite me as much, or maybe I 
shouldsayaspc:rmancmly.(41) 

the thought and the embodied. Through 
the pluralizing of identity-where the 
"monster" is nor reduced ro a single 
"we" nor to symmetry-the authors 
achieve a different kind of"wc," one that 
exists simultaneously as independent 
and interdependent beings. ~we" is both 
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No realm is outside the terrain of the 
body we: are in this text; our excite
ment- permanent-is gigantic. O ur 
minds have body, our body embodies 
minds. 

"'Our knowledge desires you!' That 
is how the romtdimn~ might address the 
bird on the wire singing 'chirp t ic t ic' 
and the hard shadow of the telephone 
pole wobbling beside it." (8 1) And 
address us. ~Us" being "we" being 
"them." A wifely form of address. The 
wife makes "voluptuous prophecies." 
O ne uemplary prop hecy reads 
"Knowin& w!Jat you /mow now laur you 
wiU /mow m11rt, "(86) and we know that 
"knowing" is not just an exercise of the 
mind. There is, in every sense, more to 

a politKiz.ed woman (whose affairs arc 
doubly cri tical (bOlh crucial and provid~ 
ing a critique) in rdation to the notion 
of womanhood) and simultaneously her 
own, unique self. 

"Having undone the UK of .5tif as 
singular. Having compromised singularity 
erotically. No longer a woman f:u:cd with 
men but a creature ourself composed of 
facets: of force or brevity, dUrance or pros.~ 
imity, cktectlon or dissent, lungs or gear. 
There is a 'WOrld thai hovers around the 
senateal»orbingthematerialofmemotyinm 
iu potential femininity. · (79) 

"Today it's say for you to never 
know who we think we are."(3) "We" 
undulates between monsrer and nor~ 
monster, us and not·us, male and 
female, the individual and communal 
sc:lf, the acting-upon and the acted
upon-a list made up nor of binarisms 
(nor "things to couple and compare") 
but of large and overlapping states of 
being which coexist and press up against 
one: another. "So we've been both the 
subject and rhe object of desire and the 
origin and recipient of pleasure on many 
occasions." (48) 

'"Dtar Rtadtr, havt wt invittd you in?"rDtar Rtadv, havt wt invittd you in?"' is a 
rtvitw of Lyn HtjinUm J ami Carkt Harryman i The Wide Road, in tht form of a 
tDIIalxJrativt vi~ oftht promsn and produm t~/ Htjinian and Hanynwn i wt~rlt. The 
Wide Road is a to:t in thru m:tions which an distinct ftom t~nt an11thtr but aislJ blad 
into ont anothtr. Th, fint uctit~n of tht ttxt ouili4tn btrwun prost and wn,, tht 
suond is a min of kttm bttwun tht autlwn, and tht third, whou form our rroitw 
tak~. muists of rwo p4ralkl nsays. Tlwugh tht usty muitr might rtCtJgttiu spuific 
tkmmts of Htjinian i and Harryman J individual writingr throughout the ttxt, t~nly in 
tht tpiswlary uctWn art wt &ivm own nftrtnu IU to wlw autlwrtd what. In addition 
to qUDtint txtmsiwly ftom tht to:t, wt' purpt~sifuUy inhabiud somt of tht form and 
diction o{fhe Wide Road tU a way to undmtand what it is to bt on tht wid, road. 
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perhaps thU U a rescue f antmy 
I leather Fuller 

Edg< Book., 1997. 

reviewed by Louis Cabri & Kristen Gallagher 

With 1hc ti tle, ptrhaps this is a nsc•u fonta.ty. H eathcr Fuller hedges 
her bets against whatever powers poetry might obtain as social critique: 
;u if to perform social critique is somehow beyond the poet's rcpcnoirc 
today; as if social critique itsdfhas d isappeared (together with other 

social drivc=s, increasingly as this century has worn on) from the horizon 
of possible pra.xi and hexi; as if to know when poetic d iscourse inter· 
sc:cts with social critique is as difficult as ascertaini ng a law of h istory. 

What presents itself in a poem as social critique might be the "rescue 
fantasy• of a poet as misinformed as, say, the Unabombcr, with 

respect to what she is nuly doing o n behalf of a cause: and ideal. 

Bombs, their makers, their makers' causc:s arc suggested by the book's 

cover drawing, which displays el~enrs of a homemade bomb loaded 
into the carved-out centre of a book. Reader as victim, w ri ter as 
terrorist-whose rescue fantasy? 

Instead of assuming any essential goodness and power fo r poetry as 
social critique, Fuller di rects the reader's anention to the conditions of 

perception as they manifest in her language-to the social materials, in 

other words, out of which crit ique forms: 

a boy doing surgery an asthma tree a hunting knife the saddest 
arabesque a woman who hangs amulets plans cities in her 

These lines represent siruation overload, a cumulative crisis whose 
proportions exceed any possible constructive response, other th an the 

dearly inadequate though available responses implicit in the situations 
themselves: a boy, who attem pts to save someone's life; a woman, who 
"plans cities in her" imagin ation and "hangs amulets," perhaps in 
o rder to make up fo r the lack of social planning (even these terms, 
'social planning,' are dated now) in her city. In the next rwo paired 
lines from this the fou rth six-line stanza from "Rush Hr NJ Ave"-

page becomes white: flag a raising that is nor a hand 
an illness you become: an c:xpcn on illness 
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-the poet reflexivdy registers this crisis overload in poetic terms, by 
substituting the word which would have completed the second-line 
sentence, "a woman who hangs amulets plans cities in her" - is it: 
imagination? mind? heard-with "page." Through identification with 
this woman, the poet's "page" as "white flag" is made identical in 
social effect to hanging amulets, as if amulets, or poems, were a 
means of bringing about urban renewal. They arc not in themselves, 
and, unlike the woman perhaps, the poet knows this. What docs the 
poet do with this potentially harmful, defeatist knowledge? She turns 
it on hersdf, but creates a vivid absence from it, an absence wirh 
social corollaries located in all the particulars of the devastated U.S. 
city she inhabits. The desire for social improvement, for a truce with 
existing social relations, is read as an "illness," a "poetic" fantasy 
detracting from grasping actual, quantifiable needs of, in the follow
ing lines, "who leaves how hungry": 

you become expert on not who leaves how hungry 
a woman planning cities not a virtue ask how hungry 

Yet, Fuller's book docs not lead the reader on an anti-aesthetic exodus 
our of poetry into social facts in order to ask "who leaves how hun
gry." There is instead a lyrical, musically hush, fascination with and 
probing of this debased al l-pervading condition of perception, this 
"illness" of the social body, which denies on rhe one hand the possi
bility of critique, and on the other a retreat ro the use of"lyrical 
amulets." Denied is the means of distinguishing critique from retreat. 
Denied is that choice, because it has become, in a sense, identical. 
Affirmed, on the other hand, is the could-be-anybody, in Fuller's 
work, who undertakes an excursion into sight and social being, loss 
and responsibility. 

Like the work of Claes Oldenburg, Fuller's poetry blows up the famil
iar. In a statement for Environmmts Situatiom Spaces, Oldenburg says: 
" I am for an art that takes its forms from the lines of life: He: goes 
on to describe these: life lines, saying, "I am for the art of decapitated 
teddy-bears, exploded umbrellas, chairs with their brown bones bro
ken, burning Xmas trees, firecracker ends, pigeon bones, and boxes 
with men sleeping in them." These images, tragic and humorous ar 
the same time, dewnare the way they are received in the everyday
and in turn represent the detonated everyday. Similarly, Fuller's work 
transforms the journalistic mundane into new perceptions of the 
social materials embodied in language. Like Oldenburg's, her work 
embraces the rejected, the simple, the walked-over. In "trip set" (from 
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bt:gg11r [Situan'on 17]) she draws "on the emergency room list of 
unclaimed wallets and infants," wthe pregnant woman who walked 
from Helena ro Richmond via Savannah a grifter by her side /I heard 
llc was a provider despite the penitentiary." In her Placards series in 
rncue fontasy (whicll come with the instructions: "Please take one up. 
Photocnlarge at will.") she recovers a genre of public notice used by 
strikers, and in rallies and protest marches, only to enjoin the reader 
to read her poetry through that urgency. Distorting the journalist's 
eye for the sentimental, and the detective's sixth (paid) sense for do
sure, Fuller consisrcmly rc:approaches the everyday-somehow scc:ming 
unjaded, but not naive. 

Through languages sometimes overheard/conversational, sometimes 
of DHS forms, sometimes at etymological play, she expands social 
situations of which the reader is aware, to a dcf.tmiliarizing scope, 
making those situations scc:m beyond what the reader might be 
accustomed to seeing or hearing. Yet th is leads back, acting as perhaps 
a double-exposing, to what is sc:en and heard so often as to be dis
orienting. What happens when most of the population of a society 
can no longer stand to see or hear? 

There is a rhrc:ad throughout Fuller's work so Far, concerning the wound
ed eye, and wounding the eye. From perhapJ this is a "scue fontasy: 

memory oflight does nor recover from eye's 
defusing 

(from "Fission'') 

Wanting ro go back to whatever "memory of light" might be, may 
not recover what is lost in the eye's "bombing." The eye is completely 
overwhc:lmed, becoming dysfunctiona1, blinds itself, yet continues to 
perceive amidst the wreckage. 

... Your eyes in ashes 
you red through buildings wrenching 
faucets from their lcaksarresling 
a history of what courses. 

(from "Between Here: and Else") 

This, as many of Fuller's passages do, refers to what is missing, what 
is stopped from flow, what is held up or back, what is denied. And 
who is complidt. 

A woman gouges out her eyes 
(from "Mythology Girl H) 
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The wounded c:yc: thrc:ad goes beyond the personal costs of embodying 
new perception, to reflect on the machinery of image-production in 
our society. Fuller never parses the image so we can see "good'' or "bad." 
Her sa:nes have an awareness that the cult of the image is over, no 
picture ever complete. This does not prevent events and sightings in 
her work from taking on monumental scale, from invading the half
blind eye: so as to literally bring one up against the real, by means of 
evoking the state of being "at a loss." The anist diminished; the viewer 
/reader also diminished. There unfolds an intimate public relation. 
One is drawn outside oneself by a public art, yet faced with an inti
mate human real. What is lost but cannot quite be named or pointed 
to or spoken, returns as a question of responsibility in the form of tears. 

it's easier to cry for the anonymous 
neighborhood burning down 

an action in missing. 
(from "trip set" in SituJttion#l 7) 

How can sight compete with the media, where world events sc:em 
tragedies to be carhanically sobbed over, watching the evening news 
or reading the paper? What Fuller's work brings us to doesn't make 
the news. The evidence here is circumstantial, human. In the end, 
one is left with one's place inside a network of involvements, in 
relation-the question becomes: how does the human relate and 
form social structure or resistance in these: present conditions/ 

.. .1 wear saffron that is 
nor rare but difficult to 
harvest. After a hundred 
closets: threadbare. Love 
I approach you as I 
might a wax museum. 
We make Feasible 
Monument for a City. 

Facing outside and being faced back, is a high-risk act of love. Trust 
and generosity have become almost impossible; nevertheless, we faa: 
this situation daily. 

Here is the hurricane 
here is the eye 

But what docs it mean to sec. 
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Medieval 
Steve Farmer 
Krupskaya Press, 1999. 

reviewed by Hung Q. T u 

Steve Farmer's M~diroal is a bifocal proscription for the ideologically 
ncar-sighted. In an integrated poem reaching nearly the century mark 
of pages, it works as a kind of conveyer machine, alternately trans
porting the reader to familiar and alienated sires; where production 
takes place, where the mind and body arc rehabilitated and where 
practice doesn't create perfection but just a well-tuned drone. The 
burden for M~diroal, in strict terms, is historic pro-bono work. The 
case being built from start to finish is a difficult one, to prove 
absolutely that there is a socio-political system thar seeks to integrate 
Capital by way of passive/aggressive machin:uions that haunt and 
taunt in turn. Thus an inmate of Angola state penitentiary can say 
with just clarity of the reinstated "chain-gang" work derails that "h 's 
like being back on the plantation." In other words, M~dinJal 

Farmer has written about a key period of history, the now. A present 
that can't quite let go of the past, if the past is defined as an accumulated 
position. A present which identifies itself as a future, at a steady
march. But in the meantime, the appearance of culture and distant 
long weekends will have to do for the over-worked and 
"undcrwhelmcd." 
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at.kast. 
Peter Inman 
Krupskaya Press, 1999. 

r~iewed by Hung Q. T u 

Peter Inman has wrinen in at.leas1. a painstakingly meticulous book 
rhar is both clinically cold and unerringly humane. It is a bizarre, 
almost classic, apcriment which surprises and p rovokes (disturbingly) 
a sequence of sensations that shakes us to our cognitive core, at least 
as to what words are, how do we read them, etc. That is m say, the 

poems run at different speed, and there is no indication of th: limits, 
just rhat one finds oneself either reading dot to dot or stumbling over 

the pages like a sheet of laser. 

at. least. is a hard core verbal preamble with such dialectic velocity it 
leaves us dazed if not choking on the fumes. Corners arc not beveled, 

they are cut razor fine and held so tightly to one another as to gauge 
the thin membranes of signs and cause them to leak meaning. lfby 
the end of the collection of poems Lenin, who makes several appear
ances as an embodiment of thought and action, doesn't exactly 
"understandQ the work, he certainly would have commissioned P. 
Inman for a post in an Arts Committee. 
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Kristin Prevallet 

Constructing The Hat 

Construction sites on the edge of the dry blur rural land inro urban 
tar. Social constructions of gender and identity assume distinctions 
bcrween male and female. Writing can expose the artifice of gender 
by blurring opposites into texts that arc simultaneously hard-edged 
:md subtle, straight-shot and implied, hard-news and confession. 
Construction sites lay bare the necessary chaos of assemblage. 

The Hat is a new magazine published by New York poets Jordan 
Davis and Chris Edgar. Thinking rhemariC<I.!ly, since this is the 
"Gender" issue of Tripwire, it is interesting to note that The Hat 
(issue #I) includes all women. There is no statement in the magazine 
indicating that this decision on the parr of The Hat! rwo male editors 
is about gender. Many of the poems in the magazine explore notions 
of construction both as a sire (building up) and as an internal process 
of creation (breaking down). What the poets say about poetry, through 
their poems, is more important than the fact rhat rhey arc all women. 

The poetry is language driven but content based. One docs not 
dominate the other; they simultaneously fuel each other as the poem 
develops. T here is nor an eradication of one over the other. Issues of 
gender, sexuality, race politics, and personal address arc articulated 
through the driving force of language. T he content is not explicated 
but generated. 

To paraphrase a language generated conrenr is ro offer only one inter
p retation among many. The following is a descriptive review of all the 
contributors in The Hat, and looks at each as a differem kind of 
construction site. Buy The Hat(2 issues $12. 331 E. 9th Sr. NYC, 
10003). Here is the ru n-down, in order of appearance: 

Greta Goen's selcaion from "Construction Papers" is a series of por
t raits in which diverse landscapes and people are contrasted against 
each other: a pianist and an island; a Ladies' C lub and the Ara1 Sea; a 
maid and City H all; forry Burmese women and the Mall of America. 
The series is arranged in blocks that make the individual units look 
like prose, bur with line breaks. T his merging of the poetic line and 
the prose paragraph mirrors the contrast of landscapes and those who 
move through them. The selection of poems is framed by two photos 
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of a city skyiin~. messy with w~ d~bris, cranes, metals and sheds of a 
construction site. 

Cath~rin~ Barn~u: "lnsid~ a tomato, a million poems." Objects reveal 
m~mories, as bodies moving through a pool ~gath~r slowness." 
M~hing \ik~ ice, things are remembered and forgon~n. Family and 
pc:rsonallives are o:plored in th~ t~nd~r buttons of fruits, each line of 
the poem a slow progression into th~ derails that make us happy. 

Brenda Coultas: Reality is disturbing and often, gross. If :as social 
constructions our stories are easily demolished by wrecking balls, 
then our m~moric:s are probably buried in the: mounds of roxie 
dumps. To::as sized semen stains (sc~n on TV), Monica, Tompkins 
Square, a loud polyester shirt, hospital clothes and a painful accident 
arc all rh~re. Brenda set om on an intc:lligcnce mission to find them, 
to gath~r what w:as h~rs. She finds the rats, and communicates 
td~parhically with them about current events. There is not much 
consolation at the dump, but the evidence she was looking for is 
there. No matter how d~~P they are buried, the m~morics that mak~ 
us human arc also what keeps us alive. 

Tonya Foster: A f.nher, a wanderer, tdls his daughter about how he 
ended up in Colorado, and the help he found from strangers. He is a 
father in a talc, but h~ is real. He is out of time, and out of her life 
because "she has long sine~ l~arncd to love an absence." "A Folktale" 
is a talc told in real tim~. but it is the poem that sets th~ pace: and 
determines the hour. A father and a Golden Goose: both arc memo
ries la~rcd with time and circumstance. The poem is a site where 
stories upon stories arc la~rcd. It is a gesture of assembly and a frag
mcnt~d re-telling. 

Lisa Jarnot: The cngin~ of repetition that drives emotional eruptions 
into current events. In "Brooklyn Anchorage" a powerlinc read in a 
newspaper short circuits the poet's circulation, and the pace of the 
poem, like racing dcctriciry, stops time. The wrecking ball is back, 
this time as an arrow of simplicity that shoots straight from the heart. 
Poems dfcct time when they carry the current of their conception 
through to the last line. When it happens, :as Lisa and Johnny Cash 
know w~ll, the cattails in their catbeds bristle and sing. 

Janice Lowe stays clear of poetic coterie, nuances of tone, and any 
hint of abrasions expressed gently. This is straight-shot writing wh~rc 
nothing is sensitized; heavy-machinery-writing which takes charge of 
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demolition. Spc:cch driven and content based, the poems :arc sustained 
by hard-line language. Cultural references arc piled arop one another 
in, as in Brenda's toxic mound of memory and significance:. From 
knickknacks to Malcolm X, this is poetry that is raking risks of 
o:prcssion, content, language:, and tone. 

Kimberly Lyons has a long section in th~ magazine: 8 poems and a I 0 
pan serial poem called "Peripheries." Motel vacancy signs primed on 
the. sky, a house changed into a cyclone, and five tulips poised around 
a garbage can are all parr of the landscape:. Construction is happening 
here too, and blocks arc coming into place only to be torn away. On 
rh~ periphery there are no complete stories, but there is much that 
resonates and seems familiar. The poet is in her laboratory, and alert 
to both the silence and clanking of electrons and moons. 

Carol Mirakove's poem "mysel f or someone having sex" tracks the 
time of penetrations (three total), ahhough the clocks arc all broken. 
"He" is subterranean, and aside from sex there is not much more ro 
him than his teeth. T he ~welcomed wrecking ball" indicates anoth~r 
kind of construction site: the act of perceiving another pc:rson who at 
first is so bewildering that he looks like a cubist portrait. How can 
another pc:rson be assembled and penetrated when we only peripher
ally know ourselves? 

Ange Mlinko has a line as taught as a bow and arrow, and a bossy, 
confident tone of voice: that makes language putty in her hands. With 
sex, anger, beauty, and o:uberance in every poem, references are piled 
on so thick that a match thrown on the pile would Aare imo a bon
fire. Out of four poems represented here, "Happiness in Harness" 
stands firm as a verbal frenzy of wonder and delight. A pony is tr~s
formed into an ant-covered wall, which is in turn transformed sen· 
tencc upon sentence into both strang~ and familiar references. It ~nds 
with a passionate "take me now" episode that sends the reader, too, 
searching to soil the linen. 

Cynthia Nelson: POW, here we go agai n. "In the street" moves faster 
than the street (which moves, we now know from the TV commer
cial, to the sound of cheesy techno inside a brand new VW bug with 
locked doors and windows). What happens 10 fill the space of one 
minurc, one hour, is connected by ampersands, because inserting 
"and" would ruin rh~ rhythm. A snippet of an impression, a micro 
perspective against a big wide world, this poem is the e~ from the 
center of the cyclone, that sees the debris swirling around, bur has the 
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prescott of mind to catalogue all that goes by. 

Hoa Nguyen oncx said, "I write very tiny poems." These ~ms 
indeed do look very tiny in this issue of Tk Hat, being that there are 
only MO of them, and their tides appar to swallow them whole. The 
poems look like balls of mercury, bUI stick a pin in them, and they 
disperse into more little balls, and more, and more. Try to step on 
one, and it slcirmishes our from under your shoe. These ~ms go on 
and on, although they appear to end abruptly. On the roadtrip to the 
hean , Hoa takes a shuttle and hits the hull's eye. 

Alice Notley: It's ca.lled ~ Being Wiggy." The new yttr rolls around 
and everything is new-or is it jwt the same self bur in a new outfit, 
like recycled presents given again and again. On a quest for the "new 
you," don't bother shopping beyond the tacky wigs. Rebirth is a com
modity, a disposable ~empty m:uerial novelty" just like everything 
else. Just beause appearances alter the outside doesn't make anything 
different on the inside. Whether or not the soul docs or does not 
have enough food will not change. Shallow promises of reconstruc
tion are insignificant next to the infinity of the universe, conscious
ness, and Alicx's poetry, which spans all of them. 

Pragecta Sharma: "Ode to Badminton" is an ode to the swcct:ness of 
flying things as seen through the history ofbadminron. Back in time 
to the country scat of Dukes-before the swiftcr-pacxd da}'l' of ten
nis-where the risks of injury were less serious. The poem's pace, rhe 
long lines, follows the slow trajectory of the birdie as it sails through 
the air. Back and fonh with such sensual language, making rhe 
thought of getting hit in the eye almost pleasant. Her poems are 
accompanied by an illustration of a Chinese scroll, with a small bar, 
wings spread, poised in the corner. 

Juliana Spahr has "embraced direct address," but this is not a revela
tion. Her poems are often about communiarion, and the ways that 
the devices of language both prohibit and facili tate address. 
Diagrammi~g sentences is about more than grammar. {Grammatical 
instructions] hcMeen brackets indicate multiple ways of reading. In a 
love poem like "Poem," this me:.ns that the object of love is always 
shifting. In "Poem" there is a "you" that can't be touched because the 
grammar is unsteady and is in the process of mutating the subject. 
The connructor and rhe beholder arc one in the same. 
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/"'.lttiJIIIII 
by Rudngo Toscano 

() "'"'"'· 1999 

rniewcd by Bri:.n Kim Srcbns 

Rodrigo TOSC2Ilo's PartiJ4ns injects a startling new breath of urgency 
in contemporary poetics, one that skates awfully dose to such politic:ally 
activ.ued texu u Bruce Andrews' I Don't Haw Any Paptr So Shut Up 
or Myung Mi Kim's Dura, but which doesn't lose iu very specific 
questioning of political agency beneath its cross-cur surface. The 
rwdve pans of this book-length work each consider a specific 
moment in thinking about progressive politics--"unveil[ingJ the 
conjoined :.gcncy of human labor and grammatical component" in 
Barren Wauen' s phrase from the book jacket- with such titles as 
"Present Perfect Progressive" and "Simple Past" identifyi ng the 
perspective taken amidst the historical Aux, poiming to concepts of 
closed historica.l dcterminacies and never ironic ideas of utopias ro-be. 
Its short, tight lines, which move through several modes of rhetoric 
frono the direct address, the declamatory, the lyric :.nd the quasi
hermetic, never lose steam as Toscano plows through his manic 
considerations of aesthetics and society. The fo llowing is nor
Poundian razz.ling of activist poetics, condemning as it is precise: 

Flouting history, rambling spleen'd 
<sign of Timidity> 

Fumbling segues, trancing scx'd 
<a sign of Banality> 

Spouting ethics, shunning touch 
<a sign of Celebrity> 

Sorting concepts, draping needs 
<a sign of Obscurity> (9) 

Toscano's "wordwork" - the poem is obsessed with the nature of poetry 
as "labor" in an poetic economy that is, even at its margins, compro
mi.scd by the exigencies of the ~market"-is always tempered by his 
quest for the "collective" revolulionary consciousness, such rhat even 
the short time it takes to bring the poc:m to the print drops it from irs 
immedi;atc social momem: 
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By the rime this all gets sketched, rypc:d 
circulated, confiscated, allocarc:d 
cclc:br:uc:d, denigr.uc:d, reitc:r:nc:d 
obfuscated, rc:cupc:r.uc:d,acrivarc:d 

it will have: lost its gain 
so to speak 
will have had to begin 
again 
between (12) 

he: writes, mourning, perhaps, the: lost of his address to the: confines 
of the: white page and the: bookshdf. Partisans takes a s~cc: against 
"beauty" -it is :u pared and honed as Brecht's later poc:rry-and 
certainly against the idea of a beautiful soul, bur consequently avoids 
the pessimism and turn toward the ironic that much lancr..day lyricism 

possesses in the face of disappointment with the revolutionary 
moment: "So back to irony-ville I petty bourgeois-ville II round and 
round I eclectic hectic and peptic" (20). His metaphysics of social 
.. Agent{cyr seems to center around the idea of a "social surplus" 

which can be: c:nga~d for social transformation for " Doing" -a surplus 
created in the margins of the: bourgeois sdf and which, to this time, 
has bcc:n the static, inactive a~ from which most avant-garde 
American pocuics have surfaced. "And why not I partisans II So so 
democratic I postmodcrn muzzling II Having bc:cn fined I having 
bc:cn summonc:d by it /l in the present (but of the past) I the subject 

II ~K. as a has bnn I or m.nd in - for II Now~ A mufficd yet pressing 
now -" (4 1), he: asks, bringing to light die necessity of a singular, 

staunch view amongst the calls for plurality and untranslatability that 
have become: catchwords of late--progressive literary and political theory. 
However, even Toscano realizes that, in this case at least, his verbal 
assay may not be: more: than a tone mourning the loss of collective 

actio n and w:it in the later 20th century, an urge reward "the dau.ling 
brightness I of rt:a lism," the "tattered I fencrt:d I committed." Poetry 
may very wdl be the unsatisf:..ctory vehicle, as he writes toward the 
end , imagining himself bcfort: a crowd: "So I'm facing faces I as I 
reci te: this I as I'm lookc:d at II quizzically?" (47) But this line is followed 

by "toward your~elws too~ throwing the ball back in the court where 
he has, fairly and unpretentiously, rt:turncd it, into the minds and 
hearts of the readers who arc being challenged by this extraordinary, 
difficult, but noble and ennobling text. "Readers I as agents" (49). 
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l'rot«lir~e Immediacy 
Rt'K!Smith 
lluof Book>, 1999 

reviewed by Brian Kim Stcf:rns 

Rod Smit h is part of an exciting DCba.sc:d community o f poets who, 
for all their devotion to formal expcrimenGttion and a critical social 

vision, arc: generally very amusing. coupling a knack for s~d-up 
"slackcr'"·comc:dy with sheer lyric elegance. This new book is a honed 
display in five sections of all the virtues of Smith's writing, including 

his complete mix-and-mastery of several strands of American jX>CliCS, 
ranging through Projective Verse, Bc:rrigan-esquc collage (more inrd
lcctual, but still with a Lower Ea.u Side "tune-- in drop-out" dopiness), 
the dipped line of Williams, and the provocative opacities of rhc 
Language School. As the epitaph to the first section, "The Boy Poems," 
states, "Humor is a process. Depression I a useful first step," and this 
synthesis of comedy/ melancholy is what distinguishes the o ften imd

lcctual verse: of Smith from the pack: "Speaker: Agon means I that 
ache you can I rt:ally sec, right? I non-speaker: in some I x, the gross 
national/ awkward. Oh hell, I Speaker: 'Prove it' -" (14). The pa~ 
arrangement of"Thc Boy Poems" --each with ti tles like " Boris," 

"Ben," "The Buddha," and "John Fingcra1d"-arc: like word-sculp
tures, somehow beautiful to sec in their stasis on the page despite the 
heady, Auid meanings of the poems thcmsclvc:s. "Simon" theorizes 
this condition: "The: implicit is I Arrival, approach I impasse - a hand 
issuing from a grasp -I These: alternatives cannot be harmonized. II 
But harmony sucks anyway." (17) Human liberation is to be at stake 
in these: poems wrinen from the counrry's capitol, as the fixity of 
corporate systems upon the: mwhy human emotions is part of the 
drama inherent in Smith's colliding d iscourses: 

This is the hc:an of all livi ng 
systems - The workshop mode Oows formatively 
across the: morphogenic l•ght-born anractor 
at the focal point of time and rc:c:mcrges as 
the: Diet Coke stain on Ben's disintegrating 
mostly purple tic-dye. 

("Bert," 22) 

lkc:ausc Smith is so comfortable living among grand thoughts-he ' 
has a natural "visionary" bent suggestive of mild-mannered Blake or a 
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human·scale Pynchon-his idiom has a worldliness which belies a 
mistrust in naYve acceptance of politica.l d ialectics or theoretic:a.l super· 
structures. But it is when these rwo elements meet- the mistrust 
anchoring the wvision"-that the humor of"human" bathos arises (he 
pokes fun at his rheory·mindcd brethren, here, too): 

A Nestea before the sa show 
&: a full length sofa bed 
to teach the Camot from -
this represents the temporal 
hidden within the temporal. 
The grapes though expensive 
nttd. impaling. (35) 

Sm ith's car is infallible-he can mix, in a single poem, verbatim 
quotes from Bob Dylan with polysyllabic science words, ballad·likc 
strains, "plain speech" prose and weird word· lists, such as: "schierkase 
schmo I schmoose I schmooze I sch muck I Schnabel" (64) , sheer 
nonsense which tells, in the meantime, the whole story of the New 
York painter's fall from avant·gardc grace. Through all these dada· 
esque hijinks, however, he always keeps the question of basic freedom 
versus the (Failed) social comract in focus: "the sum tottle seems to 
ink us out I sheepish science dealing & imponam I - neither Spain 
nor Plain -I a health·related basic thing that people matter more 
than money." (7 1) "What's that li ttle plan I you live in?" the poem 
"John Fitzgerald" asks; Smith offers cdifyingly inutile answers, but no 
plans, either. 
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I.IIJ/Iustance 
n .. n Purcll 
Kru1nklya Press, 1999 

rcv1ewed by Brian Kim Std2ns 

lach of rhc twelve longish prose poems of i..aJ1 lnstanu, by Canadian· 
born pcxt Dan Farrell, is an exploration into the dilemmas of agency 
amidst a world dominated by routine, the ubiquimw plays of tech· 
nulogy and other narrowing sy5tcms (even the innocent one of the 
days of week), and ilie failure of memory to fully relive: one's past to 
ere:ue one's present. While maintaining close ties to the linguistic 
explorations of the Language poew, Farrell 's work departs strongly in 
thar his surfaces~ backed by the cold drama of an existentially 
hindered subjectivity which bobs irs head and breaks the pure play of 
syntax and grammar, such that even in its most heavily-reduced 
moments, the poetry creates an atmosphere reminiscent of Becken's 
novels, as well as Kafka in irs ever-recursive replays of alienating social 
formulas. lndccd., the poem wK" resembles fiction in that it centers 
around the narrator's "phone tag" relationship with the ever-ambiguous 
"K": "So K would ca.ll, begi n to leave as though a message, then get 
me. Would K's roommate pass on this message, any? For the while, 
exchanging mail seemed a way. Letter, number, letter; number, letter, 
number. Letters add up to nothing." ( 15) Even the paratactic "Avail," 
composed entirely of sentences from questionnaire-answers with 
people about their heal th and angry emotions, builds by Oulipo
inspircd excessive rcpctition into a deadpan, sometimes Stephen
Wrightish character rhat just can't determine what the hell he means: 

My current level of physic:a.l fitness is very pleasing ro me. I have positive 
fa:lings about the way J approach my own physical health. Whether I 
recover from an illness depends in large part on what I myself do. My kd
ings of anger do nor interfere wirh my work. In order to have good health, 
I have to act in a pleasing way to other more powerful individuals. (27) 

"My Recognizance" is a wonderfully rich, possibly autobiographical 
(but most likely as constructed as "Avail") skitter through Joycean 
sc:rucncc constructs and surface play, a sort of Portrait of tlu Artist as a 
Young Ma11 that never gets past the childhood stage to maturity: 

And around geared Tom Swift, grasping for switches to roggle, tactics ro 
jenison. Somewhere sprawled. Then to flood with haggard drops the 
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reminder of an awkward cough, syrup or sticky camphor, resin to exces
sive phlegm. While outside in crowed .cards of s~\1~ hockey players I 
pw my own reeling life clasped and sl•ppcd to d1ppmg spokes. (33) 

This sort of neologistic wordplay-he later describes himself as 
" Puffcrbluffing like a blowfish in a chowdcrn-sccms as effortless as 
the excessive flatness of"Avail" and rhe last poem in the collection, 
"366, 1998," whose main modus op~randi is the linear recounting of 

the days of the week, such that the cumulative effect is one of a rich 
desperation among the passage of time. The sameness of"366, I ?98" 
makes even minor linguistic and narrative events oases of suggesnon: 
"[ ... ] Saturday, floor sawing. Sunday, dust making. Monday, thrust 

frump and ctnter, Tuesday, Wednesday, last and rdi:ed, Th~rsday,. 
flutes on backward, try aga.in, flukes on forward [ ... } (59), II conun

ucs for five jammed pages. LaJt lmuma is a confident m :k into both 

language's capacity for creating boredom and anxiety-a parod~ of 
the most domestic version of latc-apitalist life-and its potenual for 

explosive, neologistic self-creation-approaching the utopian drive of 
the most radical Modernists-whose cumulative effect is one of an 
areful essay on poetry, one that is fun as it is responsible, elegant and 

da.ssical as it is--like punk rock o r a slacker's stoidsm-gleef;JIIy 

nihilistic. 
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/l..r~ 
11oM N1uycn 
Mil.t & I hie's r•rcu, 1998 

t("Yt~d hy Roberto Tejada 

lhmuKh a torsion il effects berween the representadon of memory 
~tnd immediacy, l-l oa Nguyen's Dark comprises a series of self
]tc•nr;uu weathered into the magenta fade of Kodacolor prints; into 
d•c w;&rp of r:mdom persptttive as viewed from the telescoping lens 
ul tunc. Nguyen has wrought a music whose candid nature is 
l{lr-tmfiably her own, with its unique auenrion to the embarrassments 
1•lthc- 1poken. These spccch-and-tone d:.J.Sters r.~nge from a series of 
drum-sketches about the omnipO£ence of thought ("Dream 5.24.97") 
tu .<hecr quotidian song (" Let Me Be a Meaningful Soul•) or terse 
mmings about that point of condensation berween experic.nct apd 
tcmsciousness ("Dcckn). Stretchi ng sense with damped sound, Dark is 
:miculated in a language that enacts the amazement and discomforts 
in the transit from childhood to adulthood; the shaping of .sc.lf from 

p IYC' r«ipient to active .subject. 
In the process, Dark also ra.iscs questions of permission, author

d-1•1'· bloodline and self-inscription. The book opens with a conclusive 
tr<) ]JC to addrc::ss a crucial passage that takes plact throughout the 
work. In a d ream-image, Charles Olson carries the poet "through a 
fwarm II of biting flies ... " so that, by dubious patriarchal agency in a 

dun:nC' sprung from deay, menace and multitudes, Nguyen proceeds 
w plunder and reclaim her predecessor's usc of a feminine pantheon 
10 the figures o f Demeter, Athena and Mnemo.syne. In this, she 
rrnen.tC'S the archetypal and iu capacity to signify as patterns of 
knnwledge. prowess and memory. But these figures arc inesapably 

ttr-tlto the uncvcmful tc.mpcr of workad.ay life, so we find Nguyen 
f(lldenng a scri C'S o f .srarcments about a framework for determination 

IIC'tWC'ell the poles o f blankness and writing; betwcc:n the mythical 
pmllliJC' or the imagination and the lackluster prose of the world
thnugh mindful of the fiact that this performance constitutes a strug
Kir 111 wlm:.:h language rnay wc.ll transcend or even obviate individual 

t~• ~ot ptlon 
I htC'Il to the tonal modulations in the following poem as it 

.. t.ltt tori the uppcr· lowC'r limits of kinship and association in spiral 
tlltonH' •mltCJXOll, 10 as 10 end o n the involuntary nature of recoil 

an.ltc•ull('l.ttun: 
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GLORIFIED SPIRIT 

memorable divine: na-na 
be around or round like a 
drcui1 in Van Gough's painting 
of sunflowers divinity 
protects you from fami ly's memorable 
cautions we staned with angel 
hair, desire, pears, cheap beer 
like Rtti White arui BIJU br.md 

my need ro ghost things 
in writing: Ethyl the: dirty girl 
who spilled food on herself 

In her singular cadence, Nguyen reveals certain passages from what 
she: calls an apocryphal"childhood with food," whcrejoyccan 
moocow and lemon platt are displaced into other transculturated 
realms of experience ... as flank steak and baked alaska. Naturally, 
there arc suggestions in this of Gertrude Stein's Tcukr ButtonJ (re: 
"Salad Dressing and Artichoke"), but her poems can also rise in 
jagged strains emanating from the dubious idyllic landscape of 

domestic drama. 
Nguyen's poetry peals with humor and shrill ob§(:rvation as it 

relishes in the crackerjack contours of American English. Born in 
Vietnam and raised in the United States from the age of two, Nguyen 
explores rhc sounds of estrangement in the familiar, producing an 
dsc-ward vernacular that both savors in and spews back the language
markers that g:augc American normariviry-from a "lou-lou oozc:s 
from my gloomy mouth" to Mbubblcgumming fa1 belly I wave ride: 
or as F.tr back as the infant stage of"pcck-a-boo and bye-bye I with 
the eyes and the can." It's a world, on this account, that complicates 
the centrality of rhe television set within the family sphere-the pan
demonium that erupts when Candid Camn-11 meets Tolan and 1izboo: 

... the imagined 
family you invent terribly 
maimed in a fire the f:accs that sweat on 1V or cry 
the: bones sharp hairs in your mouth 
after the Coke commercial is over 
Captain Kangaroo is dead 
immediate F.amily members go 
crazy are in hospital 
the window of unchanging you 
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sec bones where o1hers 
fillet the flesh you sec: fish bones 
in the pine £Wig snapped ro 
paper head & rai l the eyes arc an x .. 

("Some Starting") 

There is something concurrent here with the concerns of visual praxis, 
especially contemporary art produced by women. Darlt includes six 
xerox-images by Austin-based anist Suloni Robertson that depict the 
pull of the art ist's own hand and skin with a succession of threads and 
twigs, as if to suggest the ideological tics that bind women's bodies to 
the .. natural world." In this, both Robenson and Nguyen collaborate 
in a formal quip about occasion and effect; about the technology of 
the image and the contingent meanings attributed to the female body. 

And elsewhere: 

hedgerows make hedgehogs 
Kent garden Lawn semi detached 
under the apple: yard gnarled 
roots roo old like tired 
of topping off the rrces 
as me perched on the mail 
box red retinal flash 

(~KenrChristmas 1990") 

joy doubt your spectral 
communications bound in flesh 
do need to witness 
thei r avening 
face your pranks: 
stars wrapped around your throat 
{terrible resembling beauties) 

("Strange") 

I enjoy Nguyen's audacity and wager against conventional sonic pro
priety, rhe way the: writing negotia1es between the autobiographical 
and the accidents of representation. As she moves between the pat
terns of personal content and the ruins of expressive fallout-in her 
own language: be£Wcen index finger and stump; between purple: angel 
and bitch woman-at her best, Hoa Nguyen questions the certainties 
and gravity of cognition (the lighdessness of the title poem), as she 
engages the sclf"wh istling through the process of relativity" and our 
of the limbo of the unknowable. 
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LIMBO UMBO 

peek-a-boo and bye-bye 
with the eyes and the ears 
to anticipate them 
like a limbo waiting for personal 
supporters 
aware of novelty and srn.ngeness 
in people even mildly novel people 
are open/shut push/pull all adjectives 
scooting as a matter of habit 
forgive me I have not mentioned myself 
this "center" I think is demographic 
how we display interest and typical roles 
whistling through the process of relativity 
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Debbie: An Epic 
Lisa Robertson 
Vancouver: New Star Books, 1997 

reviewed by Kimberly Filbee 

MEDEA: Come, flame of the sky 
Pierce through my head! 
What do I, Medea, gain from living any longer? 
Oh I hate living! I want 
to end my life, leave it behind, and die. 

CHORUS: (In unison; chamed seriously) But tell us how 
you're really feeli ng. 

MEDEA: My husband Jason-the Argonaut-has left me fo r 
another woman. Debbie. 

CHORUS: (In unison) Dreaded Debbie, dreaded Debbie. 
Debutante from hell. 

-Chrisropher Durang and Wendy Wasscrsrein, Medea 

Debbie: short fo r Deborah; long for Deb (as in debutante-nor 
Eugene Debs). Zaft-ig royalty (a J .A.P. in fact). "Her I toffeed Aanks 
roll with greatness and sustenance," accompanied by a "squadron" of 
"whirling majorettes." Craves sugar and gossip; jewelry, boys and 
dorhes. Loves ro buy from caralogues. A daddy's girl-though glim
mers of mom appear in the uniform of nurse (there is, moreover, a 
certain Aunt Rose she admires). Enjoys preening. Disappears into 
drama club fantasy, "participant thespian" in sequined regalia. Icc 
queen, party girl, "amazon" beneficiary of Title LX. Discovers ar long 
last the "Banlc Cry" of feminism ("I've fucked things up, bm l'm 
awake"). Her epic ends with adult beverage, hostess duty, pocket
book, cosmetics. 

But Debbie: An Epic is more than mere send-up: poetry does here its 
traditional duty-uplifts the mundane and cdebrares beauty. 
Virgilian in her obeisance to an empire of the senses, Robcnson 
bequeaths to Christian (i.e., "pagan") America (i.e., "Rome:") rhe 
essence of a certain disparaged experience-bourgeois, corpulent, 
female, Jewish. 

I'm not blind to my own empirical loyalties: Robertson's Canadian~ 
ness means nothing to me; I read her poem as would an agent for a 
foreign power. (So sue me if you're not happy.) I cannot, in any event, 
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imagine a book more opportune ar the presenr moment. Amid the 
ongoing demoniz.arion of Monica ~winsky, Robertson's "folly" (as 
she herself describes it) begins to seem someth ing of an augury. 

Ardent transgressors!. 
what country, good friends what suburb 
is nor now smothered by our sobs? 

All roads lead to the same conclusion: an era of fulsome masculinity 
is reaching its ~rjurious end. All hail Debbie's cesarean birth! 

Dreaded Debbie, dreaded Debbie. 
Debutante from hell. 
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fraca. 
Elizabeth Fodaski 
Krupsbya Press, 1999. 

reviewed by Jcn Hofer 

We arc at once documented 
and anonymous 

the stories bleed 
rogethcrlikcso many 
indigenous hisrorics, 
the rifles cocked 
£arge[S random 
and equivalent. 
we come from the page 
but appear nowhere in the book 
we speak from the bonom 
of our bodies 
but are translated 
our of language 
weare the sisters 
of impatience: 
we come from 
the urban alendar (I O) 

language U consciousness 
to dream in pictures 
my language makes me a woman like Mary 
the linle man in my head 
is allied ro a mustering of storks 
Socrates is mortal 
consciousness is morral 
consciousness is Socrates 
consciousness is a man in my head (64) 

the parenthetical is what soothes me 
never grasp a cenrral chord or 
pull me toward an outfit with built-in aurhoriry 

I find that we have a rcsponsibiliry to what soothes us 

At what final hour do we do justice: w the world we attempt to describe 
(16) 
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A Horizontal Attempt. Another Parlor. Keen Expectations. 

In Elizabeth Foda.ski's frac4J, which describes and inhabits and is our 
fr.acas, we are immediately in the fray. There is no outside, or there is 
only outside; in either case we are inevilably, inextricably in il. Nothing 
is exempt, much less we ourselves. This frac4J is a quick-shifting pull
no-punches brilliance of implication-the implications of what has 
been and what is, not separable from how we are implic;ued in what 
has been, what is. What will be: what we attempt, what we think, what 

we do. 

ifawriling. a sighting 

these, my pair 
ofF..lliblecyes fall 

upon such evil axes 
so smiling 

too solid (30) 

We begin from a position of constraint and possibility. The world is, 
events occur, certain things are given, cenain parameters, confines, 
constructs. Our world, our things, are in disrepair, no thing is fixed. 
fraclls places us immediately inside a state of uncenain statemem, of 
unstatic statement. In sight of it, in its sights. We enter the book in 

"Flood Watching." 

It comes like this. 
With tiny fingers screeching along the sidewalk screeching 

screeching waiting 
more than waiting. 

It comes like this. 
Writing a spasmodic gair of a 
too quick operation speech 
like the broke spoke of 
wheels of things of 

machined crossed human crossed with 
machine: metal grinding 

grinding too 
F.m for iu own fUnction 
It comes like this. 

FLOOD WATCHING. (7) 
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Flood watching us. O r us watching flood, watching for flood. Has the 
flood hap~c:d,orwi ll it? Or will it. Weareinastateofflood. Can we 
but watch it? And watching it, can we not record what we see, respond, 
and in recording (seeing, writing) make the thing seen into altogether 
another thing? What are we, what can we be, if we are not attentive to 
the world around us, the us and the others in that world? 

how many ways 
are you nor 
and you are 
like the swaying 
knoncd dumps of weeds, 
bougainvillea, hydrangeas, 
that sway in a sunken field 
no matter as oblivious 
this stubborn nature 
again it comes up 
with childlike persistence 
this life (27) 

Certain things, cenain "knoucd dumps," certain fields, are given. We 
are in a bind. We arc in a body. A bind of sight and eire and the body's 
moments, proliferating through anatomy, t hrough associations, 
through etymology, through the mental and physical brawls (binds) we 
get ourselves into and our of and into. The body is a certain thing. but 
not the only thing, and only certain in increments of a moment. 

if there is one thi ng certain, a body. 
See bind. 
It can be called fin ished in a momem. 
There is no question it can be called a beginning. (58) 

Our bodies are classified (gendcred, raced, classed, inscribed and 
described by lexicons and etymologies-anatomies-nor of our 
choosing) in language and through experience, moment by moment. 
Moments are binding and come undone, need to be redone. 

Mary is not a woman. 
A woman is a word and the being of your word is a moment 
the flowe r is a word and the naming is a moment. (42) 

Nam ing (the providing of words which become our being-"the name 
you deploy for the figure in naming" (41)) is temporary and constant; 
a name is a thing but the name is not the thing. Here we are inside a 
complicated, fraught fracas, where our being (and the being of things) 
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is simultaneously ailed into being and called into question. The 
physical body is bound and in a srate of boundless (but not uncon~ 
strained) beginning. The body politic is dle inevitable space in which 
the body makes its moves, positions and ~positions, finds itself 

confi ned and busts out. 

let x,.o, 
we still have too many consr.mts 
see dangle, see ding. 
a truc:suong verb 
Constant; see Sr.ue. 
Consternation; see Srr:uum. 
Conspire; see Spirit. 
Conspicuous; see Species. 
This is a bust, 
Etymology unccnain. (53) 

The constants, the matter and matters of this life, a~ stubborn. 
"(A) midsr frantic public relations/obeisance" (33), we a~ in a state 
which precedes us, determines us, was not determined by us, where our 
abili ty to act is constantly compromised (constantly made necessary) in 
the spaces berwcen stubborn events which intrude upon our field of 
vision, limit it, constitute it: 

v.:arious is as various thinks. 
therefore we arc. in search. of. 

displacement byproduct killing trend 
primary purpose dimensional weaponry 
cleansing medieval abandon combatant 
the: shrunken terror miscdlancow with force the perperual franchise 
the miscellaneous with malice torture the machination the S)'Stematic 
anestcd devc:lopmcnt warlord the: field he plunders 
the state withered away the state is as the state does (20) 

This book and its explorations (not explanations but rather hints, 
views, frames, surveys of certain terrains or fields-"Our lady is 
unwalkablc.rrhe politics sans serifs.rrhe poetics is plain.rrhc poems 
sans merd." (18)-rathcr than territories claimed or claims staked) 
engage us in pleasures not separate from, not separable from, the con~ 
sta.nt (consternating, conspi ring, conspicuous) pressures of the state of 
language, the state of the stare. Pressures of consciousness and of 
conscience, material pressures, verbal pres5ures. fracas seeks to apply 
different, "anarchic and subversive" (37) pressures m an existence 
which too often feels like "this futi litarian inquest." (40) Pressure, how~ 
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ever, is not unrdated to a certain pleasure, o r certain plca.mres require 
a certain pressure, friction being also a constant and sometimes, vari
ously, a pleasure. This is a bust-abreast, an arrest, an explosion-that 
propels us, albeit un«:rtainly (perhaps always already uncertainly) 
towards another kind of "true strong verb," another kind of constant. 

Lulu is a vocab girl she 
admi res lhe gerund 
cf.miraclc(sicJ 
and lhat which is to be done: or 
carried on 

Why don't you pick up your tipsy little lexicon 
and saunter over to my epistemology. (54) 

The gerund is a constant process, a verbal form p~dicated on contin~ 
uancc, movement, noun and verb interrwined in motion. "That which 
is to be done" is never done: "lr can be called finished/but there is no 
question/it can be called/a beginning" (44). Fodaski does not posit a 
wide-eyed sense of renewal stemming from a utopic string of new 
beginningr--

it'sall wrong here/ stan again 
we've got it all wrong here (71) 

-but rather positions an open~eyed, skeptical, sometimes weary, 
always wary doing that seems, given the difficulties of a difficult world 
(and words), utterly ncccs.sary, utterly possible. Where can we walk, if 
not in the opening/opposition provided in a fidd of "pragmatic 
experiment"? 

ir's roo 
narrowing 
it nanows me 

as opposed to 

pragmatic breath experiment 
in the sense of paper 
rhe resistance of form 
exu:nsion, rhe double dream 
in the sense of burial 
internecine struggles 
as opposed ro I in rhe sense of 
as opposed to I meaning paper 
groundlessness I in the sense of paper 
as opposed to I meaning stan here (69) 
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The gerund (meaning meaning, constan tly in the process of being seen, 
being made) allows fo r bre:nh, momentary suspension, but not stasis. 
Forms, burials, struggles, histories arc moments, v:aricd in dun.rion, 
context, signifi cance. What is constant is situation, the activity of 
situating. We arc placed and there is no replacement (no two moments 
exactly a.like, the v:acancy of loss not ever cxaccly occupied: "It wasn't 
that I was feeling vacant/but that there was a sense of an 
occupancy/having already vacated mylboJy•(9)) or there is only always 
rcpla~ent, placing and placing again, a constant context of process 
in which even stillness is a fo rm of movement. The present moment is 
populated by what has come before and what is to come: what 
occupies us. 

"I got" 
she said 
><Vml 
lit tle dainties 
lying about 
this guebo 
preceded parlour 
a cryptic exchange 
awkward, as a gi rl 
grown too large 
for her age 
she squirmed (25) 

We arc preceded by a certain prettiness, "little dainties," ccnain kinds 
of parlours in which certain kinds of activities and expectations have 
left us little room to maneuver, parlours with which we enter unavoidably 
into "a cryptic exchange." No fracas arises our of an ahistorical, amnesiac 
vacuum. Named and unnamed pasts and predecessors (literary, political, 
demographic, sodobiographical, autobiogn.phical) populate this 
rcxt-"picturcd perfect landings/over and over/again. a fr.a ndc rcnova· 
rion/of timelines in trouble and/ didn't we have this war already/earlier 
in the er.a?" (66)-not as boxes in which we might rest or be pur to rest, 
but as sites, sights along the ways we have come to be in this here, this 
now. Neither wri ting nor history is precious, to be preserved and held 
in delicate, unthinking reverence: a flower is a word, as is a woman, 
as is flotsam, as is this world, this wrecked vessel we have come to 
inhabit. 

A man is an entity similar to enrities we call flowers 
but we do not call Socrates a flower. 
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There is bur a moment. 
flotsam jetsam. 
.stt Floar. 
Things thrown overboard from a 
wrecked vessel. (52) 

There is undeniable comfort in "there is but a moment" ("always 
already is a moment in a word." (65)), context ever differing, the givens 
ever shifting, naming a.lways a renaming ("alwa}'l: already the departure 
point and then never ro arrive." (36}); rhere is undeniable urgcney in 
"there is bur a momem," when naming is a coming tO terms, a 
presencing nor only of language and its implic:.ations, consciousness and 
its implications, but also of the finite, the mona!, the material. We have 
"a responsibility to what soorhes us," a responsibility (see opportunity) 
ro ask ourselves constantly, "how to make a diff": 

how 
and how nor 

you arc but another 
quivering weed 

how to make a diff 
authenticity trope 

we need anmhcr parlor but 
who will sit there? (29) 

Indeed, who will nor sir there, and how will we sit. ftacas invites us into 
a "tangent vantage," (78) aids u.s in developing a perspective with in 
which we arc pan of the view, incxon.bly implicated in what is being 
seen, yet enough outside the wreckage to use our "fall ible eyes" useful· 
ly. Watching is no passive state, here where watching cmails the sight 
of perception, rhc ".stt" of etymology, the .stting and citing of writing. 
Sight is a stubborn, persistent act, need ing to be engaged and engaged 
again moment by moment. 

when a sick heart landed and began. 
pumping, coupling, doubling, and moving on 
the ma~c rial requires anenrion 
not an mnate presence 
but a present fo rm (40) 

We open in, open inro, a stare of ancntiveness. A state of sight, of 
prcsc:nce. Of possibly dangerous abundance. Of flood, where a state is 
a moment and sight, recognition, naming is a moment and "there is 
bur a moment" which can ever be called a begi nning. Calli ng upon, 
summoning. a beginning. Summoning u.s to and towards. 
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the linle man in my head 
is a champ for sussing out Meaning 

but who will resuscitate 
the ' I' of the dream? 
sec Cite. 
to summon, quote, 
rouse, excite, I go 
sec Hie, to hasten (51) 

We arc in a state of mi nd and a state of body. A state of abeyance and 
a state of disobedience. A state oflanguagc:, of consciousness, of names, 
writings, previous and future collections, and a state of experience, of 
feding and seeing things, seeing things beyond the real of what is there 
{beyond imagery, through imagery, passing through it without passing 
it by), scc:king out to sec, to cite. lnfc:rcncc: and rc:fc: rc:nce where the 
referent ftxes (soothes without curing) and unfixes, refuses to stand still, 
to be gortc:n right, to be "properly" and permanc:ndy sussed. Where: the 
referent is neither erased nor recuperated, our previous parlours moved 
through (and therefore themselves moved, moving), the events 2nd 
reverberations around the referent summoned (excited) towards shifted 
meanings. Or, in other words, "! like your cock, i['s the macho bullshit 
I could do without." (12) Pleasures and pressures coexist. To be--in a 
body in the: world in history in process-is to be in the space between 
departure and arrival, a realm of anticipation rather than exactitude, 
where: we make rc:peatc:d attempts to "do justice," never reaching "the 

final hour." 

mine 
is a horizontal am:mpt 

a sensual curiosity 
has its own 

keen expectation of funhering 
contact (22) 

Some things make us wonder why we are alive. Other things, like 
fracas, make us alive while we: wonder. Such things arc: difficult gifts. 
We arc being spoken to, from inside "a ftery center with borders,/with 
an outside infringing obliquely wirhla neighboring dialect." (7) 
Elizabeth Fodaski's fracas is a direct address. "She is not demure." (54) 

Listen up. 
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